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MANY GRAND XMAS FEATURES 
Including: 

Using Microphones and Pick-ups 
A Radio Play 

Room-to-Room Communication 
Extension Loudspeakers 

Xmas Presents 
Radiograms and Records 

Etc., Etc. 
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19 '7 
It is significant that Westinghouse 

Metal Rectifiers are continually used 

by all Government Departments, 

where a life of 15-20 years is 

required of all apparatus installed. 

Put a metal rectifier in your receiver 

now, and you may safely expect it 

to be delivering its rated output in 

1947, or even 1957.  No other 

rectifier can in any way approach 

such a performance for long life 

and efficiency. 

Send 3d. to Dept. PRA. for a copy 

of "The  All  Metal  Way,  193 8 " 

OWESTINGHOUSEG 
METAL  RECTIFIERS 
for lonA life and constant output 
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.I. 

Please send me a copy of " THE ALL-METAL WAY, 1938," for which I enclose 3d. in stamps. 

Name 

Address Pract.W 4 12 37, 
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BUILD THE D—XMASTER—see page 3t9 

Plectica 

*Iflotta 
Greetings ! 
IT is the custom for Christmas numbers 
to be published somewhat in advance 
of the actual week in which the festival 

is celebrated, and thus we present this week 
our greatly enlarged number designed for 
Christmas consumption. To all our readers 
we wish to convey the Compliments of the 
Season and our very best wishes for an en-
joyable Christmas. To signalise the event, 
we present numerous articles of interest, to-
gether with a play which may be produced to 
enliven the proceedings and to make the party 
spirit all the more enjoyable. In addition, 
there are full constructional details for two 
broadcast receivers and a room-to-room 
communication set which will be found of 
great interest and value. Among the general 
articles are those dealing with the use of 
microphones and pick-ups, Broadcasting 
Your Own Play, and the usual regular 
features, such as Wrinkles from Readers, 
Practical Television, Short-wave Section, 
and so on. To all those who have been 
readers from No. 1, as well as to all new 
readers, we again repeat, a Merry Christmas. 

Police Radio 

Al‘IOTHER proof of the value of radio 
to the police authorities has been 

given in the London area where a wanted 
man was reported to own a Rolls-Bentley 
car, and a police broadcast was made to 
this effect. Ten minutes later officers in a 
patrol car saw the car and stopped it. As 
a result the wanted man was arrested. 

Television by Wire 

THE news recently published concerning German wired-television tests has 
been eclipsed by British engineers. During 
some recent experiments it was found 
possible to transmit and receive good 
pictures over 400 miles of land line, and a 
much higher definition was employed than 
in the German system. 

Philips Broadcast, 1938 

THIS film which, as has already been mentioned in these pages, has been 
circulated throughout the country will, 
when the present series of bookings finishes, 
be released for retailers who wish to make 
their own arrangements for having it shown 
locally. The film is available free, on loan, 
from December 6th onwards. 

Christmas Packing 
I T is announced that the novel Pya 
Baby Q Portable is now available in a 

special Christmas packing, with labels 

Edited by 
F. J. CAMM 
Technical Staff: 
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the Ulortt) of 
ready to despatch. A slogan " Here's to a 
Happye Christmas" is affixed and the 
general colour scheme of the whole present-
ation blends easily with the usual holly 
(green and red) motif of window and 
other decorations. 

World Radio Convention 

AWORLD Radio Convention is to be 
held in Sydney, N.S.W. from April 

4th to 14th, 1938.  A cordial invitation 

Zbe Ebitor 
anb Ztaff aotil 
in Iltilisbing 
Ever 'IReaber 
a U m 

lbappy films 

is extended on behalf of the Institution of 
Radio Engineers to all visitors to Australia 
during the Celebration period, which com-
mences on January 26th and concludes on 
April 25th, 1938. 

More Electric Wiring 
IT is announced, as a result of a recent 
I survey, that owing to the increasing 
demand for electric-mains-operated radio 
receivers, more homes are being wired for 
the electric supply. There is thus a general 
improvement in domestic lighting as well 
as in the use of other useful electrical 
apparatus, which has resulted from the 
use of radio equipment. 

tairele$ 
Note These Changes AS a result of the introduction of a 

new Melnik transmitter to be called 
Praha 11, the wavelength of Morava:a 
Ostrava will be changed to 249.2 metres 
—1,204 kcs, and Praha 11 will transmit 
on the former wavelength of Morayska 
Ostrava, namely 269.5 metres-1,113 ke/s. 
The changes will be made early this 
month, as soon as the new transmitter is 
completed. 

Telepathy Tests 

TO endeavour to prove whether or not 
telepathy can be carried out through 

radio, the National Broadcasting Company 
of New York recently carried out some tests 
in conjunction with several of America's 
leading scientists. A colour selection was 
employed, and the results given by listeners 
were stated to he approximately one-third 
above the mathematical laws of chance 
in the point of correctness. 

New Variety Feature 

ANEW weekly variety feature is to be 
added to the list of B.B.C. pro-

grammes shortly to start. This is to be 
called " Band Waggon," and will have an 
experimental run of about six weeks., John 
Watt, B.B.C. Director of Variety, will then 
decide whetherits success wan-ants its eon-
Urination. The feature is to be based upon 
the dance band and will be produced by 
Gordon Crier.  Arthur Askey is to be 
resident comedian. An important feature 
of this item is that it is hoped to find room 
in it for artists who have never before had 
a chance of broadcasting though they have 
passed a B.B.C. audition. The B.B.C. an-
nounce that they hope to use three of such 
people in each programme, and it will run 
for 45 minutes. 

Xmas Presents Appeal ON December 6th, an appeal is to be 
made in the Midland Children's Hour 

for presents for Christmas for poor children. 
The appellant is Binnie Hale, who is to be 
the principal attraction at Emile Littler's 
Prince of Wales Theatre pantomime in 
Birmingham this season. 

Effects of Broadcasting? 
HE manufacturers of musical instill-
ments are reporting increlsing sales. 

Does this indicate that the effects of broad-
cast music are such that more people are 
now becoming interested in performing 
on various instruments and are thus taking 
up a musical profession ? 
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued) 
Broadcasts from Cinemas 
MANY listeners will welcome an arrange-

ment which has been made between 
the B.B.C. and cinema managers, as a 
result of which more variety turns are to 
be broadcast from cinemas. It 
means that artistes of the first 
rank will be heard more often. 
The first broadcast under the 
new scheme was given on Nov-
ember 25th from a Clapham 
cinema, and others will be given 
on December 14th,  and on 
December 20th.  In the New 
Year relays of variety  pro-
grammes from cinemas are likely 
to become a regular feature. 

" Serenade in the Night" 

W HILE  working  in  the 
Mitchain district recently, 

B.B.C. engineers picked up that 
haunting melody, " Serenade in 
the Night."  They traced the 
broadcast to the house of a 
young amateur who was playing 
the record on his unlicensed 
transmitter.  The magistrate 
fined the offender 40s. and told 
him he must get his licence. 
The moral is obvious. 

Japan's School Radio ,MISS MARY SOMERVILLE. 
B.B.C. director of school 

broadcasts, who recently 
returned from a world tour, was 
greatly impressed by the general 
,Ittitude towards children  in 
Ja pan.  According to Miss 
tiomerville, Japan offers children 
greater educational  resources 
than we do in this country, and 
she would like to see experiments 
on Japanese lines of broadcasts 
to infant schools. 

Red Indians on the Air — 
A CA  rece nt report, to a  cent report. talks by Red Indian 
chiefs are to be a feature for 
Canadian radio listeners in the near future. 

Extending Television! 
I T was stated recently by the Assistant 
Postmaster-General that further ex-

perience of the working of the London 
television station will be necessary before 
the Advisory Committee, presided over by 
Lord Selsdon, can make definite recom-
mendations for the establishment of other 
stations for providing a television service 
in other areas. 

Variety from Carlisle and Leeds 
IN the Northern programme on Decem-
ber 8th " Northern MUIMC Hall" will 

bring a variety relay from Her Majesty's 
Theatre, Carlisle, and " Northern Concert 
Party on Tour "—an excerpt from the 
Arcadian Follies' show at the Grand Theatre, 
Leeds, a playhouse which has not been on 
the air for some time.  The theatre has 

indeed a" grand" style—it was con-
strUcted in the eighteen-seventies on 
similiar lines to the famous Opera 
House at Milan. It has twenty-two 

boxes and altogether can accom-
modate  over 2,000 people. 

Wilson Barrett 
was the first 
lessee. 

INTERESTING and TOPICAL 
NEWS and NOTES 

India's New Short-wave Stations 
IT is anticipated that the first of the new  

10 kW short-wave stations for India, 
which is .to be installed at Delhi, will be 
operating by the end of the year.  The 

transmitter for the new Bombay 
station is being installed during 
the present month.  The new 
equipment, which embodies the 
latest developments in broad 
casting technique, will provide 
India with the nucleus of a 
highly efficient  broadcast ing 
system. 

THE CRAZY GANG from the London Palkuliunr—stars of the recent 
Command Performance—are all proud owners of Pilot receivers in their homes. 
Here they are seen in their dressing-room listening intently to a Pilot 

Model CU-535. 

SI) RYE MIS ! 
PROBLEM No. 272. 

Nicholls constructed an A.C./D.C. set of 
the H.F., Detector, Pentode type, connecting 
the valve heaters in series, with the Hi,. 
valve Joined to the negative mains lead. Recep-
tion could not be obtained until the aerial lead I 
was connected to the cap of the H.F. valve. I 
The H.F. valve was tested and found to be In 
order; the correct voltage was -applied to its t 
anode, but it did not pass any heater current. 
Where was the fault Y Tluee books will be 
guarded for the first three correct solutions 
opened.  Solutions should be addressed to 
The Editor, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Envelopes 
must be marked Problem No. 272 In the top 
left-hand corner and must be posted to reach 
this office not later than the first post on 
Monday, December St It, 1937. 

•••••••• . Olt 

Solution to Problem No. 271. 
The dropping resistance had been chosen to pass 
.1 amp, to suit the original valves. When a .2 amp. 
pentode was used in the output stage, the current passed 
through the filament of this valve was too low. 
The following three readers successfully solved 

Problem No. 270, and books are accordingly being 
forwarded to them  R. B. Warr, 342, Yardley Wood 
Road, Moseley, Birmingham; J. Richards, 25, Kings 
Place, Rucishurst Hill, Essex; J. Munday, 3, Piston 
Place, Kenipton, Brighton. 

In  Remembrance  of 
Marconi 
is reported that at the 

instigation of Signor Mussolini 
t he Italian  Government has 
made the birthday of the late 
Marchese Marconi a National 
Memorial Day. 

Our Village: Getting 
Ready for Christmas 

QTANWELISTEAD folk ate 
going ahead with  their 

Ghristmas preparations, and on 
tecember 2nd listeners wilLhear 
a bout winter flowers, the making 
of Christmas gifts, lace-making, 
:21ove-making, and similar home 
i iulustries. 

Coast Radio Pioneer 
Q IR  CHARLES  BRIGHT. 
LJ pioneer of coast wirele-s 
stations and radio in aircraft, 
died recently at his home at 
Bishop's Stortford.  He was 
seventy-three years old. 

Military Band and Vocalist 

HAYDN HEARD will con-
duct  the  Birmingham 

Military Band, which he founded 
about a year ago, in a popular 
programme on December 8th. 
The vocalist will be Frances Fox, 

the blind soprano from the Black Country; 
she was first in the Midlands in the 
Catimont Golden Voice contest. 

Theme Song 

F-klIOL'S songs from famous films will 
be presented on December 2ixd-by the 

B.B.C. Welsh Orchestra (Variety Section) 
and a revue chorus conducted by Manse! 
Thomas. The programme has been devised 
by Mai Jones, and it will be produced and 
presented by Glyn Jones, whose pro-
grammes, "When Day Is Done" and 
" By Firelight," have become very popular. 
The soloists will be Elsie Eaves, Teifion 
Williams and Morgan Davies. 

Broadcast from a Submarine 
I T is reported that voice signals have 
been successfully broadcast direct from 

a submerged submarine for the first time by 
radio engineers in Connecticut, U.S.A. 
The signals, transmitted from a submarine 
submerged off Bartlett Reef Light, 
were picked up ten miles away at 
the naval submarine base at New 
London. Hitherto, broadcasts from 
submarines have been made over 
a waterproof cable 
line to a short-
wave transmitter 
on the surface. 
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Constructing the D—Xmaster 
A Simple Three-valve Receiver for the 
Medium and Long-wave Bands Only 

OUR recent all-wave designs  have 
aroused tremendous interest amongst 
home-constructors, but there are 

still many who do not require short-wave 
reception. In some cases this is due to a 
prejudice concerning the results which are 
obtainable, and in 
others the listener is 
already  using  a 
standard  short-wave 
receiver. To those in 
the first category, 

The receiver assendded and ready for wiring, 
showing the clean and neat layout. 

we suggest that they take the earliest 
opportunity of hearing a really good short-
wave or all-wave receiver working under 
favourable conditions, when we are certain 
they will find that the short wavebands add 
a very high standard of entertainment to 
that which is obtained on the usual broad-
cast bands. However, the present set has 
been designed for those who are anxious 
to have a really high-class broadcast 
band receiver, which may be relied upon to 
give a fair number of stations at really good 
quality, not only from this country but from 
abroad. It should be borne in mind that 
it is not essential to use a short-wave receiver 
in order to hear the American broadcast 
*stations. On the medium-wave band there 
are several high-powered American stations 
which maybe received during the evening 
or in the .early hours of the morning. As 
with the short-wave stations, however, it is 

not possible to give any definite 
guarantee regarding these stations, 
and whilst one listener may receive 
the stations regularly, night after 
night, it might be found in the same 

neighbourhood 
that another 
listener with the 
same  receimer 

may be unable to hear even a trace of the 
signals. 

The Circuit 
The first consideration in designing a 

receiver for what might be termed " all-
round " results, is a good H.F. stage. 
There are several types of valve avail-
able for this type of amplification, and 
a modern H.F. pentode, -using the 
variable-mu principle will, if incorpor-

ated in a suitable circuit, 
give stable results and the 

volume may be con-
trolled  smoothly 

over the 
complete 

range,  thus 
enabling a 
local station to 
be kept at a 
suitable level 
whilst enabling 

a distant station to be given the maximum 
amplification before passage to the output 
stages. A reacting grid-leak detector will 
provide a further stage in control, the reac-
tion if carefully adjusted giving a very 
valuable build-up in signal strength. For 
the output stage a modern tetrode is also 
bard to beat, having the advantages of 

• • • • • 

high amplification with a low input voltage 
requirement. Thus in the receiver now to be 
described we find this combination of three 
valves, the coupling between the first two 
being carried out by means of an H.F. 
transformer and between the detector and 
the output stage a good L.F. transformer 
is employed. 
For tuning, a modern dual-gang screened 

coil assembly is utilised, and a standard two-
gang condenser is employed in conjunction 
with theni.  The remaining incidental 
details of the circuit may be gathered from 
the theoretical diagram and wiring diagrams 
on page 320, show the layout and disposition 
of the components on the chassis, which 
is of the ordinary wooden type having a 
layer of aluminium on the upper surface. 
This may be obtained from the makers. 
Messrs. Pete-Scott. with the necessary holes 
for the valveholders ready drilled. 

Constructional Details 
If the chassis is obtained undrilled, the 

first procedure is to drill the large holes 
for the valveholders, and these are lin. in 
diameter.  An ordinary wood- or centre-
bit should be employed for these, and the 
marker should be allowed to penetrate 
the aluminium carefully until the wood is 
reached, when the chassis may be turned 

over and the hole completed:from the under-
side. In the front runner of the chassis a 
kin. hole is drilled for the reaction con-
denser, but the one-hole mounting bush 
may be found too short to permit of the 
lock-nut being given 'a good 'grip. Conse-
quently, a good idea is to mark the position 
of this hole, which is in the centre of the 
runner, and then to drill a kin, pilot hole. 
With a fin, or lin. bit drill from the front 
through about three layers of the plywood, 
and then complete the hole with the in. 
bit from the back. This will leave a recess 
on the front in which the lock-nut may lx-
embedded. On the rear runner of the chassis 
two slots should be made for the terminal 
socket strips. Alternatively four fin, holes 
may be drilled into which the sockets may 
be passed. Eleven holes will also be needed 
on the top of the chassis through which 
connecting leads pass, and these may all 
be kin, or kin, in diameter. When making 
these holes a very good plan is to drill them 
first, and then with a large twist bit, say 
kin. or kin., to countersink the aluminium 

(Continued on next page) 

• 
COMPONENTS FOR THE D—XIWASTER 

One 2.gang coil unit —type BP114 (Marley) . •  .  • .  • • . • • 
One 2.gang condenser .0003 mfd. (CI, C2)—Bar type (Li.)  —  ..  ..  ..  .. 
One slow-motion drive—No. 2134 (J.B.)  .  ..  •  . •  —  • •  —  .. 
Five fixed condensers: one 2 mid. (C8). type 'BB; one.5 .mfd. (CS), one .0005 mid. (C4). 
one .0001 mild. (C6), one .005 mfd. (C7) —type tubular (Dubilier)  • •  •  • •  .. 

Two fixed resistances: one 1 meg. (R2), one 300,000 ohms. (R1) —type Fi (Dtatilier)• •  .• 
One volume control, 50,000 ohms with 3.point switch (R3);—type VM60 (Bulgin)  ..  .. 
One reaction condenser, .0002 mfd. (C3). No. N23 (Bulgin)  ..  .. 
One all-wave H.F. choke--type HF15 (Bulgin)  ..  ..  ..  .. 
One L.F. transformer 3/1 (B.T.S.)  ..  ..  —  • •  —  • • 
One component bracket (Peto-Scott) ..  —  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  .. 
Three valveholders: one 5-pin, two 4-pin—chassis mounting type (Clix)  ..  .. 
Six plugs: H.T. —, H.T.1, H.T.2, G.B.+, G.B. -1, G.B. -2 (Clix)  ..  .. 
Two spades: LT. —, L.T.-1-- (Clix)  ..  —  • •  —  —  • •  ..  .. 
One 100 mA fuse with holder (Microfuse)  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  .. 
Two socket strips: A.E. and L.S. (Clix)  ._,  ,  ..  .. 
One Plymax chassis, 12in. by Sin, by 2)111. (Ettto•Seeft) —  .2 _  .• 

Three valves: VP215, D2I0, Y220 (Hilvac) 
One P.M. speaker—Stentorian Junior (97.13.) 

120 volt H.T. battery (Drydex) 
9 volt G.B. battery (Drydex) 
2 volt LT. accumulator (Exitis) 

•  • •••••• ••• .0 .04e ...400 

s. d. 

1121 06 7 
3 9 

• 
8 6 7 
1 0 : 
3 6 I 
3 0 1 
3 o 
4 6 I 
O 4 1 
2 1 1 
1 o 
O 4 
1 6 
1 o 
6 6 1 
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THE  Wiring Diagram of the 
)3—x...ter 

(Contionied from previous page.) 
so that the metal edge will not be 
left in a sharp condition to cut through 
the insulation on the connecting wire 
and give rise to a short-circuit.  A 
length of systoflex or other insulated 

sleeving may be slipped over the wire and 
into the hole to avoid the possibility of 
such troubles. 

Preliminary Tests 
Mount the components as shown in the 

wiring diagram, and if desired the gang 
condenser may be left until the end. This 
is often worth watching, as it has been 
found that some constructors, when turning 
the set first one way and then the other 
for wiring, are liable to damage the vanes 
of the condenser or at least bend them 80 
that the alignment is upset, and when 
finished it is found impossible accurately 
to gang the set.  Another point which 
must be stressed is that the mounting 
bracket for the volume control is in contact 
with the metal surface of the chassis, and 
thus it is essential to use the component 
which we specify.  If any alternative is 
employed, and the spindle should be 
" live," that is, in contact with the mount-
ing bush and the arm of the control, the 
control will not function. 
The wiring should be carried out with 

fairly stiff wire, the most suitable being 
22 or 24 gauge tinned copper, with insulated 
slecving passed over where the leads come 
into proximity with one another. If you 
can, employ good soldered connections at 
all connecting points, and if reliance is 
placed upon terminal nuts, make quite 
certain that they are locked tightly, and 
that the wire ends are firmly held. 

A Word of Warning 
The points on the wiring diagram 

marked " M.C." indicate that the connect-
ing leads and components shown connected 
to these points are in contact with the 
metal surface of the chassis.  It will be 
noted that on the underside of the chassis 
condeqser 05 and some leads are joined 
to such a point, and therefore to bring them 
into contact with the metal surface a bolt 
will have to be passed through. The head 
of this bolt is used as the anchoring point 
for one side of the fuse holder, a short 
wire being attached to the terminal on the 
holder and clamped beneath a washer 
under the bolt head. On the underside a 
nut should be run an and tightened up and 
then two large washers in between which the 
condenser wire end and the remaining two 
wires should be placed. A further nut will 
make all secure and will provide a good 
low resistance contact.  A short wire is 

.PAoffs) 
Co 

D—Xmaster 

E 4 
MC. CONNECT/O/Y.f EARTNED  evArsis 

also joined to the earth terminal on the 
base of the coil mount and connected to 
a screw on the metal surface to make quite 
certain that the coil unit is well earthed. 

Theoretical Circuit of the D—Xmaster, which may be compared with the practica' 
interpretation shown above. 

THE  WIRELESS 
CONSTRUCTOR'S 

ENCYCLOPIEDIA 
By F. J. CAMM I 4th g/ 
(Editor of  P  Edition Or - " Practical 
and Amateur Wireless")  net. ! 
Wireless Construction, Terms, 
and Definitions explained and I 
illustrated in concise, clear 

language. 

From &I Booksellers. or by post 5/6 
from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower 
Haase, Southampton Street, 
Strand, London. 

W.C.2. 

s 
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The Amateur 
Set DesiAner 

The Fundamental Principles of A.V.C. are Dealt 

With in this Thirteenth Article of the Series 

(Continued from page 294, November 27th issue) 

THE amateur who has no ganging 
oscillator should endeavour to enlist 
the aid of somebody who has got 

one; otherwise, patience will probably be ex-
hausted before that one and only combina-
tion of trimmer and padder settings which 
will be satisfactory is at last obtained. 
While on the subject of testing gear it is 

well to note that a very low reading milli-
ammeter can be used to make a check upon 
the oscillator's conditions of working. 

Referring to Fig. 53, it should be appreci-
ated that if the frequency changer is being 
used with the correct operating voltages 
and if the locally generated oscillations 
have the correct amplitude, then, appropri-
ate to these conditions, there must be a 
certain particular value of rectified D.C. 
passing through the oscillator's grid leak. 
To insert a milliammeter at the lower end 
of the grid leak will not interfere with the 
generation of oscillations, and the compari-
son between the milliammeter reading 
and the correct current value specified for 
the valve may be valuable.  A sensitive 
milliammeter is required because the 
current will be well below 1 mA. Should 
it be discovered, by any chance, that the 
oscillating  amplitude  is  considerably 
greater than optimum it may not be 
necessary to condemn the oscillator coil 
assembly, nor to modify its construction. 
Some trial and error experimenting with 
resistance shunts across the reaction wind-
ing may lead to an improvement. 

Automatic Volume Control 
There are two points of view regarding 

the usefulness of A.V.C.  which does 
definitely minimise the effects of signal 
fading, and it is the  no fading" ideal 
which appeals to the average non-technical 
person. The latter, however, is rather apt 
to expect too much from an A.V.C. system, 
and does not take too kindly to rising 
background noise, and distortion that may 
occur during a deep fade. 
The set designer will look upon the pre-

vention of overloading of the output stage 
as being at least of equal importance to that 
of the minimising of fading.  This point 
merits our consideration. A receiver to 
be really satisfactory for distant reception 
must be capable of giving full output from 
the last stage on other than local signals. 
To give full output will require a signal 
input of a certain minimum amplitude so 
it necessarily follows that signals exceeding 

this minimum will tend to caul* overloading 
and bad distortion. To rely on the-
manually operated volume control to over-
come this trouble is not desirable, particu-
larly in view of the fact that a fast run up 
and down the scale through a large number 
of signals is a common event when pro-
gramme searching is the object. With 
A.V.C. in action, however, the tendency 
for overloading can be corrected auto-
matically. 

Fig. 61 (left).—Fundcunental 
ktector circuit. 

Fig. 62 (righ.).—TL same 
circuit with the addition of 
L.F. componen:s, C2 and 

RI. 

'Where A.V.0 arrangements are con-
cerned the receiver circuit diagram must 
appear to a beginner to be greatly compli-
cated. Actually the complications are 
more apparent than real. For the amateur 
set designer there is one pleasing feature 
of plain (and delayed) A.V.C. The whole 
A.V.C. system comprises a valve plus a 
resistance-capacity network, and the latter 
lends itself admirably to experimenting 
with the minimum of inconvenience. The 
amateur will usually be advised to rely on 

63.--In this circuit an H.F. filter 
/as been added. 

receiver will increase for weak signals and 
decrease for strong signals, and it will be 
obvious that any fluctuation of carrier 
amplitude will be, at least partly, counter-
acted by the changes of receiver sensitivity. 
The functions of signal detector and 

A.V.C. detector can be combined in one 
single diode valve if the A.V.C. system is of 
the simple non-delayed type, and although 
this system has a sufficiently bad disadvant-
age to make it of little interest from the 
practical utility point of view; neverthe-
less it is worth consideration as a means of 
getting clear ideas of the basis of A.V.C. 
circuit make-up. Figs. 61, 62, 63 and 64 
show, progressively, the development of a 
simple non-delayed A.V.C. system. 
Fig. 61 shows the fundamental detection 

circuit. LC is the tuned input circuit (the 
last I.F. secondary in the case of a superhet), 
R is the load resistance and Cl is the H.F. 
by-pass condenser typical of a detector 
circuit. The  L.F.  component  of the 
fluctuation of voltage that takes place 
across R we need for the operation of the 
valve that follows the detector and Fig. 62 
shows the addition of a connection from the 
high potential end of R and another con-
denser and resistance, C2 and RI. The 
latter form the grid condenser and leak. 
respectively, of the L.F. valve (not shown 
in the diagram). If desired, R could be of 
-potentiometer form, with C2 connected to 
the slider, and this arrangement would very 
conveniently provide manual volume con-
trol. 
As Fig. 62 start& there is no special 

provision for keeping H.F. out of the L.F. 
section of the receiver. Cl certainly helps, 
but it will not normally be satisfactory to 
rely on Cl only. Fig. 63 shows a possible 
modification of Fig. 62, a resistance-
capacity H.F. filter R2C3, being added to 
the circuit. There are a number of ways, 
differing in detail, in which H.F. filtering 
could be provided. A filter of more 
elaborate type than R2C3 might be used; 
also the filter components might be shifted 
to come between R and C2 (Fig. 63) instead 
of being between the LC circuit and R. 

Automatic Biasing Voltage 
Now comes the question of getting hold 

Fig. 64.—Here. the A.V.C. 
feed line has been added to 

AVC.0 NE.  the circuits prettiousfy shown. 

trial results in preference to calculations 
•based (quite possibly) on incomplete data. 
It is necessary, however, to have a very 
clear idea of the functions of the various 
sections of an A.V.C. system 

Fundamental Principles 
The fundamental principle of A.V.C. 

is as follows: A direct voltage is developed 
by a diode detecting valve, and this voltage 
is applied as grid bias to one or more of the 
valves preceding the detector. The A.V.C. 
valve is, of course, signal operated, and the 
A.V.C. bias fed back to the earlier valves 
will be dependent upon the signal amplitude; 
the stronger the signal the greater will be 
the bias, the weaker the signal the less will 
be the bias. Thus the sensitivity of the 

of the automatic biasing voltage that we 
want for the purpose of controlling the 
earlier valves. A diode detector under the 
action of modulated H.F. signals passes 
through the load resistance a direct current 
the value of whiC11' has an L.F. component 
of variation. This, as we know, we need 
for the succeeding valves, although we do 
not want to pass it back to the earlier 
valves. The mean value of the D.C. in the 
load resistance will be dependent upon the 
signal carrier amplitude and corresponding 
to this mean D.C. value th e will be a 
(direct) voltage drop across the load 
resistance. It is this particular voltage 
that constitutes the control bias, a fact 
which suggests at once that we should take 

(Continued on next page) 
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a connection from the top of R (Fig. 62) 
back to the grid circuits of the controlled 
valves. Filtering will be necessary as it is 
a direct voltage that we want to pick out 
and one that does not contain a signal 
modulation fluctuation. Fig. 64 shows 
the A.V.C. voltage line connected to R via 
the filter R3 04. The latter can be regarded 
in the light of grid decoupling as well as 
A.V.C. filtering. 
The disadvantage of simple non-delayed 

A.V.C. is that some degree of A.V.C. 
bias comes into operation immediately any 
signal is received. When very distant 
transmissions are to be received, the 
maximum of sensitivity will be required, 
but the receiver cannot give full sensitivity 
if the H.F. valves are being biased back. 
,What is desirable is that the A.V.C. system 
should be out of action for signals below a 
certain amplitude, and then come into play 
directly this amplitude is exceeded. In 
other words, there is much to be said for 
" delayed A.V.C." 
As the A.V.C. voltage is dependent upon 

the carrier amplitude of the oscillations 
applied to the detector it follows that a 
large A.V.C. bias necessitates a large 
signal input. As a consequence, it is not 
worth while attempting to incorporate 
A.V.C. unless the receiver has adequate 
H.F. amplification. It can be taken as a 
reasonable rule that A.V.C. should be 
regarded as a proposition only when there 
are at least two valves in front of the 
detector. 
It should, of course, be understood that 

the valves which are controlled by the 
A.V.C.  bias must  be of variable-mu 
characteristics. 

Delayed A.V.C. with the Double. 
diode Valve 

, Having dealt with the fundamental prin-
ciple of A.V.C., we will get down to closer 
details of piaetical circuits.  The fact that 
modifications and adjustments can quite 
conveniently be made while the receiver is 
" on the stocks," makes it important that 
the amateut designer should understand 
the problems that may be met, and should 
know the possibilities of correcting any 
defects of operation that may show up on 
first test. 
With a delayed A.V.C. system the A,V.C. 

action does riot commence until a certain 
minimum signal amplitude is reached. 
The principle upon which the delay effect 
is introduced is very simple. A diode detec-
tor does not become conductive until its 
anode potential is made positive with 
reference to its filament (or cathode), 
so that, if the anode is biased negatively, 
the valve will remain non-conductive even 
under - the application of an alternating 
e.m.f., provided that the peak value of the 
latter is less than the bias voltage. Once the 
'alternating voltage reaches a peak value 
exceeding the bias voltage, then the valve 
will commence to rectify.  Thus negative 
bias will give us the " delay " voltage which 
will keep the diode out of action until such 
time as the signal input reaches the bias 
value. 
It is obviously out of the question to try 

this method with the main detector of the 
receiver, so it will be necessary now to 

have two diodes, one for the normal 
signal rectification, and the other for 
the (A.V.C. action, the latter being 
biased to give the required delay. 

Two separate  valves and 
valveholders will 
not be necessary, 
for it is to meet 

such a case as this that the valve manufactu-
rers have given us the range of double-diode 
valves. A double-diode valve contains two 
separate anodes with a common cathode 
(or filament), all being in the one bulb. 
As far as the action is concerned, however, 
we can regard the valve as providing us 
with two separate detectors.  This raises 
the first problem—that of feeding two 
detectors from the last H.F, (or I.F.) 
valve.  Obviously we cannot just parallel 
the two diode anodes; remember that the 
A.V.C. diode will be negatively biased 
while the signal diode will have no bias. 
The two anodes can be fed from the same 

point of the last H.F. circuit, provided that 
a blocking condenser is inserted in the lead 
to the A.V.C. anode (See Fig. 65). With this 
condenser in use we can bias the A.V.C. 
diode without adversely affecting the signal 
diode. 
It may seem logical to feed the two 

detectors from the same H.F. point, and 
this arrangement is often used, but the 
question as to whether it will always prove 
to be the best arrangement deserves con-
sideration. Imagine that a strong broad-
cast signal is tuned in, and that it is then 
desired to tune over to another station. 
As the receiver tuning passes off the carrier 
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possibility that 
t h e character-
i s tic  of  the 
primary may be " flatter" than 
that of the secondary. If there hap-
pens to be a marked difference between 
the two circuits in this respect then 
it will probably be worth while to 
connect the A.V.C. diode coupling con-
denser, not to the I.F. secondary, but to the 
primary instead.  This is an easy test to 
make. Try the A.V.C. coupling condenser 
connected first from A.V.C. diode anode to 
signal diode anode and, secondly, from 
A.V.C. diode anode to the anode of the 
last I.F. valve.  Make due allowance, by, 
the way, for the trimming needing a slight 
adjustment.  The value of the A.V.C.' 
diode coupling condenser is normally 
of the order of .0001 mfd. 
Since two diode detectors are in action,' 

it follows that two separate load resistances 
will be required. The L.F. signal voltage 
for the next valve will be picked up from 
the load resistance associated with the 
signal detector, while the "controlled" 
valves will derive their automatic bias 
voltage from the load resistance associated 
with the A.V.C. detector.  In Fig. 65,' 
RI is the signal diode load resistance while 

R2 is the A.V.C. diode load 
resistance. The possibility of 
using the signal diode load 
resistance as a manual 
volume control potentiometer 
has already been mentioned. 
There is the alternative of 
making the grid leak of the 
next valve act as the volume 
control potentiometer, and 
this arrangement is illustrated 
in Fig. 65. Cl is the coupling 
condenser, and the usual run 
of values for this range from 
.01 mfd. to 0.1 mid. 

Fig. 65.—The doable-diode &aril showing the method 
obtaining A.V.C. 

frequency of the signal the H.F. amplitude 
will fall and the sensitivity of the receiver 
will rise. The extent of the first decrease 
of A.V.C. bias will depend upon the charac-
teristics of the A.V.C. system as a whole, 
but as soon as the H.F. amplitude gets 
down to the delay voltage the receiver 
will be up to full sensitivity. There is the 
possibility that when tuning away from a 
strong station the sensitivity of the receiver 
may rise so quickly that when the tuning 
is on the outer sideband frequencies, there 
may be decidedly unpleasant amplification 
of the latter.  Obviously, the greater the 
A.V.C. delay voltage the eatlier will the 
receiver come into full sensitivity (with 
reduction of H.F. amplitude), so the problem 
we are considering may be anticipated as 
being most likely to arise when high delay 
is used. 
If, when tuning away from a signal 

carrier, the H.F. voltage applied to the 
A.V.C. detector could be made to fall away 
less rapidly than the input to the signal 
detector, the effect described above would, 
naturally, be lessened, and such a con-
dition may not be impossible to bring about. 
In the case of the last I.F. transformer or 
a superhet transformer we arc mainly 
interested, from the selectivity point of 
view, with the H.F. characteristic as shown 
at the secondary terminals (allowing, of 
'course, for the influence of the primary) 
and we are not usually very concerned with 
the H.F. response characteristic of the 
primary itself (allowing for the influence 
of the secondary).  Now, there is every 

Arranging the Delay 
The first question is that 

of a suitable value for the 
delay voltage. If it is made too 

great, then a certain range of signal input 
amplitudes will be able to cause over-
loading. On the other hand, if the delay 
voltage is too small, there will be a certain 
range of signal amplitudes for which the 
sensitivity of the receiver will be leas than 
it ought to be. Considering an increasing 
input signal amplitude, it should be obvious 
that the A.V.C. detector should be in opera-
tion as soon as the output stage becomes 
fully loaded.  Thus, the minimum signal 
amplitude which, applied to the signal 
detector, will give full output from the 
receiver could be taken as the required 
value for the delay voltage. The greater 
the degree of L.F. amplification between 
the detector and the output stage, the 
smaller will be the signal input amplitude 
which will give full output. As a conse-
quence, high delay voltages are usually 
associated with receivers having only 
low amplification after the detector. 
There is no need for the amateur designer 

to trouble over the matter of deciding upon 
the correct value for the delay voltage. 
Different values of delay are quite easy to 
try out when the receiver is undergoing 
test adjustments. 
The designer can exercise his mind over 

a number of alternatives when it comes to 
deciding how the delay voltage for the 
A.V.C. detector can be introduced) Incident-
ally, it is because of these and other alter-
natives associated with the details of A.V.C. 
that such a host of different A.V.C. circuit 
diagrams can be drawn. 

(To be colorimeter) 
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B ' T1 

BELFRY 'phoned me and 
I shuddered with anticipatory _delight. 
" I would like you," he cooed (with 

a touch of the iron hand in the velvet glove 
concealed in his voice), " to come along 
to my laboratory and inspect some of my 
Christmas radio inventions on which I 
have been working during the past year." 
When I say that I shuddered at this 

invitation I mean that I shuddered! 
It is not possible to come into contact 

with this radio prodigy without peculiarly 
mixed feelings of horror, pleasure and 
terror—together with  a pain in the 
stomach! The more advanced technicians 
of the radio world accept this youthful 
genius and it is only a question of time 
before he is universally certified. Un-
daunted by the sneers of derision which 
have greeted his epic radio inventions 
(such as the " Santa Trap" and the " Bon, 

BATTERY OF Lou0SPEAKEILS 

Nom- Oruse SiPsERs Gramm Foe Swe ce co..Aarry 

bon Buster "), he ploughs his lonely furrow 
in the plebeian field of unenlightened 
radiology. (liven his head he will go far— 
as I said—" given his head ! " 
A dreary November wind was swirling the 

late autumnal fog in and out of the nooks 
and crannies of the countryside as I drove 
up to his (private) house on the outskirts 
of the Peak district. Alighting from the 
van which had been sent to collect me at 
the station, I mounted the 'steps and pulled 
the bell handle marked " Push." A shrill 

Battisin Belfry is At Large Again! 
Here are  Some  More of His 
Rollicking Wrinkles which are 
Guaranteed to Disorganise Your 

Christmas 

By ARTHUR ASHDOWN 

siren screamed mournfully in the innermost 
gloom of the building, and the front door 
swung noiselessly open with a gruff creak. 
1 braced my nerves, injected morphia, and 
entered.. 
Enshrouded in gloom I waited for twenty 

minutes, and eventually the figure of a 
faithful retainer appeared, neatly encased 
in a suit of ebonite armour. 
" Have you a disappointment ? " he 

asked, with a query in his voice. 
" I am a friend of Master Battisin's," 

I answered with nonchalance, and caught 
sight of a derisive sneer behind the insulated 
visor. 
" Come that way," he tittered, pointing 

downwards. Escorting me up the spiral 
staircase he brought me face to face with 
an iron-studded door which swung open 
outwards. 
" A visitor to see you. Master Belfry," 

he announced in a very " B.B.C.-faithful-
retainer " voice. The door clanged behind 
me and I was alone in the presence. 
Battisin rushed at me with a frenzied 
charge. 
"Come, my friend, make yourself at 

home," he said, pulling up two deep arm-
chairs by the refrigerator and sighing 
contentedly. 
" Thank you very much," I answered, 

carefully stepping over a retort tube 
containing white mice. 
"And now for my inventions," said 

Battisin. '• You must be all agog ! " 
" ' Agog ' is the  word," 1 echoed, 

playing for time. 
" I have not been idle during the past 

year for nothing," he continued. "I 
have worked without remission of toil 
and—although I says it myself as shouldn't 
—I have triumphed ! " 
His eyes gleamed and glowed, his nostrils 

quivered and quaked, his ears flipped and 
flapped as his mouth gibbered and gabbered. 
For hours he talked of his beloved in-
ventions, whilst I made rapid notes on the 
front of my dress shirt. As his story of 
progress developed before my ears, my 
senses numbed with the overwhelming 
calamity of the situation. It would be 
useless for me to try to relate his descrip-
tions as they torrented from his lips, but 
I can at least try to outline for you a few 
of his radio activities. I have considered 
the best way of carrying out this almost 

ktuturt s. assn., 

superhuman task, and, after much delibera-
tion, I have decided that the " Becton " 
method is most suitable. 
Recipe No. 1. 
First-rate Aid for Carol Singers. 
Ingredients: 1 powerful radio receiver, 

I aerial, 1 earth 'Lwire, 6 loudspeakers, 
I hand-barrow. 
Arrange the receiver on the hand-barrow, 

connect the aerial, earth and loudspeakers. 
Camouflage with holly, etc. Push the 
barrow into the street and group the singers 
around. Tune in to the station which is 
broadcasting carols and induce the singers 
to open and shut their mouths at irregular 
intervals. 
Result : It looks just as if the people 

are singing the carols. 
Rccipe No. 2. Carol Singer's First Aid. 
Ingredients:  / powerful amplifier, 7 

loud-output speakers, 6 microphones, 1 
hand-barrow. 
Local  inhabitant  sometime  become 

annoyed with carol singers.  If things 
become too hot, the singers should switch 
on the amplifier and bawl, " Help" into 
the microphones.  Result:  Police and 
ambulances arrive. 
Recipe No. 3. The Crooner Choke. 
Ingredients: 24 chokes, 19 bits of wire, 

I switch, 1 piece of flex, 1 piece of wood. 
• Fix the chokes to the wood, connect in 
series and incorporate the switch.  This 
maGic LAprrEQN on CINE-PRoJEcToR 
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choke unit should be wired to the input 
terminals of the radio receiver. When the 
dance band prog,ramnie is in progress and 
a member of the party says,." I would like 
to choke that crooner," switch in the unit. 
Result: The crooner is choked. 
Recipe No. 4. The Talking Turkey. 
Ingredients: 1 turkey, 1 midget loud-

speaker, 1 length of flex. 
(Costinsed overleaf) 
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This recipe, although in lighter vein, 
justifies inclusion through sheer ingenuity. 
Place the loudspeaker in the turkey and 
connect to the radio receiver. When the 
party is assembled around the table, switch 
on the radio. The programme will be heard 
coming from the bird.  It is much more 
amusing if the transmission selected is a 

Turkish one. Everyone will think that they 
are  suffering  from  delirium  tremens, 
Result: A great economy in alcoholic 
drinks. 
Recipe No. 5. World-wide Radio. 
Ingredients:  1 pair of earphones, 1 

microphone, 1 amplifier, 1 loudspeaker, 
I screen, 1 interpreter. 
When listening to foreign programmes at 

Christmas, much fun is lost through not 
being able to understand the language. 
This will put it right. Place the interpreter 
behind the screen and allow him to listen, 
through the earphones, to the programme. 
He should then translate it into English 
in front of his microphone. 
Result: Laughs from Lithuania, gurgles 

from Greece, titters from Turkey, and 
English from U.S.A. 
Recipe No. 6. Television for .411. 
Ingredients:  1 magic lantern. 1 large 

jam jar, 1 gill of whitewash, I screen. 
Television is very much in the public 

eye at the moment, but the receivers are 
somewhat expensive. Here is a method by 
which you may give your friends the 
impression that you are terrifically wealthy. 
Cut a circular hole in the screen, to accom-
modate the end of the jam-jar.  Before 
placing the jam-jar in position, pour the 
whitewash into it and then empty it out. 
This will leave the bottom of the jar white 
and give the effect of a cathode-ray tube 
when it appears through the hole in the 
screen.  By projecting pictures from the 
magic lantern on to the bottom of the jar 
a very realistic impression of television is 
obtained. By substituting a cine-projector 
for the magic lantern moving pictures arc 
obtained. 
Result: Your friends will assume that 

you are very wealthy and try to touch you 
for money. 

December 4th, 1937  

I have quoted only half a dozen of 
Battisin's inventions as the remainder 
which lie evolved are somewhat muddled 
up on my shirt-front. There is, however, 
one point which must be very clearly 
understood. It is that all of these whirl-
winds of scientific imagination are strictly 
copyright, and should any person dare to 
im pinge that copyright, they will be 
hounded down in every court in the world. 

1qtisin, however, is human enough to 
telent sufficiently to allow anyone to 
experiment on these lines on receiving 
written permission from him.  Postcards 
should be addressed to him personally and 
marked" Bats " on the top inside corner. 

O M MINI M ,4111•041.1 M111 

BOOKS FOR 
L  • ot 

ONE of the most useful presents which 
can be given at Christmastime is a 
book. If you have any friends who 

are interested in radio, but who have not 
yet taken up the hobby, make a gift of one 
of the various books which we publish on 
the subject.  There is, for instance, the 
" Wireless Constructor's Encyclopaxlia." 
This explains practically all of the terms 
mentioned in radio practice and is lavishly 
illustrated, making it a simple matter for 
the beginner to become acquainted with 
modern receiver construction and repair. 
For those who require something simpler, 
there is "Everyman's Wireless Book," 
which may be regarded as a reference book 
for the listener, the expert and the amateur, 
and deals with operation, upkeep  and 
overhaul of modern receivers, as well as 
providing an explanation on the principles 
of radio telephony. For the more advanced 
hobbyist you can obtain a book of " Fifty 
Tested Wireless Circuits," covering all 
normal requirements from the simple 
crystal receiver to the superhet. There are 
diagrams showing the theoretical circuit, 
explanations regarding the construction, 
and in many cases detailed wiring diagrams. 
Notes on the choice of components and 
operation are also included. 
The experimenter who delights in making 

his own components would be highly 
delighted with a copy of our latest book on 
" Coils, Chokes and Transformers."  This 
explains in detail the construction of 
various types of these components and 
includes many useful tables of data and 
reference. It is profusely illustrated. 
In addition to the above-mentioned books 

there are also the various blueprints, which 
are full-size drawings of the wiring required 
for receivers which embrace practically 
every required type of wireless set, from 

IAIMMINMI MMOI N Mint •I••11 . P4=0,..( 
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the humble but efficient crystal set up to 
the  multi-valve  mains-operated super-
heteroctyne.  A list of these is given in 
each issue, and in this particular number 
will be found on page 360, from which any 
type of set may be chosen. These prints 
cost Is. each, and in certain cases it will be 

found that they give the practical develop-
ment of receivers which have been described 
either in these pages or in the book al-
ready mentioned—Fifty Tested Wireless 
Circuits. 
Some of these receivers are of interest 

apart from the actual USC of the set, as they 
show in a practical form the developments 
which have taken place in the past few 
years. and thus a receiver constructed to 
one of the early designs may be built up 
for experimental purposes and for corn. 
parison with the more up-to-date sets. 

One of the new Philips receivers in charming lands 
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The ghat ffektinar QV./ tit 
ea 

TURNS ANY RADIO RECEIVER INTO AN 

ta4ofteltai4, RADIOGRAM 

„Vta 
"Idyl VuEcoRD 

• PLAYER 
FOR A.C. MAINS 

What a marvellous Christmas present for your friends . . . or the f3mily 
. . . It plays records with the latest type of High Fidelity pick-up, with 
all the revealing beauty of modern electrical reproduction through 

any type of radio receiver.  It can be operated from your armchair 

need to jump up after each record.  It has us own volume control.  No 
of course . . . Here's the way really to enjoy hearing records played. 

your " H.M.V." dealer now and see this wonderful innovation. 

PER MONTH 7/6 7/6 down and 12 E 
monthly payments 

3.196 CASH 

of 7/6.  OR 

Hear these Recordings Today 
GIGL1 
El egie  Song of Mourning) (Massenet) and 
Plaisir d'A mour (Martini)  DB 2530 6/-

TIBBETT 
Or Glory Road (Film " Metropolitan ") 
Edward (Loewe)  DB 1684 61-

JE A NE TTE  M A C D O N AL D  and 
NELS O N EDDY 
Will you re me mber and  Farewell  to 
Drea ms  DA 1559 4.-

TOSCANI NI conducting the New York 
Philhar monic - Sy mphony  Orchestra 
Italiana  in  Algeri-- Overture  (Rossini) 

DB 2943 6 - 
PAUL ROBESO N 
You  didn't  oughta  do  such  things 
(Film  Big Fella ") and Lazin'  B 8407 3,-

ROY FO X and His Orchestra 
Afraid  to  Drea m,  F.T.  (V.R.)  (Film 
" You can't have everything ") 
Sy mpathy Waltz (V.R.) (Film " Firefly ") 

BD 5281 2!. 
JACK  HARRIS  and  His  Orchestra 
(Vocalist ELSIE CARLISLE) 
Moonlight on the Waterfall, F.T. 
The little boy that Santa Claus forgot, 
F.T.  BD 5290 2/. 

M AX MILLER 
 bought that she'd do that to 

me ad Let's all have a charabanc ride 
BD 458 2 - 

. . . there is 
winding, 

Go to 

To  HIS 

MASTER'S 

no  VOICE "  (The 

Gramophone Co. Ltd.) 

1082  CLERKEN WELL 

ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I. 

Please send me full details of the 

any " H.M.V.  " Record Player. 

NAME   

ADDRESS 

POST IN ;d. STAMP UNSEALED ENVELOPE. (4112/37) 

ENJOY MODERN  ELECTRICAL  REPRODUCTION OF YOUR RECORDS 
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-POLAR-
Specified in the 

RAPIDE STRAIGHT 3 
No. 5 CO NDE NSER .0005 

(as illustrated) 

steel frame.  Ball bearing spindle.  Chassis 
mounting  4/6 

DIFFERENTIAL  CONDENSER 
Solid dielectric.  Constructed with insulated 
spindle.  Complete with knob. 

(.00015 each side)  3/-

V.P. HORIZONTAL DRIVE 
Slow motion  with  vertical 
moving pointer.  Scale cali-
brated with station names and 
degrees. Moulded escutcheon. 
Lamp-holders.  Price 616 

Send for fully illustrated Catalogue 
of Polar end Polar N.S.F. Components. 

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD., 
188/189, Strand, London, W.C.2. 

'Phone : Temple Bar 2244. 

A new meaning to short-wave listening 

To pick up those stations that are out of loudspeaker range 
you simply must use these supersensitive headphones.  Their 
sensitivity enables you to tune in and listen with comfort to 
stations which would defeat many other 'phones.  Strongly 
made, they retain their sensitivity and rest very comfortably 

on the head.  And they are perfect in tone. 

ii2ici,.2,c0O;inciil,O,00  
eilms.  One price I 

Super-sensitive 
Telephones 

At all GOOD dealers or apply direct to: 

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., 
22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.  Telephone: HOLborn E9 36 

The D.C. AVOMINOR 
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- 
ior .t11  t,'•. ill .,..ipletc sent,  •1•1, 
Prod..  1..1.  lustrtu•tIon 

45/, Deltrred Terms if desired 

All gocd rodro dec.' •rr sell " AVO'' Inrtruntentr. 
en  AVO --no other ',laminar!, oiler 

slich a combinarion of arcuracu and usefulne.4 

it welcome niat 3tft 
You could not have a better gift than one of these " AVO " precision instruments. 
They invest you with a qualified engineer's facilities for testing your set and tracing 
faults.  In fact, electrical engineers depend on them. And remember, too, how often 
you can use an accurate measuring instrument for electrical jobs around the house. 

Select your Xmas gift from these 
three suggestions. 

The UNIVERSAL AVO MINOR 
This ro mpact precision mos;ng-roil instru ment cove,' 
all A.C. and D.C. testing. It li•s 22 ranges for measuring 
A.C. voltage, D.C. voltage, Current and Resistance. AI 
readings are direct.  No calculations.  "Fhe high lets! 
resistance of the instrument-200 010 ohms—ensures 
bighly accurate readings. Complete with testing pras. 
crocodile clips, leads and instruction booklet. 
£5 : 10s.  Deferred Terms if desired 

LAATIIER CARRYING CASE, 

Wran for leaflets giving full details of these Instruments. 
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. 
Winder H OU ND, D OU NI AIII St.. London, S.W.I.  Tele:Arne: Victoria 340417 

The AVODAPTER 

OpACOAR WARkiiii MO WArg   

British Alai: 

Simplifies calve  Enables all moire, 
to be tested under actual working condi4inn,. 
No grcoing about inside the set. No neled to 
•••;•• ,onnections. Instontlw adaptable 
for 4-pin, 5-pin and 7-pin valves,  IP. 

The 9-PIN AVOCOUPLER 
Not rllintrata) Instantlu renders the 
A. oDanter suirable /or 9-c-in valves. 12/6  a 
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Some Simple Hints That Might Avoid Reception Troubles During the Festive Season. 
It is Also Suggested That Fault-tracing Might be Made the Subject of a Radio Game 

RECEIVERS are so reliable nowadays, 
especially home-constructed receivers, 
that the amateur frequently has little 

experience of tracing and rectifying faults. 
The annoying part about it is that any 
faults that can possibly arise, do so at the 
most inopportune moment. Just when you 
have a house full of friends and intend to 

HT. 

TI 
i• kg. 1.—Tut out the H. F. stage by traniferrsng 

as shown here. 

listen to a special Christmas broadcast or 
to a special programme—that is when 
trouble is most likely to occur. 
We are not going to deal with general 

methods of tracing and remedying faulty 
operation, but rather with a few quick 

DET OR L.F.  L FOR OUTPUT 

Fig. 2.—The connection shown by a heavy line 
will enable the L.F. transformer to be tested. 

tests that can be made, and with expedients 
that can be adopted to enable the pro-
gramme to be enjoyed. For that reason it 

74e, r tei 
will be assumed that little or no test gear 
is available, and that you are called upon 

to make a speedy diagnosis. 
Cures are generally quite easy 
to effect once you know what 
is wrong—but it is not always 
an easy matter to know just 
where the " spot of bother" 
is. 

An Interesting Game 
So that we do not bore 

those of our regular readers 
who are expert at trouble 
shooting, as the Yanks call 
it, we might suggest that 
some of you might care to 
make an interesting game of 
this fault - finding business. 
For example, a number of 

the curial lead enthusiasts might take turns 
at creating a minor fault such 
as some of those that will 

be  described;  the  others will then 
attempt to trace it without the use of any 
equipment.  Another method of playing 
this game is for each member of the party 
to go out of the room for a few minutes in 
turn while the rest " rig " the set so that 
a small fault known to the rest of the party 
exists. A time limit 
of, say, three min-
utes  might  be 
allowed  for  the 
member "not in 
the know" to find 
what is wrong and 
to set it right. 

External  Con-
nections 
However, to get 

back to the main 
subject of this 
article. Suppose in 
the first place that 
signals cannot be 
heard, although the 
set had previously  Fig. 3.—An 
been working pro-
perly. An obvious check is to see that the 
aerial lead is attached to the aerial terminal, 
and that the speaker leads are intact. Next 

switch on the set and then switch off again; 
a click should be heard in the speaker. 
Do not forget that if it is a mains set it 
should be left switched on for about a 
minute to ensure that the valve heaters 
have become red-hot. An old method of 
test with a battery set was to remove and 
replace the negative H.T. wander-plug or 
to disconnect and reconnect a speaker lead. 
This method should not be adopted with 
modern valves, especially when there is a 
pentode in the output stage, because the 
voltage surge might cause damage. 
If no sound is heard when the test is 

made it might suggest that the H.T. circuit 
is broken. Just examine the fuse, if fitted. 
See that the wander plugs are properly 
fitted, and that they are clean. In the case 
of an A.C. set see that the rectifier valve is 
" alight " if a valve rectifier is in use. If 
not, try shorting the speaker terminals 
with a screwdriver blade while holding the 
insulated handle; this should produce a 
click unless there is a break in the H.T. 
or L.T. circuit. 

Grid Tests 
Another quick test is to touch the grid 

terminals of the various valveholders with 
the moistened tip of the finger. See that 
you are standing on a mat, and take care 
that nothing but the grid terminal is 
touched—especially in the case of a mains 
set. Start with the output valve and work 

HEADPHONE EARPIECE 
/N BASIN 

improvised loudspeaker from headphones. 

backward toward the first. There should 
be some kind of noise from the speaker in 

(Coatiorred overleaf) 
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(Continued from previous page) 

each case, although it will vary from a very 
dull " thud " to a howl. 
Still silence. Connect one speaker lead 

to the negative socket of the G.B. battery 
and touch the other against the 14-volt 
socket. A " plop " should be heard as the 
contact is made and broken; if not, the 
speaker is probably at fault. In that case, 
there isn't much to be done unless a pair 
of 'phones is available. If it is, and pro-
vided that the output is not very great and 
that the H.T. current consumption of the 
hest valve is no more than about 10 mA., 
the 'phones can be used in place of the 
speaker if they are placed in a large flower 
bowl or hung near to the door of a cabinet 
with plywood panels. 

Mains Valves 
Tests of a mains set are not as easy to 

make, for considerable caution must be 
taken to avoid receiving a nasty shock. 

2A0000 
OVER .001 odd 

H.EC 

DET. 

H.T.+ 

G.11— 

L Fig. 4.—If 4.-11 the primary of the L.F. transformer is 
burnt out a quick makeshift remedy can be effected 

as shown here. 

A rough-and-ready check of the valves 
can be made after the set has been switched 
on for some time by touching each valve in 
turn. All the glass bulbs should be slightly 
warm, and the output valve will probably 
be hot.  Any valve that is quite cold is 
probably faulty.  A further check is to 
touch its grid terminal and then to touch 
that of the following valve. The suspicion 
will be confirmed if there is no sound in 
the first place and a " click " in the second. 
The on-off switch might be defective. 

Disconnect the batteries or mains supply, 
short-circuit the terminals with a short 
length of wire and reconnect.  If the set 
then works the switch is faulty, and the 
shorting wire should be left in place until 
a new switch can be fitted. On the other 
hand, if the switch is of the open, push-
pull type it might be possible to clean the 
contact faces with a strip of glasspaper. 
An apparently faulty valve might be 

sound but making bad connection with its 
holder. Remove it, clean the pins with fine 
glasspaper, open out if of the split type and 
replace. Take care with pins of the banana 
type if you propose to open them out, 
because the lead from the electrode runs 
down the centre and is easily broken. This 
also applies to other plug-in components, 

such as coils, transformer connec-
tions and wander plugs. 

Try the Pick-up 
When pick - up terminals are 

provided it is 
often a gbocl plan 
to try using these 
for a pick-up or 

microphone (a makeshift alternative  is 
a pair of  'phones)  to find whether 
the fault is before or after this point 
in the circuit.  If before, normal re-
sults will be obtained when using the 
pick-up connections.  Should the fault 
appear to be at a later stage of the circuit 
than the pick-up terminals, try connecting 
the speaker leads in the anode &cult— 
across the transformer primary, choke or 
resistance—of valves between that to which 
the pickup terminals arc attached and the 
output valve.  It might even be possible 
to continue reception by eliminating one 
or more of the valves in this manner. 
If the set appears to be " alive " and yet 

will not bring in radio signals, although it 
operates from the pick-up terminals, it 
might be found that the only fault is that 
the condenser vanes are not turning with 
the tuning knob. This will probably mean 
that the grub screws through the collar 
fitting on the condenser spindle are loose. 
On the other hand, it might be found that 
the lead from one set of fixed vanes has 
come adrift, so that the condenser is out of 
circuit. 

Bad H.T. Connections 
If the set is not completely "dead," 

although the reaction control has no effect, 
it will generally indicate that there is a bad 
connection in the detector-anode circuit. 
The H.F. choke, anode resistance, de-
couplinfr resistance or transformer primary 
might be defective. First short-circuit the 
H.F. choke terminals; if signals can then 
be received in a practically normal manner 
the choke should be replaced or left out of 
circuit.  In the case of a suspected resist-
ance, moisten a strip of blotting paper and 
press that against the two connecting 
wires.  The moisture will carry a certain 
amount of current, and might permit of the 
set being used. 
When an L.F. transformer is used the 

same idea can be tried by connecting a 
resistance—real or improvised—between 
the primary terminals and connecting a 
fixed condenser of any value over .001 
tufd. between the anode and grid terminals. 
This will enable the set to work if the 
primary winding is burnt out, even though 
signal strength will not be quite up to par. 
This test can also be made, with or without 
the condenser, if there is a persistent crack-
ling noise indicating a bad connection, 
probably in the H.T. supply. 
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I Join Newnes • 

- Practical Group! 
PRACTICAL MOTORIST 

The owner-driver's journal which 
tells you how to repair, overhaul 
and • obtain the best performance 
from your car. 

3d.—Every Friday 
PRACTICAL MECHANICS 

The only English journal of its type. 
IT deals with every branch of Science, 
Mechanics, Invention, Model-making, 
Chemistry, Astronomy, Photography, 
Television. 

6d.—Every Month 
THE CYCLIST 

The leading weekly for every Cyclist, 
Clubman, Utility Cyclist or Tourist. 
Join "The Cyclist" Road Club and 
also take advantage of the FREE 

I. Insurance. 
2d.—Every Wednesday 

Run-down H.T. 
Serious dis-

tortion with  a 
battery set might show that the 
H.T. battery is run down, but a 
cure can often be effected simply 
by reducing the G.B. voltage.  On 
the other hand, a dry H.T. battery 
can sometimes be rejuvenated to a certain 
extent by warming it in front of a low fire 
or in a not-too-hot oven. If the battery is 
gently warmed for half an hour or so it 
will often drive the set again for a few 
hours. 
A run-down L.T. battery—indicated by 

the fact that signals are fairly normal when 
the set is first switched on, and then begin 
to fade out—presents a more difficult 
problem.  With a small set, however, 
reception can be obtained by using a couple 
of bell cells or a three-volt cycle-lamp 
battery in place of the accumulator. The 
voltage will be slightly too high, but it can 
be reduced sufficiently by using two Sft. 

MOISTENED 
BLOTTING 
PAPER 

wIRE 
BINDING 

TO 
HT+ 

H.FC 

Fig. 5.— Trouble due to a faulty resistor might 
be overcome by using this simple dodge. 

lengths of 24-gauge d.c.c. wire for connect-
ing it to the set. At least, that will do 
when there are three valves taking about 
.4-amp. between them. If there are only 
two valves use leads about 12ft. long; if 
there is only a single valve it will be safer 
to employ only one 14-volt cell connected 
directly to the normal L.T. leads. 
In the case of a receiver taking not more 

than, say .3 amp. low-tension, reception 
can be obtained for a short time by using 
a 3-volt torch or flash-lamp battery for 
L.T. This can be connected directly to the 
L.T. leads without much danger of over-
running the valve filaments, although to 
be on the sale side it is better to use long 
leads until the battery has been used for a 
short time. 

Microphony 
If the set suddenly becomes microphonic, 

so that a " moan " gradually builds up in 
the speaker after switching on it means that 
a valve—probably the detector—is coming 
to the end of its life. A temporary remedy 
is to cover the valve with felt or to stick a 
lump of plasticine on top of the bulb. 
Another way is to move the speaker away 
from the set and arrange it so that it points 
away from the valves.  With a built-in 
speaker, the unit can be taken out and 
temporarily placed on a table, with three 
match-boxes between the rim and the table 
top. 
Anyhow, we hope that none of you will 

need to make use of .the above suggestions 
during Christmas, and take this oppor-
tunity of wishing you the compliments of 
the season. Happy Christmas I 
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ROADCAST YOU 
OWN PLAY 

How to Combine Mike and Pick-up, and Suggestions for Sound Effects, 
with Especial Reference to the Play Published in This Issue 

THE production of sound effects which 
will come through the loudspeaker 
in such a manner that they may 

be recognised, is a difficult matter. There 
is also some difficulty in so arranging input 
circuits that it is possible to carry out any 
desired form of mixing or combining of 
the outputs of pick-ups and microphones, 
and this type of experimental work will 

RI 

Fig. 1.—How to caused the two controls for perfect 
on mike and pick-up, etc. 

be found of great value to those who are 
interested in producing plays for repro-
duction through a loudspeaker. In order 
to make the various phases of this work 
clear, it is proposed in this article to 
show how.to carry out the " electri-
cal "side of t he work of t he play which 
is given on pages 333 and 334, and 
therefore the stage or production 
directions should be followed in 
conjunction with the details given 
in this article. 
Firstly, there are two ways of 

reproducing a play of this type. 
An input circuit (consisting of micro-
phone or microphones and pick-ups) 
will be needed, and an output circuit 
consisting of one or 'more loud-
speakers must also be used. As the repro-
duction must take place in a room distinct 
from that in which production takes place 
(so that the only sounds heard by the 
audience issue  from the  loud-
speaker(s) ) this means that either 
the input or the output leads must 
be very long. On the input side, 
it is possible to use long leads, 
but a 1/1 transformer must then 
be employed to avoid various types 
of trouble such as instability, L.F. 
howling, etc. On the output side, 
however, an extended lead up to any 
distance may be used very easily and 

therefore it is preferable that 
the amplifier or radio receiver 
used for amplifying the sounds 
be situated in the room with 

the  ac-
tors, whilst 
the stan-
dard  out-

put circuit be used for feeding the repro-
ducers. 

Mixing Circuits 
The microphones and pick-ups must 

be joined to the input valve and to avoid 
unnecessary repetition the reader is referred 
to the article in this issue on the use of 
Microphones and Pick-ups for the various 

incidental details.  For the 
play referred to, the opening 
consists of a fade-in repro-
duction of a gramophone •-+ 
record which fades out and 
a cross-fade of another tune 
is superimposed.  This in 
turn has to fade out for tho 
announcement.  A fader is 
therefore one essential on 
the input side. Whe're ex-
pense is of no account it is 
possible to have a number 
of separate controls for fading 
and mixing purposes, but 
with a little care in arranging 
switches it is possible to 
carry out practically any 
desired fading and mixing 
with only two controls. The 
use of a minimum of this type 

will also prevent difficulties on the input 
side. If desired, a single component of the 
" fader" type may, however, be employed, 
but this will not permit of" mixing." For 

mixing 

Fig. 2.—By using a change-over switch as shown here you can use 
mike and pick-up as desired and obtain various mixing effects. 

the benefit of those readers who are not 
familiar with these terms, perhaps it would 
be as well to explain them before dealing 
further with the subject. " Fading " simply 

TURNTABLE I 

Fig. 4.—The 

PERFOR MERS 
MIKE  

TURNTABLE 2 

i AMPLIFIER 
OR SET 

r 0 0  0 

, 2 0 
55. 

EPFecrs 
maiE 

complete lay-out for broadcasting your 
mentioned in this article. 

own play as 

indicates that the music or speech from the 
speaker is gradually reduced in strength 
until it is inaudible. " Mixing " indicates 
that whilst one item is being reproduced, 
say speech, music is gradually introduced 
in the background, being maintained at 
a low level as a background, or being 
gradually built up in strength and the 
speech simultaneously reduced until one 

Fig. 3.—How to mount the controls and terminals for 
ease of handling. 

takes the place of the other. For mixing, 
therefore, two separate controls will have 
to be employed. 
In the play in question, it will be possible 

to carry out all of the necessary pro-
duction work with two standard 
volume controls, and these should 
preferably be of the .25 megohm 
type.  As, however, certain input 
circuits (depending on the amplifier 
design) are not standard, it may be 
desirable before purchasing them to 
try the effects of different values, and 
standard fixed resistances may be 
used for this test. Fig. 1 shows the 
arrangement of the circuits for the 
production of "Nightlight Robbery." 
It will be seen that the input imped-

ance is constant, and consists of the two 
volume controls in parallel. The two com-
ponents marked A and B are either micro-
phones or pick-ups, and in order to give all 

the necessary effects for this play one 
of these should be the permanent 
microphone into which the per-
formers speak, whilst the second will 
have to be changed in turn from pick-
up to microphone. In the opening 
they will both be pick-ups.  Thus 
a double-pole change-over switch will 
be needed and should be connected as 
shown in Fig. 2. During the course 
of the play it will be necessary to 
make changes to one pair of 
contacts on the switch and 
this may be done by dis-
connecting the unwanted com-
ponent from a pair of ter-
minals and 

(Costisued or 
eueu page) 
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BROADCAST YOUR OWN PLAY 
(Continued from previous page) 

connecting the required one. Alternatively 
plug and jack connections may be adopted. 

Method of Working 
Taking our play a microphone will be 

joined to one pair of the terminals shown 
in Fig. 3, and a pick-up to the other. The 
announcer will make the necessary intro-
duction, and then the needle of gramophone 
pick-up No. 1 will be placed on a record of 
"Chanson Triste." The volume control for 
this pick-up will, of course, be set back to 
minimum.  When the announcement is 
complete the control for the pick-up will 
be gradually turned up, and during this a 
second pick-up must be connected to the 
terminals on the other control in place of the 
microphone. After a few bars of" Chanson 
Triste " the second pick-up is placed on the 
record of " Teddy Bears' Picnic," and the 
turntable started. The first control is 
then slowly turned off, and at the same time 
the control for the new record is slowly 
turned up. As soon as the control of the 
first record is right off, the pick-up leads 
should be disconnected and the leads from. 
the microphone to be used by the performers 
should be connected in place of them. The 
play may now commence as the " Teddy 
Bears' Picnic" is faded out. 
During the play incidental noises are 

required and there may be some difficulty 
in getting these to " come over" to be 

recognisable. The following hints will show 
the lines upon which the effects may be 
produced, but they may have to be modified 
according to the type of L.F. amplifier which 
is used, and the type of speaker.  In the 
opening scene a grandfather clock is heard 
ticking. A stick of wood may be used to 
simulate the ticking, tapping it slowly on a 
piece of wood. To get the " dull" effect 
of a real old clock the piece of wood should 
be thick and placed on a thick piece of 
cloth. Do not place it too near the effects 
microphone. The Westminster Chimes and 
the hour strikes may be produced from a 
real chiming clock if you have one of this 
type in the house, but if not, a record in 
which the sounds occur will have to be 
employed. 
A set of chiming rods for use in a clock 

may be obtained from a clock-dealer if you 
think the expense is justified.  The 'phone 
bell may be i mitated by an ordinary domestic 
electric bell, and the receding of the voices 
may be obtained realistically by the per-
former walking slowly backwards from the 
mike.  Alternatively, the psoducer can 
turn down the volume control when he gets 
his cue, and turn it up to give the effect of 
a person entering the room. This method 
of producing the effect will enable the per-
formers to keep together and devote all 
their attention to their lines. The smashing 
of the vase may be produced by dropping 
a number of pieces of metal on to the table 
close to the effects mike. Any old pieces of 

metal will do, 
and if you are 
an  old  radio 
experimenter 
you will find that a handful of dis-
carded condenser vanes dropped 
on to the table from a height of 
about 1ft. so that they fall 3 
or 4ins. from the mike will give 
a very realistic effect. The tapping 
on the window may be best carried out by 
placing a sheet of tin or ()tiler thin metal 
on the table 4 or 5ins. in front of the mike, 
and tapping this with the end of a pencil. 
The breaking of the window and tinkling 
of the falling glass will be realistically 
represented by dropping four or five con-
denser vanes or similar thin pieces of metal 
on to the metal plate just mentioned. The 
creaking of the opening window must not 
be overdone.  There are several ways of 
accomplishing the effect, and the old idea 
of a wetted cork being drawn along the side 
of a medicine bottle will be quite as good 
as any.  Light pressure should be used 
to start with, holding the bottle close up 
to the mike, and then a heavier pressure to 
produce the squeak, taking off the pressure 
to finish with just the faint rubbing sound. 
Other ideas will, of course, occur to 

readers, but the hints given will show how 
to produce the play, and the diagrammatic 
layout of Fig. 4 shows how the various 
accessories for this particular play will be 
arranged. 

PETO-SCOTT ALL- WAVE KIT 
THE accompanying illustration shows 

the  Peto.Scott  Battery  I-valve 
All-wave Kit with a novel Unit 

method of construction, by means of which 
amplifying sections may he added. In the 
illustration the section nearest to the panel 
is the 1-valve unit, and the rear section is 

The 1-valve kit with an 
amplifier unit attached. 

a two-stage amplifier, and this 
scheme has many interesting points 
of value to the home-constructor. 

Firstly, the kit is 
built on standard 
chassis units and 
may thus at 

any time be changed into a more com-
prehensive receiver, or an experimental 
circuit may be tried out. Secondly, addi-
tional sections may be added so that a 
two-valve circuit, for instance, may be 
converted into a three or four valver, and 
the minimum of constructional work will 

be involved and there will be no 
need to scrap one chassis and re-drill 
another. These kit sets are obtainable 
complete, or the separate parts may 
be purchased from time to time. 
The panel is of steel and has a crackle 
finish to harmonise with a neat steel 
cabinet with the same finish, of which 
the panel forms the entire front. 
The cabinet has ventilating louvres 

and a hinged metal lid. The 
chassis is of stove enamelled 
steel measuring 10ins. by 
41ins. by 3ins., and is ready 
drilled with a rubber bush 
and A.E. and L.S. socket 

strips bolted in 
position. 
The  1-valve 

kit consists of 
' a standard cir-
cuit with a new 
All-wave tuner, 
used in con-
junction with a 
standard .0005 
mfd. tuning con-
denser operated 
througha special 
slow-motiondial 
of the type hav-

ing a small escutcheon window for viewing 
the dial settings. The tuner is self-contained, 
that is to say, it incorporates a special 
low-loss switch for changing from the 
short-wave to the standard broadcast 
wavebands. There are only six connections 
to be made to this tuner.  The ranges 
covered are from 18 to 52, from 200 to 
550 and from 900 to 2,000 metres, and the 
complete Kit for the receiver (exclusive of 

valve and cabinet) costs £1 9s. 6d.  With 
valve and cabinet the price is £2 Se. 9d. 
If the complete receiver is required, ready 
wired and tested and with the 2-stage 
amplifier added, the complete cost is £4 10s. 

NEW VARLEY PUSH-PULL 
TRANSFORMERS 

MESSRS. VARLEY announce a new 
addition to the range of push-pull 
transformers, in the form of a dual. 

ratio output transformer. This component 
is of a similar type to the existing models, 
having a primary inductance of 48 henries 
with no D.C. and designed to carry 65 mA 
through each half. The secondary winding 
is in two sections, brought out to four 
separate terminals, and thus it is possible 
to place the two sections in series or parallel. 
By this means it is possible to vary the 
output ratio to obtain a step-down of 
either 25 to 1 or 50 to L This component 
is, of course, intended for use with low. 
resistance loudspeakers, and completes the 
range of double-output push-pull trans-
formers, in which there are now three 
models. 

Other Models 

The two remaining models are similar 
in construction but provide ratios of 20 
to 1, 40 to 1, 34 to 1 and 68 to 1, thus 
covering practically every requirement for 
the push-pull feeding of low-resistance 
speakers. It is, of course, possible to use 
any of these models to feed a high-resistance 
speaker by feeding from the two anodes 
of the push-pull stage through fixed 
condensers in the usual way. 
The transformers are substantially made 

with sectionalised and interleave windings, 
and have an exceptionally good frequency 
response, giving splendid results with 
modern high quality speakers and standard 
power valves. The price of all three models 
is 188. and the dimensions are nins. by 
31ins. by nine., whilst the weight is 2 lb. 
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A  Comedy - thriller  Specially 

- ZIT Written for  Home  Broadcasting 

—  By ARTHUR ASHDOWN 
I 

(Fade in gramophone playing "Chanson Triste " for about thirty seconds. 
Gradually fade out and fade in record of -The Teddy Bears' Picnic" for about 
another thirty seconds, and then fade out music whilst Announcer speaks.) 

ANNOUNCER : Ladies  and  Gent!em. en,  we  present  " Nightlight 
Robbery," a comedy-thriller.  The characters are : Henry Shannon. Artur 
Scholer, Steve Smith, and " The Girl." 

The action of the play takes place in the library of Schoter's house at 
Hampstead. 

Ladies and Gentlemen—" Nightlight Robbery." 

(Fade in "Chanson Triste" for about fifteen seconds, and fade out into the 
tick-tock of a clock for about another fifteen seconds.  The clock chimes and 
strikes eleven very slowly.  As the clock finishes striking a telephone rings 
about four times.) 

SHANNON. —" Hullo, hullo. . . . You 
wan: Mr. Scholer ? Who is that speaking ? 
. . . (Pleasantly.)  Oh,  hullo,  Rosa— 
Nickey this end.  I didn't recognise your 
voice. . . . What's that ?—I wasn't meant 
to ? . . . Oh, I see, my dear, you're in 
disguise.  I thought it was Greta Garbo at 
first. . . . We'll have to get you a radio 
contract doing impersonations ; it would pay 
as well as this racket, and it would be much 
more respectable. . . . All right, all right, 
don't get the wind up.  I'm not going to say 
anything incriminating.  In any case, who 
would be listening in ? . . . All right, I'll 
get Mr. Scholer.  (Shouting off.)  Fitzey, 
you're wanted on the 'phone.  (Conver-
sationally into 'phone.)  Mr. Scholer will 
be right along, my dear.  By the way, what 
do you think of the new name, ' Artur 
Scholer  ? Not bad. eh ? If you want to 
'phone me up sometime, to kiss me good-
night, don't forget my new name is Henry 
Shannon.  . . . No,  not  ' Cannon '— 
' Shannon  S ' for escalator . . . 

SCHOLER (he speaks with a slight 
guttural  accent). —" Come  on,  Nickey, 
give me the 'phone." 
SHANNON.—" Here is Mr. Scholer, 

Rosa. my dear. We are now taking you over." 
SCHOLER.—" Hullo. • Rosa.  Is every-

thing all right ?. . . . Good ! You have the 
tickets for the boat train ? ...  That is good. 
. . . Yes, I'll send the passports. . . . Yes, 
that is right. . . . Yes, I have everything 
worked out and it cannot fail. . . . Listen, 
Rosa, do not say too much on the 'phone. 

We had a crossed line the other night and I 
heard another conversation. . . . No, I 
don't think that they heard us. . . . Good-
bye,  my dear,  and —bon voyage.  (He 
chuckles as he replaces the receiver.) 
That is good.  Rosa has everything ready 
at that end.  Now we must make our final 
plans here.  There must be no mistake." 
SHANNON.—" Do you want Steve ? " 
SCHOLER. —" Yes, call him. please.'• 
SHANNON  (from  a distance). — 

" Steve ! The guv'nor wants you." 
SCHOLER. —" Is he  coming ? There 

is no time to waste." 
SHANNON (close-up again).—" Yes— 

oh, here he is." 
STEVE. —" O.K., guv'nor—all correct and 

on duty." 
SCHOLER. —" Good!  Now sit down, 

both of you.  We will just go over the plan 
to make sure that we have forgotten nothing. 
Remember there must be no single mistake— 
or else. .. ! " 
STEVE.—" Oh, guv'nor, don't 'arp on 

the ' or else ' so much.  It makes me 
'omesick." 
SHANNON. —" Which  home,  Steve? 

Maidstone or Pentonville ? " 
SCHOLER.—" If you slip this time —I'm 

afraid that it will be Dartmoor.  (He 
chuckles.) 
STEVE. —" Go on ! Go on ! Why nat 

make it the Devil's Punchbowl." 
SHANNON. —' You're  thinking  of 

' Devil's  Island.'  But you  have to  be 
French to go there:' 

STEVE  (despondently). —" Just  my 
bloomin' luck !—I'm 'alf Continental." 
SHANNON.—" In that case you'd do 

ten years home and ten away." 
SCHOLER.—" Come, now, it is getting 

late—we will just go over the plan again. 
The diamonds are in the safe behind that 
picture.  I think, Steve, that you know the 
combination by now ? " 
STEVE.—" Like the bloomin' Walphabet, 4.1 guv'nor." 
SHANNON.—" There's no ' H ' in the 

combination." 
SCHOLER. —" When we have finished 

this little —er —discussion both of you will 
leave by the back door.  The servants are 
due to return from the dance at 12 o'clock. 
I shall be in here and will tell Jackson to 
make sure that the window is shut.  Then I 
will go to bed —and to sleep—as usual. 
That is my part complete." 
STEVE.—" Lumme, guv'nor—you do pick 

the easy bits ! " 
SCHOLER (sternly).—" Don't be a fool, 

Steve ! Do you not forget I have spent 
months arranging this—er—business ? Where 
would you be. I ask you. without my brain ? " 
STEVE.—" Without your brain, guv'nor— 

I'd be me—and with your brain, guv'nor — 
I'd be in bed at ten-past twelve." 
SCHOLER (heatedly).—" Enough—you 

little rat ! (Almost shrieking.)  Do you 
rot think that. . . .?" 
SHANNON  (soothingly).—" Steady. 

Fitzey.  Steady, old man. We'll need all 
our nerves—later on.  Steve didn't mean 
anything—it's just his sense of humour." 
SCHOLER.—" Then I am glad that he 

has at least one sense ! " 
SHANNON.—" Now  let's  forget  it. 

Where did we get to ?" 
STEVE. —" The Guvnor's in bed." 
SCHOLER (with calm determination). 

"At two o'clock exactly—you will both 
return to that window, force it open and 
enter.  Steve will open the safe and take the 
diamonds.  Then you will both get away as 
quickly as you can and meet Rosa." 
SHANNON.-- She'll  have  the  car 

waiting by the cemetery ? " 
SCH OLER.—" Yes." 
STEVE.—" 'Ow jolly ! " 
SCHOLER. —" You will drive to Dover 

and —er—disappear.  We shall all meet at 
Rotterdam —to-morrow week." 
SHANNON.—" 1 still don't see why 

Rosa has to come with us." 
SCH OLER (quietly and sweetly).— 

" Rosa is such a careful woman —don't you 
think ? And so capable." 
SHANNON.—" Look here, Scholer, if 

you don't trust us " 
SCHOLER.—" Of course I trust you, 

my dear Nickey ! Why shouldn't I ? After 
all, I know a lot about you both—yes—such a 

! " 
STEVE. —" Lumme—don't 'arp about the 

past ! Let's forget it and look to the future." 
SCH OLER.—" That is right, Steve—tha 

future ! It will be bright for all of us." 
SHANNON.—" All right —let's cut it 

out and get a move on." 
SCHOLER. —" Well —that is all ! As I 

say, you will all go to Rotterdam and I will 
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follow as soon as I have arranged the insurance 
claim. Are there any questions ? " 
SHANNON.—" You still want me to 

come back with Steve to-night ? " 
SCHOLER.—" I thought that we had 

settled all that. If you are disturbed by the 
servants—it is for you to deal with them — 
while Steve looks after the diamonds.  Are 
there any more questions ? " 
SHANNON. —" No—it's pretty straight 

to me.“ 
STEVE. -- Yes —dead straight ! " 
SC H OLER.—" Good —then you must go 

—both of you." 
SHANNON. —" Come  on —let's  get 

going, Steve ! " 
SC H OLER.—" Good-night, my friends — 

and good luck ! . . . Don't forget . . . you 
are expected at (very slowly) exactly two 
o'clock ! " (Fade in the tick-tock of the 
clock for about thirty seconds. The clock 
chimes the hour and slowly strikes two. 
A gentle tap-tap is heard on the window, 
followed by the tinkle of falling glass. A 
creak as the window opens.) 
STEVE.—" 'Ere we are  Nickey—'ome 

once more. 'Ow the old place 'as changed ! " 
SHANNON (in a hoarse whisper). — 

" Shut up, you fool —the servants ! (more 
loudly) Oh —damn that chair ! " 
STEVE  (mimicking). —" Shut  up you 

fool —the servants ! " 
SHANNON.—" Come on, let's get it 

over as quickly as possible. Here you are — 
here's the safe. Get to work ! " 
STEVE.—" Not  so  much  'urry,  Mr. 

bloomin' Shannon. This is where I get tem-
peramental. This is when the h'artist in me 
comes h'out ! " 
SHANNON. —" Will you shut up and 

get on with the job ? " 
STEVE. —" Ain't that a luvly sight. All 

gleamin' and glistenin' ! I can see it's gem' to 
be a real pleasure to a h'artist like me." 
SHANNON.—" Come on —come on ! " 
STEVE. —" All right—don't get me flus-

tered.  Now then —one, two, three—four, 
five, six—click ! Good ! One, two, three — 
four, five—click ! That got you, didn't it ? 
One, two, three—four, five, six, seven. Click!" 
S HA NNON.—" Is that the lot ? "  • 
STEVE.—" One, two, three—four and 

five, six —Clickety—clickety—click ! Open 
Sesame ! " 
SHANNON.—" Good!  Come on, get 

the diamonds and let's get away." 
STEVE.—" Certainly,  sir —diamonds  I 

think you said —and diamonds you shall 
'ave ! There —aren't they beautiful ? The 
Dorit Diamonds to be sure.  Will you take 
them or shall I send them ? " 
THE GIRL.—" I'll take them. please ! " 
SHANNON (surprised).—" Who the 

devil — ! " 
STEVE. —" Lumme—a ghost ! " 
THE GIRL.—" Quite still, both of you, 

please.  May I have the necklace ? Thank 
you ! " (A crash is heard as she smashes 
a vase.) 
SHANNON.- - What are you doing— 

you little fool ? " 
THE GIRL.—" Just  giving  the  alarm. 

Er—it's quite usual. I believe." 
STEVE.—" Excuse me, miss, but h'are you 

a ghost—or—real ? 

THE GIRL.-- Fairly real, I believe. Any-
way, I know the revolver is quite real. 
Would you both mind standing by the table ? 
A little further—thank you ! 
SCHOLER  (from  a distance,  and 

getting nearer). —" What is this ? What 
is happening ? " 
THE GIRL.—" I'm afraid you were being 

burgled." 
SCH OLER  (stupidly). — " Burgled ? 

Burgled ? " 

"I'm ,ust somebody who happened to know." 

STEVE  (dryly). —" Yes,  guv'nor—bur-
gled  " 
SCHOLER.—" Who  are you ? Who 

are you, I say ? " 
THE GIRL. —" I'm just somebody who 

happened to know." 
SCHOLER. —" Know what ?" 
THE GIRL. —" I happened to know that 

you were going to be burgled.  But don't 
worry—I was just in time—here are your 
diamonds." 
STEVE.—" Crikey ! She is a ghost ! " 
SCHOLER.—" You mean to say that 

you are not a burglar ? " 

THE GIRL.—" A burglar ? Oh, no ! " 
SCHOLER  (still groping). —" Then — 

how—how did you know about all this ? " 
THE GIRL. —" Well, you see, it's rather 

difficult for me.  I'm a telephone operator 
at the local exchange, and some time ago I 
overheard a conversation about this burglary." 
SC H OLER. —" Then why did you not tell 

the police ? 
THE GIRL.—" As !say, it's rather difficult 

for me. If I had reported it they would have 

known that I had been listening-in.  I stood 
a good chance of losing my job." 
SCHOLER. —" And so you came alone ! 

(Pleasantly.)  You were a very brave little 
girl. I don't know how to thank you." 
STEVE.—" Give her a kiss, guv'nor ! " 
SCHOLER.—" Silence ! I will deal with 

you presently.'' 
THE GIRL.—" Well, I must be going 

now." 
SCHOLER.—" If you would keep these 

men covered. I will go to the safe.  Perhaps 
you will accept a small present from me." 

(Continued on itd.te 351) 

PRODUCTION NOTES 
l-iere are a few points which should be kept in mind by those who are producing their first radio play . The entire action has to be conveyed to the 
audience by the spoken word.  Great core should therefore be taken to rehearse the dialogue very carefully and to put as much meaning as possible 
nto every line.  No doubt must be left in the minds of the audience as to which character is speaking.  In the case of "Nightlight Robbery," the 
character parts are typed widely apart. "Scholer " speaks with a slight guttural accent, "Shannon " talks quite naturally, and "Steve " emp/cys 
the Cockney brogue. 
It is helpful for the producer, when rehearsing his cast, to close his eyes.  In this way he is able to put himself in the place of the listener. 

For the final rehearsals he should hear the ploy in another room, relayed by a loudspeaker. 
Elsewhere in this issue will be found on article entitled " Broadcast Your Own Ploy."  This explains:  how the various effects called for in the 

script may be produced, and should be carefully studied by the "Effects Manager." 
It is suggested that the audience should listen to the play in a darkened room, as this will help to create " atmosphere." 
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How to connect these Components to Standard Apparatus, 

and Methods of Controlling Volume, Fading, Mixing, etc. 

c2p 

IT is possible to use a microphone or a gramophone pick-up with practically 
any receiver, but in certain commercial 

sets designed for Universal mains (A.C. or 
D.C.) operation, the fact that no pick-up 
sockets or terminals are provided may 
indicate that it is unsafe to use this type of 
accessory with that particular receiver. 
This is because the negative side of -the 

MICRO— 
PHO NE OR 

P/CK 

G B. — 

613 

apparatus, the grid leak will be joined 
to the cathode, and, therefore, a biasing 
resistance with by-pass condenser most 
be inserted in the cathode lead, and the 
pick-up or mike may then be left per-
manently connected.  Obviously it is 
desirable to fit a switch so that the radio 
signals inay be cut out, or so that no bad 
effects will be experienced on radio due to 

MICROPHONE 
OR 

PICK - LIP 

Fig. I.— I.—Afethad of connecting mike or pick-up to battery and indirectly-heated calves. 

supply is internally connected to the 
chassiir of the receiver, and thus one side 
of the mike or pick-up may become " live." 
With an ordinary receiver, however, either 
• battery or A.C. mains operated, the pick-up 
or microphone is joined between the grid-
cathode circuit.  If a• battery valve is 
employed, one side of the instrument will be 

GRID 
CONDENSER 

connected to a tapping on the grid-bias 
battery at a voltage which is correct for 
the particular valve in use.  The arrange-
ment for both types of valve is shown in 
Fig. 1, the circle indicating either pick-up 
or microphone.  To obtain maximum 

amplification from an  existing 
radio receiver the instrument 
should, of course, be connected as 
early in the circuit as possible, and 
- one of the best places is in the 

grid circuit of the 
detector stage. In 
the A.C. type of 

Fig. 2.—How to fit 
a change-over switch 
for  radiogram 

switching. 

the presence of the pick-up leads, and a 
single-pole change-over component is best 
for this purPose. It will be connected as 
shiowit in Fig. 2. 

Fig.  vArrne control may be used with 
a pick-up as shown here. 

Connecting the Pick-up 
If the receiver is not already fitted with 

pick-up terminals or sockets, and provided 
that it is not a Universal mains model, a 
terminal or socket stripy may be mounted 
on the rear of the chasSis and the connec-
tions made as shown in Fig. 2. If tin' grid 
terminal on the detector valvehokler is a 
long way from the terminal strip it may be 
found necessary to enclose the lead to the 
switch in metal screening which should be 
connected to earth. Failure to do this may 
result in hum or some form of instability. 
The pick-up leads may be connected direct 
to the pick-up terminals, but if a micro-
phone is employed additional precautions 
are necessary.  The ordinary carbon or 
transverse current type of mike will require 
a high step-up transformer joined between it 
and the terminals, and it will also have to be 
provided with some form of polarising 

voltage.  Similarly, the ordinary pick-up 
may need the inclusion of a volume control 

A o prevent the detector valve from being 
overloaded. 

Volume Control 
Some pick-ups are provided with a 

built-in volume control on the carrier arm, 
and thus there will be two leads from the 
minponent which may be connected as 
shown in the diagrams already mentioned. 
If, however, no such control is provided it 
will be necessary to fit one either on the 
motor-board close to the pick-up or on the 
receiver chassis in a convenient position. 
The value of the control will depend upon 
the pick-up in use, and it may vary from 
.25 megohms to 1 megolon.  The makers' 
instructions should therefore be followed 
when selecting this component.  Fig. 3 
shows how it is connected in most eases. 
although it is possible to reverse the con-
nections to the grid and the arm of the 
control. This is usually only done when 
two or more pick-ups arc employed.  If it 
is desired In mix gramophone lecords, or 
fade from one gramophone record into 
speech or another record, a fader must be 
used, and this may consist of a centre-
tapped volume control or two separate 
volume controls joined together, as shown 
in Fig. 4. With this device, however, it is 

Fig. 4.—A fader 
or dissolver is 
connected in this 

manner. 

only possible to decrease the volume from 
one source until it is at zero, and then build 
up the signal from a second source. The 
two cannot be mixed. When one signal has 
been faded out, the pick-up may be replaced 
by a microphone if it is desired to in-
troduce speech. 

Microphone Circuits 
The standard carbon microphone 

will be fed from a small 
voltage, say, about 4.5 volts, 
and through a 
(Continued overleaf ) 
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Important Broadcasts o 
NATIONAL (261.1 in. and 1,500 m.) 

j Wednesday,  December  lst.-Sym phony 
Concert from the Queen's Hall, London. 

! Thursday,  December  2nd.-Stanclli's 
j  Party. 
Friday, December 3rd.-Memories of St. 

I George's Hall, feature programme. 
I Saturday, December 4th.-Music Hall pro-

gramme. 

j REGIONAL (342.1 m.) 
: ll'«Inesday, December 181.-.4 ranning 
I  commentary on the second half of the 
j  International Association Football Makh, 
•  England v. C:rrhostorakia, front White 
I  Hart Lane, Tottenham. 
j Thursday, December 2nd.-Royal 
•  harmonic Society's Concert front the 
!  Queen'8 Hall, London. 
Friday, Deeember 3rd.-" 11 Tabarro." 
-opera by Puccini, from Sadie r's Wills. 

! Saturday, December 4th.-Benialited, from 
the novel by .1. II. Priest!, y, adapted 
as a radio play. 

I MIDLAND (296.2 m.) 
Wednesday, December Isl.-Variety from 

!  the Grand Theatre, Derby. 
I Thursday, December 2nd.-Choral and 
j Orchestral concert from the Ansa Hall, 

Nottingham. 

USING MICROPHONES AND 
PICK-UPS 

(Continued from previous page) 

transformer as shown in Fig. 5. If, how-
ever, a condenser microphone or crystal 
microphone is employed, it will be essential 
to use a small amplifier connected close to 
it in order to avoid loss or hum which would 
be introduced by long leads. Usually a 
single stage of amplification is sufficient 
in the head amplifier, as it is called, and 
the output will consist of a feed from a 
fixed condenser joined to the anode, and 
the H.T. negative lead, thus leaving two 
leads,.aa in the previous eases which have 
been dealt with. 

Using Microphones 
When using a microphone, do not speak 

directly into it, but slightly to one side anti 
in a natural voice. Much of the disappoint-

INPUT 

MICROPfrIONE 

Fig. 5.-When using a microphone an input 
transformer is connected in this manner. 

ment'which is experienced by beginners is 
due to the fact that the voice is raised and 
this causes blasting. A quiet conver-
sational tone is alt that is required, and if 
this does not give good results additional 
amplification should be employed in the 
receiver or amplifier rather than the 

raising of the voice. The microphone 
will also have to be placed rather 
carefully, and if the loudspeaker is to 
be used in the same room or hall, the 
two should be placed as far away 

from each other as 
possible, to avoid 
" howl back ". 

the Week 
Friday.  th  r 3p1. - -110 tody and 
Rhythm, donee band programme. 

Saturday, December 4Ih.-The Musician 
at the Gramophone by Sir Ivor Atkins. 

NORTHERN (449.1 m.) 
W clnesday, Decemkr lst.-Coneert Party 
pmgramme. 

Thursday, December 2nd.-Madrigal 

Friday. December 3rd.-Port Sights-2, 
Loading and Unloading. 

Saturday, Deer rids r  reaming rmn-
nu paltry on the second half of the Rugby 
League match, Barrow r. The Aus-
tralians, front Crarfa Park, Barrow-in-
Furness. 

WELSH (373.1 m.) 
Wednesday, December Ist.-A Recital of 
ll'elsh Songs. 

Thursday, Ther tuber 2nd.-Theme Song: 
Famous songs from famous films. 

Friday. December 3rd.-Organ recital from 
the Odeon Theatre, Llandudno. 

Saturday, December 4th.-Benighte.l. front 
the novel by .1. B. Priestley, adapted 
as a radio play. 

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 in.) 
Wednesday, Meerut., r Ist.-God's Admiral, 

Rob, it Blake, General-at-Sew, a sequence 
for radio. 

Thursday, December 2m1.--Chamber Music 
concert from the Victoria Th)(1111,4, Bristol. 

Friday, December 3rd.-Are you Inter-
ested ? an informal debate. 

.Saturday,  December  4th.-Offenbach's 
Opera," Tales of Hoffmann," from the 
Fruition Theatre, Bournemouth. 

SCOTTISH (391.1 m.) 
Wednesday, December Ist. -Choral pro-
gramme, from the St. Andrew's Hall, 
Glasgow. 

Thursday. December 2nd.-Reid Orchestral 
concert from the Usher Hall, Edinburgh. 

Friday, December 3rd.-Per Contra, a study 
in contrasts. 

Saturday, December 4th.-Srots Songs. 

NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 m.) 
lednesday, December lst.-Made in Ulster, 
Tweeds : .4 talk. 

Thursday, December 2nd.-Orchtstral con-
cert. 

Friday. December 3rd.-Oryan recital from 
the Cathedral Church of St. Patrick, 
rmagh. 

Saturday, December 41h.--Military Band 
concert. 

.a me “I M M NI NI. O. M1 .141 =.  paln. • 

AN AUTOMATIC TIME SWITCH 
A New Accessory which will be Found of Wide Application 

FROM the earliest days the design of 
various types of time switch has 
intrigued engineers and designers. 

We have seen clocks designed to switch 
on the radio at certain times and to switch 
off after a certain duration. Unfortunately, 
there are many factors which render such 
a device of little use-such as the un-
known length of a given item, and the over-
running of time which is often experienced 
on B.B.C. programmes.  The device is, 
of course, of great value in countries such 

,',11111191 1'11H0 

4 ..111 

A general view of the Chronostop switch. 

as America where the programmes run to the 
very second, but even so, listeners are not 
very keen to adopt an automatic switch for 
programme purposes. If, however, definite 
timed items, such as time signals, news 
bulletins and similar items are particularly 
required, it is possible, 'with a suitable 
switch, to arrange for the set to be put into 
operation automatically  some  minutes 
before the allotted time, and in this 
way the item will not be overlooked 
due to the passage of time being unnoticed 

whilst occupied on other work.  A new 
switch is shown in the accompanying 
illustration, and it will be seen that it 
is both neat and simple, consisting merely 
of a standard two-pin plug, two-pin socket, 
and clockwork mechanism. 
This particular device may be used to 

switch on or off at will, and a small lever-
seen on the right of the setting knob, 
enables the actual operation to be con-
trolled.  Indications are engraved on the 
casing, showing the setting for on or off. 

Using The Switch 
If it is desired to switch the receiver 

on, it is first necessary to calculate the time 
which must elapse before the set is required. 
For instance, if at 5 o'clock one wishes to 
hear the 9 o'clock news, it is obvious that 
four hours must elapse.  Accordingly the 
setting lever is set to the "off " position 
and the control knob is turned until the 
figure 4 appears in the window at the top 
of the device. If there is any odd period of 
minutes, these are indicated round the 
edge of the setting knob and this will 
therefore be turned a little further to indi-
cate the number of minutes after the hour.' 
The lever is then set to " On," and at the 
expiry of four hours (or that to which the 
control was set), the receiver, will be 
switched on. 
To switch off after a given period of time, 

the same procedure is followed, the lever 
being set to " On " whilst the mechanism 
is wound, and then turned to "Off." 
The range of time which can bel covered 
by the switch is 11i hours and the loading 
of the device is up to 1,000 watts. If desired,' 
of course, the device may be used in con-
junction with any electrical apparatus, 
other than a radio receiver. It is supplied 
by Messrs. Mikes Bros. and costs 37s. fid. 
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A Radio Robot 
Constructional Details of an Amusing Robot that Talks and 
Sings are Given in this Article.  By EVERARD EDMONDS 

MAN has created figures in his own 
image from the very earliest times. 
One recalls the Colossi of the 

Ancient World; the marble statuary of 
Phidias, so perfect that it became imbued 
with life; the figurehead that, bound to 
the bow of their ships, brought our Norse 
forefathers to this England; and, finally, 
those re-creations of historical characters 
which have made Mme. Tussand famous. 

Fig. 1.—The robot mounted on a chair with the 
portable set underneath. 

I remember, as a lad, becoming so en-
chanted with the Sleeping Beauty and her 
clockwork-heaving breast that I could 
scarcely be dragged away  And, on an-
other occasion, when I first witnessed the 

I—Method of mounting 
lower law. 

the face trunk and 

speaking doll of a ventriloquist, my excite-
ment knew no bounds, and I sent a shilling 
off post haste to learn this fascinating art 
—but, alas! for my ambition, my patience 
failed to match it, and the power was never 
acquired. 

Simple Construction 
To-day, however, it is possible for almost 

anyone to construct in relatively little 

time, and with inexpensive materials, a 
most amusing Robot, whose active jaw 
and dancing eyes as he recites a poem or 
sings a song will entertain for hours! 
First a suitable mask is required—ono 

of those sold for the celebrations of Guy 
Fawkes Day will do very well. This may 
be mounted as shown in Fig. 2—the lower 
jaw having been first cut away.  To the 
latter a T-shaped piece of paper may be 
glued, so that, when the jaw is fixed in 
position, the cross of the T stands behind 
the eyes, and may have 
drawn  upon  it two 
lovely  black — er — 
pupils 1 
On the upright sup-

port are mounted the 
magnets and armature 
of a discarded electric 
bell. To the armature 
the lower jaw is now 
affixed, and we have the 
simple elements of our 
Talking Robot. 
As the actual operat-

ing  current  will  be 
relatively large, it is 
necessary to construct 
the  following  relay 
system—a system well 
worth assembly, as it 
may be used for wireless 
control of models, selen-
ium cell operation, etc. 
Referring to Fig. 5, 

the wires leading from 
the Robot are connected 
to a relay RI,  also 
made from a discarded 
bell, which closes the 
circuit  of a two-cell 
cycle lamp battery (Fig. 
6), thus operating the 
jaw and eyes of the 
figure. The contacts of 
this relay are the arma; 
ture itself, and the pole 

Fig. 4 (above).—The com-
pleted robot ready for wir,. 

Fig. 3. (left).—The battery 
and relay sections of the 

apparatus. 

pieces of the magnets, and, in order to 
prevent sticking, a small square of thin 
sheet-copper was soldered to the contact 
face of the armature. 
Relay RI is operated by R2 and a small 

4.5 volt flashlight battery.  R2 is the 
sensitive 5mA " Fulton" Relay sold by 
Electradix, Ltd., and it, in turn, is actuated 
by a valve. The latter may be any amplify-
ing or power valve, and should have the 
requisite grid bias battery, as indicated 

(Continued on page 343) 
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Fig. 5 (above).— 
The arrangement of 
batteries, components 
and connections 

Fig.  6 (right).— 
How the relays are 
covered to  deader 

sound. 
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The R.C.A. Again 

THE Chairman of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America has repeatedly 
made statements about television 

in an endeavour to prove to the American 
• public that the United States is not lagging 
behind in the development of t his important 
science. He was recently invited to address 
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers in 
New York and give his views on the 
possibilities and general position of tele-
vision. During the course of his remarks he 
laid stress on the relationship between pro-
grammes and the number of viewers. He 
went on to say that if television pro-
grammes are to be provided through the 
medium of commercial sponsored support, 
on lines  ' •lar to those now riling in the 
States for aural programmes, then adver-
tisers would quite naturally be justified in 
asking for sufficient evidence of the extent 
of viewing public to compensate for any 
material expenditure.  It is the dual 
problem of simultaneously creating a cause 
and effect. First of all it was essential to 
create large audiences in order to give 
sufficient support to what would admittedly 
be costly programmes, and on the other 
hand, it was quite obvious that expensive 
programmes would have to be organised in 
order to attract a large or substantial view-
ing audience. 

Component Parts 
In an endeavour to meet this apparent 

state of impasse the R.C.A. propose to take 
a lesson from the early days of radio and 
create an experimental or home-constructor 
audience. To this end it was stated that 
component parts will be placed on the 
market in the New York and Philadelphia 
areas, where experimental transmissions of 
high-definition television are undertaken. 
In this way amateurs. will be encouraged to 
build their own television receiving sets and 
so extend the field of viewing very 
materially. No doubt this decision will be 
watched with interest by manufacturers in 
this country, for there seems no doubt that 
home constructors within the present 
service area of the B.B.C. television signals 
would wholeheartedly welcome an oppor-
tunity of building their own sets, provided 
"arts were available and designs published 
which would enable sets to be built at a 
reasonable cost.  There are signs already 
that manufacturers are realising that there 
is a healthy market in this connection, and 
any extension by the release of more 
equipment in part form with adequate 
design data would be of material benefit to 
all. 

A Standardisation Plea 
Those readers of this journal who were 

amateur constructors in the early days of 
radio will remember that valves were avail-
able covering a very wide range of filament 
voltages that included not only the standard 
2, 4 and 6 volts, but also several inter-
mediary values which necessitated series 
resistances, and voltmeters, if the correct 
working values were to be adhered to. It 
introduced a measure of confusion that was 
only removed when an attempt at standardis-
ation of filament voltages was undertaken, 

and a reference to any modern valve 
catalogue will show that all the awkward 
valve ratings in this connection have 
disappeared.  The increasing importance 
attached to cathode-ray tubes for tele-
vision reception purposes is creating a big 
market for this particular product, but a 
study of the working data and rating of the 
different makes and types of tube will show 
that there is at the moment an apparent 
complete lack of standardisation.  C.R. 
tube sizes range in screen diameters from 
in to I5in., while heater volts are from 

- 
The small German mobile electron camera which has a view finder 

lens system similar to that used in this country. 

0.6 to 6.3, and heater currents from 0.6 to 
2.5 amps. While appreciating that one 
single rating is impossible, and that a range 
of screen diameters is essential, it would 
surely help in reducing costs if the variety of 
working conditions was narrowed very 
materially. The customer would benefit 
because his outlay would be reduced and 
the manufacturers because sales would 
increase.  Most of the eithode-ray tube 
heaters at the present time derive their 
cathode-heater power from the mains, and 
exact ratings of 2, 4 and 6 volts would 
enable transformers to be simplified in 
design and be interchangeable for different 
makes of tube.  Anode-voltage problems 
are certainly a little more complicated 
owing to the presence of multiple anodes 
for focusing purposes in the case of electro-
statically-operated tubes, while a single 
-anode with a high-voltage potential applied is 

required in the case of electro-magnetically 
operated tubes. Even so, it seems incum-
bent upon manufacturers to endeavour to 
arrange for some form of a standard voltage 
and current supply requirements, as this 
would undoubtedly simplify somewhat the 
task of designers and effect economies in 
receiver costs, whether home constructed or 
built and sold as complete sets. 

Electron Cameras 
Electron cameras seem to have been very 

much in the news of late. First of all a 
certain amount of information has become 
available concerning the new highly sensi-
tive firm of Emitron which works on a 
somewhat different principle to the original 
type used for some time at Alexandra 
Palace. These first cameras relied on the 
direct optical image " excitation" of the 
mosaic wherein the light and shade of the 
picture released electrons from the photo-
electric surface in direct proportion to the 
light stimulation received by each isolated 
element.  The electronic charge lost was 

replaced by electrons in the 
scanning beam, the restora-
tion of each clement to its 
equilibrium potential giving 
the picture signal to the first 
valve  of  the  amplifier 
associated with the camera. 
The new camera, however, 
enilxxlies what at first sight 
see ms an adaptation of part 
of t It e original image-dissector 
tube principle.  At the front 
of the glass eylipdrical tube 
is a semi-transparent photo-
electric cathode surface on 
• which  the  scene  to  be 
televised is focused by means 
of the conventional optical 
system. .The electron image 
so produced has an electron 
density  at  every. point 
equivalent  to  the  light 
intensity of the image to 
which it has been exposed. 
This electron image is .then 
electrically  accelerated 
towards the remote end of 
the tube and focused on to 
a plate by means of a 
solenoid coil mounted exter-
nal to the cylinder's glass 
walls.  The signal plate is a 
mosaic made from a secon-
dary  eniissive  material 
deposited on to the surface 
of a mica sheet. Owing to 
the established principles of 
secondary  emission  czach 
primary electron impact on 
the  mosaic  releases  an 
average of front eight to 
ten  secondary  electrons 

which makes each clement acquire a 
positive charge with reference to the 
signal plate at the back of the mica sheet. 
It is seen quite readily, therefore, that the 
value of each elemental signal is very much 
greater than that secured by the direct 
optical image method, and this gives a 
materially increasedsensitivity tothe camera 
as a whole, so much so that reduced illu-
mination is necessary to give a good picture, 
an extremely important factor where out-
side television broadcasts are concerned, 
and the vagaries of the English climate 
contended with.  Each mosaic element's 
acquired capacity charge dug to the 
secondary electron emission is neutralised 
by the scanning beam of electrons in 
the usual manner.  These new Emitron 
cameras mark a material step forward 
in improvements at the  transmitting 
end. 
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Pilot Light for a Soldering Iron 

THERE are, no doubt, many readers wbo do not know that an ordinary torch 
bulb is suitable as a soldering-iron pilot 

3 5v 3Anip BULB 

DAKELITE eutzliotota 
WITH CONNECT1MS SCREWS 

-----„REVERSED C/SUNK 

CABLE 

EARTH 
PIN. 

lamp.  The usual electric soldering iron 
consumes about 50 watts, i.e., .25 amp.. 
therefore, by using a 3.5 v. .3 amp. bulb 
in series, it will indicate whether the iron 
is switched on or off, perhaps saving 
considerable current at times.  Reader:, 
will, no doubt, have their own ideas of 
fixing the bulb neatly. 
The accompanying sketch shows bow the 

bulb can be fitted to a 3-pin plug.—G. 1). 
Mt-xnAv (Brighton). 

A Midget-valve Tester 

THE necessity for a straightforward and  quick  midget - valve  tester 
prompted me to design the model illus-
trated in the accompanying sketch, and 
although two valveholders only are re-
quired, five classes of valves may be tested 
for grid anode curves and mutual con-
ductance. 
The only home-constructed parts are 

the two push-buttons, and the chassis 
is of the mctallised wood type; the front 
panel is of ebonite, and the meters, toggle 
switches, 6 terminals, and two wander 

A useful methcd of 
fitting a pilot light 
for a soldering iron. 

Rear View and circuit diagram of a midget-ralcc 
tester. 
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS! 
Evert, Reader of " PRACTICAL AND 

AMATEUR  WIRELESS"  must  have 
originated some little dodge which would 
interest other readers. Why not pass it on 
to us ? We pay tEI-10-0 for the best wrinkle 
submitted, and for esti), other item published 
on this page we will pay half-a-guinea. Turn 
that idea of yours to account by sending it 
in to us addressed to the Editor. " PRAC-
TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS." 
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Howe, South-
ampton Street, Strand, W.CZ Past your name 
and address on every item.  Please note 
that every notion sent in must be original. 
Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles."  DO 

L NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles. 

S.W. Coil Unit 

THE accompanying illustrations show a novel short-wave coil assembly I 
built up from spare parts. The whole job 
did not cost me Is. 6d. The contact arms for 
the switching were made from dismantled 
radio jacks as these have small silver 
contacts to improve efficiency. The operat-
ing cam is built up from pieces of ebonite 
or hard wood, assembled on a spindle as 
shown in the smaller sketches, and a set 
of home-made coils for the particular 
bands required will thus provide the 
listener with a most useful unit which will 

MADE 
be found very service-

SWiltH CAN.  114 
kARO *000 OR alai- able and will not give 
-iTE SECTIONS  rise to some of the usual 

troubles  experitneed 
when switching is em-
ployed  for  short-wave 
sets.  To protect  the 
contacts on the switch 
from the effects of dust 
a metal cover was made 
and screwed in place as 

.  shown by the dotted l ine8, 
\fovea and I have had this in 

use for six months before 
I took it out to sketch it, 
and on examining the 
contacts I found they 
were perfectly clean—no 
dust, no damage through 

t• arcing. — R.  D.  PATE 
(Kirkdale, Liverpool, 4). 

A novel short-wave coil assembly. 

plugs and fly leads, constitute the apparatus 
employed. 
One push-button registers the anode 

voltage for S.C., triode, and pentode, the 
other registers screen voltages only. The 
m lliammeter is inaerted in the H.T. negative 
side thus giving not only the anode cur-
rents, but in the case of the pentode, par-
ticularly the anode current --Esereen-grid 
current, thus giving a true reading. 
The mutual conductance of any of the 

five  valves—XSG. 
XL, XD, XP and 

VI XY can be obtained 
by  operating  the 
switch 81-82 being 
the on/off switch. 
It will be remem-

bered that a variation 
of 1 volt in G.B. 
will register a varia-

tion of current on the milliammeter, 
and the difference between the two 
figures in inA/V gives the mutual con-
ductance. 
The theoretical inset clearly shows 

the fundamentals of the circuit 
and its  simplicity will be 
evident.  VI is for the XSG, 
XD, XL and XP, and the V2 

is for the pentode XY. 
The fly lead "X" is for the mutual 

conductance G.B. voltage difference, and 
" I" for the normal G.B. — E. A. 
1V mmut No ALE (Bolton). 

A Soldering Tip 

W ITH modern steel chassis, coated or 
plated, soldering direct is impossible 

without  first removing this protective 
layer.  To save 
disfiguring the 
chassis by scraping' 
or scratching it, I 
make  a  small, 
shallow depression 
with a small hand 
drill,  having  a 
rather flat cutting 
face, which makes 
a clean and effec-
tive soldering 

cmucK point. The accom-
panying  sketch 
clearly shows the 
idea.—A.  HuLltz 
(Runcorn). 

TV.'IST DRILL 

METAL 
CHASSIS 

soweaeo 
SHALLOW  LEAD 
DEPRESSION 

--X ;°  
Su RFACE RE MOVED 
FOR SOLDERING 

Method of preparing a metal chassis to ensure 
effectiie soldered joints. 
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AS we have previously pointed out in 
these pages, it is possible to use an 
ordinary moving-coil type of loud-

speaker both as a microphone and repro-
ducer, and we have also already shown how 
the speaker may be switched from one 
t)osition to the other. The unit described 
in this article utilises this principle and 
incorporates a two-stage A.C. amplifier, 
with which it is possible to obtain two-way 
communication over quite considerable 
distances and with high input sensitivity. 
Of course, it is possible to arrange that the 
speaker aets in the dual capacity without 
the need for a change-over switch for 
" Talk " and " Listen " positions, but this 

/e Vcco cwVf 

• c/ 

)L-1 

is a more complicated process and will also 
he more expensive to construct. It is also 
easy to arrange that any pair of sub-stations 
can call each other and maintain conver-
sation whilst other lines are in action, 
without interference.  The unit here 
described, however, is of the simplest type, 
and will be found ideal for installation in 
the home so that communication may be 
established with five different rooms from 
a central point, and it will also be found 
of value to a business man who wishes to 
provide such an installation so that he may 
be in communication with his various offices 
or workshops. The illustrations show the 
general appearance of the finished Master 

arr,9 

A 

000, 

Fig. 1.—This 1.—This is the theoretical circuit of the Room-to-Room Conununicator, showing the switching 
to the flue sub-stations. 

Unit, from which it will be seen 
that it is neat and of simple 
appearance and may take its place 
on any standard desk without 
being obtrusive. 

The Circuit 
Fig. I shows the circuit em-

ployed, from which it will be 
seen that an input transformer is pro-
vided and fed from a five-point selector 
switch via a special type of change-over 
switch.  The input valve is coupled 
to  the  output  pentode  through  a 
resistance-capacity unit which is incor-
porated for two reasons. Firstly, it is cheap 
and avoids troubles which might be intro-
duced owing to the proximity of other 
transformers in the set, and secondly, the 
grid leak may be made variable so that a. 
simple but efficient form of volume control 
may be utilised.  The built-in speaker is 
provided with an output transformer which 
is also fed to the selector switch through 
the special change-over switch already 
mentioned.  A standard mains section, 
consisting of transformer, rectifying valve 
and smoothing circuit, is fitted, and this 
has only one difference from the standard 
devices as used in radio apparatus. This 
consists of a split negative H.T. feed, the 
use of which will be explained at a later 
stage. The wiring diagram shows how the 
various parts are arranged, and it will 
be noted that five pairs of terminals aro 
provided for connection to the five sub-
stations.  It is possible to dilpense with 
five of these terminals by using a common 
earth return, but there are drawbacks to 
this arrangement and the saving of expense 
is very small. 
The selector switch is a standard Bulgin 
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Constructional Details of a Simple Master Unit 

Designed to Operate Five Sub-stations with Two-

way Communication. 

4-i-v•e-point 
switch, and is 
mounted On the 
left of the panel, and in the illustrations 
it will be seen that an indicating panel 
is provided for this.  The component which 
I used was a Bulgin standard dial, but 
to present a neat appearance this was 
cut (ordinary scissors will do) to give the 
shape shown in the illustrations.  The 
change-over switch is a 12-point (four-polo 
change-over) of the Dewar type, supplied 
by Electradix. One section of this is not 
used in this particular design, although if 
desired it could be used to operate a calling. 
up buzzer circuit. 

Construction 
A full list of components is included in 

this article, and it will be seen that the 
speaker in the Master Unit is a standard 
W.B. Midget, but the sub-station speakers 
should be of the same type, without input 

By IV. J. DELANEY 

transformer.  It is possible to use 
ordinary speakers if you have them 
handy, but the input transformer 
,hould be disconnected and the 
speech-coil winding only used. 

The input trans-
former is of the 
microphone  tylw, 
to give better 
matching to the 
input grid circuit 
and also to provide 

a better step-up ratio to overcome 
the losses which are introduced when 
very long leads are employed between 
the master and sub-stations.  The 
chassis should be cut as shown in the 
wiring diagram, to clear the chassis 
of the speaker, and holes for the valve-
holders and for the passage of connecting 
leads should then be drilled. On the rear 
chassis strip ten holes should be drilled for 

the terminals, and a :in. hole for the 
Bulgin volume control. A mains connec-
tion is shown on the other end of the rear 
strip, but if desired, a mains on-off switch 
may be placed here instead and the leads 
to the nearest mains socket may be perma-
nently attached to .the switch and mains 
transtinmer.  In the design as published 
the mains must be switehed on at the mains 
plu)(, but the apparatus may be ." distsm-
nected" or rendered inoperative by means 
of the change-over switch.. due • to the 
. breaking of the H.T. negative lead pre-
viously mentioned. 
The panel or cabinet front must be cut 

to accommodate this change-over-switch 
and two gin. holes drilled for the • 5-point 
selector switch and the small pilot or signal 
light. This enables the user to see at a 
glance whether the unit is switched on, and 
whilst it is kept in a condition ready for 
use the light behind this small 'indicator 
will glow, although,- when the Switch is in 
the '• up " position it is impossible to talk 
or listen on the apparatus. This idea 
avoid hi the necessity which would otherwise 

be introduced of waiting for the 
valves to hat up and thus the appar-
atus is ready for immediate use at 
any time. Wiring should be carried 
out with heavy wire—say 22 tinned 
copper, and insulated sleeving should 
be passed over certain of them to 

(Continued overleaf) 
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(Continued from previous pone) 

avoid possibility of short-circuits. The 
wiring is very simple and the only point 
which might introduce difficulty is the 
change-over switch. The cross-connections 
should be made before the switch is mounted 
as the contacts will otherwise be found 
rather inaccessible. 

Using the Apparatus 
When wiring is completed the unit should 

be tested out to make certain that the 
connections are correct. The A•alves should 
light up (with the signal light) when the 
mains switch is in the " on  position, and 
the right-hand lever switch sIt mltl be pushed 

(Continued on opposite page; 

//az  CHASS/S 
CONNEC r/ovs To fru/As 
TRANSFORMER FROM 
COMPCWEN7.5 ON LADERS/DE 
OF CN,455/5 

Fig. 2. —This diagram shows the connections to the 
mains transformer, and must he read in conjunction 

with the wiring diag,lam on the right. 
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I • LIST OF COMPONENTS 
ROOM - TO - ROOM  COM MUNICATOR I 

1  (5- WAY) 

Two 8 mfd, electrolytic condensers, type 302 
i   I (T.C.C.). 
One 10 mfd. electrolytic condenser, type 521 

1   i (T.C.C.). 
1 One 25 mfd. electrolytic condensers, type 511 I 
I  (T.C.C. ). 
i One .01 mfd. fixed condenser, type 300 (T.C.C.). I 
One 100,000 ohm 1 watt resistor (Dubilier). 

i   One 2,000 ohm 1 watt resistor (Dubilier).  I 

1 One 500 ohm 1 watt resistor (Dubilier).  I iOne 600 ohm 1 watt resistor (Dubilier). 
One L.F. smoothing choke (B.T.S.).  I 

1 One volume control .25 tnegohm, type V.C.62 I 
!  (Bulgin). 
1 One mains connector. type P.20 (Bulgin'.  1 
: One 3-way rotary switch, type S.119 (Bulgin).  I 
1 One signal light, type D.19 (Bulgin). 
1 One mains transformer, fy-pe E.P.20 (Varley).  I 
4 One microphone transformer (Bulgin). 
1 10 terminals (5 red. 5 black) (Clix).  / 
1 One four-pole Dewar :witch, type 81 (Electra• 1 

dix). 
a One chassis, 10in. by 8in., metalli.ed surface a 
IP  (Pete-Scott), 
1 One cabinet (Peto-Scott).  / 
: One 41 M HL valve 

I 
1 One MP/pen valve t (Cossor). 
I One 506 BU valve  I _ 
One Midget Stentorian speaker, type 37M. a 

1  (W.B.). 
SUB-STATIONS  ? 

One Midget loudspeaker, type 37M. without I 
I transformer (W.B.). 

(One each for each sub-station).  / 
1 Cabinet to suit above, and to harmonise with i 
2 room furnishings (Pew-Scott). 
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(Coniinued from oppo5ite page) 

into the up, or " off" position. If leads 
are not connected to the five pairs of 
terminals, when the right-hand switch is 

- - 

17,0- !Arnow 
AtArcrao frorrcor Astor, 

/Arms 

to'  

pushed down, the speaker on •the Master 
Unit should hum, showing that the switch 
is operating correctly. The sub-units or 
stations consist merely of the small speakers 
and these may be mounted in small cabinets, 
or simply placed in a convenient position in 
the room. They need not be placed close 
to where a person sits, and may be tucked 
away in. any convenient position as they 
will pick - up the normal conversation 
volume of a person in even a very large 
room although not pointing at the person. 
Ordinary twin bell-wire may be used for 
wiring between master and sub-stations. 
and if a common earth return is employed 
the lead to one side of the speech moil on 
the distant speaker should be connected 
to the nearest earth point. An earth wire 
must then be attached to one of the 
terminals on the rear of the Master Unit 
which are shown connected together in the 
wiring diagram. 
In use, the user of the Master Unit 

simply pushes the change-over switch down 
to a horizontal position and turns the 
5-point switch to the number corresponding 

to the distant point to which he wishes to 
speak. An ordinary conversational tone 
may be adopted, and there is no need 
to raise the voice.  Vhen he has spoken 

Cev 
74K .e4rr". 
for/rem 

• 

Fig. 3. 

Pane! dimensions 
for calling the 

cabinet front. 

View of the 
chassis of the Room-to. 
Room Communicator. 

and wishes to hear a reply, 
the right-hand switch is 
depressed, and held in 
position. On this model the switch 
remains in an " off" or " talk 
position only, and thus to hear 
signals from any of the sub-stations 
the lei•er has to be held. If the 
apparatus is to be used by a business 
mail who is anxious to eavesdrop 
on his various offices, the incon-
venience of holding the switch 
down to listen may be °termitic by changing 
round the wiring to the two bridged pairs 
of contacts on the switch, in which case the 
normal central position will be " Listen " 
and it will have to be depressed to talk. 
If. in the case of any special announcement, 
it is desired to talk to all five sub-stations at 
once, this may be done by bridging all of 

the five terminals at the rear by means 
of a piece of bare wire. 

XMAS TELEVISION PROGRAMMES 
lo Moi  KNONMEN  NN W, .••••• *MINN Ni mm  ra i 

THE Chrialmaa television programmes, 
which open on. December 20th, will, it 
is hoped, be repsettentative of the beat 

yet radiated from Alexandra Palace.  The 
season begins with a display of Christmas 
toys in the afternoon anelevening programmes 
on December 20th.  " The Ghost Train," 
Arnold Ridley's thriller, will be performed 
on the same afternoon. 
The afternoon programme on December 

214 will include a star production of 
" Hundred Per Cent. Broadway," Cecil 
Macklen'a all-American cabaret show 
with David Burns and the Merriell 
Abbott Girls from the Dorchester. 
Arthur Marshall, the "school-mis-
tress" broadcasting afar, will make 
his television debut in the afternoon 
on December 22nd, and the Picture 

Page"  programmes  on 
that day will have a apecial 
Christmas flu roar. 

" Hatted and Crete!,"  Humperdinck's 
fairy-tale opera, will be televised in the 
evening programme on December 23rd, and 
the leading parts will be taken by children 
acting in mime with -vocal accompaniment 
" offstage."  The B.B.C. Television Orches-
tra, condueded by Hyam Greenbaum, will be 
specially augmented for the occasion.  On 
Christnws Eve, Jack Payne and his Band will 
appear in bolls the afternoon and evening 
shows. 
A Christmas edition of" Coffee Stall" will 

be televised in a snowstorm on the same 
afternoon. 

Christmas Day 
Christmas Day programmes will open with 

a short address by the Rev. Pat McCormick. 
Viewers will then be taken into Alexandra 
Park for a football match between the Alexan-
dra Palace Football Club and a 1Velsh team. 
On Christmas evening Harry Pringle will 

j l 

introduce a AlltRie Hall Cavalcade with old-
time i's-lets.  The studio will be decked out 
as an Edwardian music hall and an audience 
will he present.  On Boxing Day Reginald 
Smith hopes to present a television panto-
mime. 
Mr. Genie Potter will be among the stars 

making solo appearances in the Christmas 
programmes. He will be seen in the evening 
programme on December 20th and again in 
the afternoon programme on Christmas Day. 
Noni, the down, and hitt partner, who visited 
Alexandra Palace in the early day* of 
television, will make a joyful re-appearance 
in the afternoon programme on December 
23rd.  It ia hoped that Lydia Lopokova, the 
celebrated ballerina, will appear in the 
different role of story-teller on ikmmber 23rd, 
recounting the adventures of Little Red Shoes 
in the afternoon programme. In the evening 
programme on  the same day,  Marcel 
Bouleatin, the cookery expert, will iexplain 
how wine should be served.  Irene Prador, 
the Viennese amtbrette, who is one of the first 
stars create,'" by television, trill sing German, 
Frepds and English songs in the evening 
programme on December 24th, and again on 
Christmas night. On Christmas Eve, Nicho-
1-al Bentley will draw cartoons. 
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TUNGSRAM 
VALVES 

specified for the Practical Wireless " Rapide Straight 3" 
In the specifications of the PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

"Rapide Straight 3," given in this issue, are included 
two Tungsram L.D. 210 valves, and one L.P. 220. 
The former are battery detector valves and the latter a 

low consumption power valve. 

The selection of these valves by PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
is a striking testimonial to Tungsram's  reputation 
for quality and reliability.  They are only two of the ex-
ceptional range of Tungsram valves, which includes both 
British and American types, pin and octal bases. 

TUNGSRAM 
MANUFACTURED  AT 

TOTTENHAM. LONDON Barium VALVES 
"T HE  VALVE  WITH  THE  NA ME  BE HI N D  IT!" 

(H E  TU N G SR A M  EL E C T RI C  LA M P  W O R K , (G R E A T  DR/ T AT '  LT D „ 82.  TII F O R A.Lo i  RO A D,  IO N D OII. 'ritoxr• M OT BG RAT  3r1GI% 

k4. 4  AN OPI a n 14 %, e n fl e  MI M. •••  a n  , e, 1  ..1 =1 •61. = M4 ••• •Pi 101 •01e Ni mi 1 
1  A FEAST OF  i , 1  1 
1  CHRISTMAS FUN i 1  1 i  1 i  1  Here are the Biggest and I 1 

Best  Christmas Maga-  THE  SIXPENCE, 
/ 

packed  with Ti  opip-T 
zines you  can  buy— 

Christmas Reading. , 

/  CHRISTMAS  Stories and articles by I famous Writers  and 
i exTRA  Popular  Humorists. , 
/  Laughable  Drawings j 

and Cartoons by Lead- i 
ing Artists on practi-

1 cally every page. 

1(4'. perk  
ASU 

GCOEIM  A r  I,  Ltd 

411•114 •• •••,.e---.4ta mi. mo m, 

Capture the Spirit 
of Christmas with 
these Special 
Christ mas 
Nu mbers. 

6° 
EACH 

-1  Of all Newsagents 
  and Bookstalls. 

CHRISTMAS 
NUMBER 

1.1110 .• ••• ••• 
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BuildinA the "Rapide" 
Strai ht 3 
An Easy-to-Build Detector-Two-L.F. Receiver which 

is Especially Suitable for the Beginner. The Performance 

is Extremely Good Despite the Moderate Cost 

By FRANK PRESTON 

THE so-called "straight three," by 
which is generally meant a de-
tector vale followed by two low-

frequency stages, is apparently as popular 
as ever with home constructors.  The 
tirst complete receiver that 1 described 
in these pages was of this general type 
and proved to be very satisfactory. This 
time I ton going to deal with a simpler 
type of set, but nevertheless one that is 
particularly efficient. It is not supposed 
to have any revolutionary features; there 
is no claim that it will receive many 
hundreds of stations;  but it is a com-
pletely sound job that can be built and 
operated successfully by the newest con-
structor. 

Metallised Baseboard 
in order to simplify construction to the 

greatest possible extent, I have used a flat 
baseboard, as you can see from the accom-
panying illustrations. That is not a retro-
grade step, because the components have 
been carefully chosen to suit this form of 
construction.  By having a flat baseboard, 
wiring is simplified, especially for the begin-
ner who has to follow every wire on the • 
wiring plan and strike it through as it is 
fitted into the set. Further, to enhance 
simplicity of construction, the baseboard 
used is fairly large. This makes the com-
plete assembly less compact than it might 
have been, but at the same time it leaves 
more room for the wiring and leaves all 
terminals accessible. 
When the receiver was first decided on 

This three-quarter front 
view of the " &aide" 
Straight Three shows 
the simple layout of components. 

it was considered important that cost 
should be kept down to reasonable limits, 
but that there should be no " cutting " of 
components. As a result, the complete 
kit of specified parts, exclusive Qf valves, 
batteries and speaker, costs well under 50s. 
In spite of the low initial cost, every com-
ponent is of thoroughly sound design and 
construction, and 'every item in the list 
can be relied upon to give trouble-free 
service. 

Circuit Details 
The two-range  screened  coil  is of 

modern design, with separate aerial, grid 
and reaction windings.  Additionally, the 
aerial winding is tapped so that a portion 

Theoretical circuit diagram of the  Rapide - Straight Three. 

can be short-circuited to ensure maximum 
efficiency on the medium-wave band. 
This inexpensive coil provides a very satis-
factory  degree  of selectivity  without 
efficiency being sacrificed to any noticeable 
extent. A differential reaction condenser 
is used to ensure smooth reaction control 
in conjunction with the detector valve. 
Resistance-capacity coupling is used 

between the detector and the first L.F. 
valve, and the detector anode circuit is 
decoupled. The second valve is designated 
L.D.210, and it makes a very good low-
frequency amplifier, as well as being an 
efficient detector. It gives slightly more 
amplification than does the average L.F. 
type of valve, and it has a low anode 
current consumption.  The  latter is 
important, not only because it reduces 
running costs, but because it permits the 
effective use of a small and inexpensive 
L.F. transformer. As the anode current 
requirement of the L.D.210 is well under 
2 inA at 120 volts and appropriate grid 
bias, there is no danger of the transformer 
primary winding being overloaded or of 
the iron core being saturated. This means 
absence of distortion in the L.F. coupling 
circuit. 
For the last valve an L.P.220 is specified. 

This is a small-power valve with a fair 
handling capacity, able to do justice to the 
full output from the first L.F. stage. It 
can be operated with 120 volts H.T. and 
6 to 71 volts grid bias to pass only about 
5 tnA high-tension current.  In  con-
sequence. the total H.T. current drain' can 
be kept down to between 7 and 8 IDA, so 
hat the least expensive dry batte'ry will 
have a reasonably long life. It is true that 
rather greater output can be obtained, 
particularly from the local stations, by 
using a rather lower G.B. voltage on the 
output valve, but if that is done a double-
capacity type of H.T. battery is to be 
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preferred. In fact, a large-capacity battery 
is always an economy in the end, since 
it gives considerably longer useful service. 
It will be seen from the circuit that a 

fuse is included in the H.T. negative lead 
to safeguard the valve filaments in case of 
wrong  battery or wiring connections. 
As the fuse costs only a few pence, tin-
security which it affords merits the small 
cost. 

Component Specification 
So much for the main circuit details. 

A list of components is given below, 
and it is strongly advised that this be 
followed closely.  You might feel inclined 
to buy A cheaper condenser drive, but by 
so doing you would sacrifice a good deal 
of ease in operation and simplicity of con-
struction. Besides, you would probably 
have to forgo the benefits of the station-
calibrated  scale,  which  is sufficiently 
accurate to simplify very considerably the 
choice of transmissions. The two quick-
make-break switches specified have solder. 
tag connections, but similar switches with 
terminals can be obtained if there is any 
objection to soldering.  Thus, the 8.8(ff 
could be replaced by the 8.80, which costs 
3d. more, and the 8.123 could be replaced 
by the 8.88, which costs 3s. as against 
2s. 6d. 

Order of Mounting Components 
The arrangement of the components on 

the baseboard is clearly shown on the right 
which is the wiring plan.  It is best to 
duplicate the layout sinee the "key" 
components have been placed in such 
positions that short and very direct 
connections can easily be made ; this is 
in the interests of efficiency. For example, 
the coil is close to the wave-change switch, 
tuning condenser, reaction condenser and 
grid terminal of the first valveholder. 
In the same way. the H.P. choke is close to 
the anode terminal of the detector valve-
holder, while the L.F. transformer is 
between the second and third valveholders. 
Despite the simplicity of layout, it is wise 

to follow a systematic method in mounting 
the various parts. First place them all in 
the approximate positions indicated in 
the plan. Faint pencil lines can then be 
drawn round them if " Metaplex " is used 
for the baseboard; if you prefer to use 
aluminium-covered ply-board—which gives 
a rather more professional finish—the 
marking can be carried out by pressing the 
point of a scriber through the mounting. 
screw holes. An alternative suggestion is 
made concerning the baseboard material 
because the aluminium-covered material is 
not quite as easy to deal with, due to the fact 
that holes must be made through the alumin-
ium covering with a drill before the screws 
can be inserted. When usingt he " Metaplex " 
it is sufficient to make small " starting " 
holes with a bradawl. 

Safety Precaution 
A square of inetallising or aluminium 

must be cut away beneath the bracket carry-
ing the reaction condenser, the spindle of 
which is connected to the moving vanes 
and the detector anode. 
Before any components are mounted, 

the drive should be fitted to the condenser 
and .a short length of connecting wire 
should be attached to the soldering tag 
that comes on the underside when the 
component is screwed down—this tag is 
not accessible after the condenser has been 
fixed in place. It is best to solder the wire, 
but it can be attached by hooking it through 
the hole in the tag and nipping up the loop 
with a pair of pliers. 

To b: continned.1 

Wiring Diagram of the " Rapide " Straight Three 

. . . . . . •••••••••. .. « •• •• •.•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•.•«• 

!  LIST OF COMPONENTS— "RAPIDS"  STRAIGHT THREE 
i 
I 1 Metallised baseboard. 10in. by 91n. —Peto-Scott  ..  ..  .. 
1 1 " Unigen " coil —Wearite  ..  ..  ..  ..  .. 
I1 .0005-mfd. baseboard mounting condenser—Polar No. 5 .. 
i 1 Condenser drive with station names—Polar V.P. horizontal.. 
t 1 .00015 mid. differential condenser—Polar  ..  ..  .. 
t 3 baseboard mounting valveholders —W.B. rigid  : .  .. 
1. 1 H.F. choke—British Television Supplies: type 600 ..  .. 
; 1 3/1 L.F. transformer—British Television Supplies  ..  .. 
I 2 Component mounting brackets--Peto-Scott .:  ...  .. 
t 1 On-off switch--Bulgin S.80.T  ..  ..  ..  .. 
I 1 Double-pole on-off switch—Bulgin S.123  ..  ..  .. 
! 4 Fixed resistors-2 meg.: .25 meg: and two 25,000 cdam. —Dubdier 1 watt  ..  ..  .. 
; 3 Fixed tubular condensers—.0002 mfd.; .005 mfd. (type 300), and .5 mfd. (type 230) —T.C.C. 
I 2 Terminal mounts—Belling-Lee ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  .. 
•, 4 Terminals marked A, E, L.S., LS. — —Belling-Lee ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  .. 
1 5 Wander plugs marked H.T.+, H.T. —, G.13.-,-, G.B. -1, G.B. -2 —Belling-Lee  .. 
..1' 2 Spade terminals marked LT. — and L.T.-F —Belling-Lee ..  ..  ..  . •  .. 
; 1 fuse and holder, 100 mA. —Microfuse ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  .. 
t Connecting wire, screws, Sex, etc. . .  ..  ..  ..  . .  . . 
1 2 LD.210 nsetallised valves —Tungsram..  ..  .. 
I1 L.P.220 valve —Tungsram 
i  1 120-volt H.T. battery —Drydex 
1  1 9-volt G.B. battery—Drydex 
1  1 2-volt accumulator—Exide 
1  - — 

• . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 

a. d. 
1 6 
5 0 
4 6 
6 6 
3 0 
2 0 
2 6 
4 6 
0 8 
1 6 
2 6 
4 0 
3 0 
1 0 
1 2 
p 10 
4Di 4 
1 6 
2 6 
7 6 
4 9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..••••••••4 
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941to-Slcott 
1 BARGAINS that ARE Bargains Peto-Scott's 20 years' trading is 
your  guarantee of satisfaction! 

6-valve All- Wave -  
A.C. SUPERHET 

List Value : 
£9:0:0 

OUR PRICE 

17:I9:6 
Cash or CO.!).. 
17 0 down and 11 
niontWy paymet 1. 
14 6. 4 waveband-
111.21.20-54,200-3,, 
1010.2,1100  mei 

Ilan. a. lewd trimilit constrm•tion.  6 octal base sal, 
r..11.1'. Selector. radio frequency amplifier. 
1..9 dor %ode fret:Pieper changer. bandPass 
I. F. traibfornier, I.F. amplifier, double-iliodt• 
(rile. phase res erring. output poster pentode. 
With 6 British salter. knot,. iii,,i eseutchetn. 

For A.c. Mains 200.23o son... too •....•vele, 

for REAL XMAS BARGAINS 

9-Valve ALL-WAVE: A.C. 
SUPERHET  CHASSIS 

List  Value 
£15:19.6 

OUR PRICE 

Z11:19:6 
raelf or C.O.D.. or 27 6 
down land 11 monthly 

I tyments of 21 3. 
4  waveband,.  10-21. 

200-350.  mou-
2.0oto metres.  Nat oal• 

• 1 71 , 1-1't  vAlve• ; 

chati ,:. 2 I.E.  ‘mplitierr. 
t,itt.fointer r.,10,1, 1 to do,i,le.diode-

' •  I Int: re,-till 
.tnd low tr.imen.•  amp'', • ition. followed 

. ;  ri‘er.o.2 s.ti,e  !it. • '2 S.F. power pentiid,... 
output.  %%1 ,1,  11riti.li valves, kritilw, anti 

-EXCEPTIONAL XMAS OFFER-
BARCAIN ALL-WAVE VAI: S.C.3 
LIST PRICE  OUR  £6 : 19 : 6 

: 10• n  PRICE 

•  14-31.  28-82, 
400-550. 900-2.100 
metres • Variable-
Mu H. P'  Pentode 
Detector.  Harries 
Distortionleu 0'i!. 
put Pentode Valves 
• 8-1 and 100-1 
Stow-motion Drive itFull vision Dial 
Beautitul Walnut 

Veneered Cabinet il-
hatrated. 

(.'omplete  with 
',mot t leo. hat tedes. 
1.nt lii.,  13 to, Bargain £01913 or IF- down 
t..I 18 n.onthlv payment', ot 89. 

ONLY A FE W AVAILABLE  

AMAZING BARGAIN-
BROADCAST S.G.3 CHASSIS 

This Peto.Scott 
wave  technha I 
triumph still loin, 
you stations 6almi• 
front every part 
the world. '4:mimed 
cons.  " Tone-e•oo-
pensated" 
in 0 v log-

3 Britian Yalta 

With Kno5s and es-
cutcheon,lessvalves. 
LIST VALVE £2 :2 

OUR 
PRICE 21 
CASH OR C.O.D. 

•  S.0.3  Circuit. VScreened  code. 
Wavelength  dial. 
200 - 2.100 metres, 

*Wide choice British 
and Foreign stations. 

CHASSIS  and 
VALVES 

and illmtratiwl anrwe hot lii. 
eyelike, Lat. value 14 1 0. Bargain 3441 oil 6 
down owil 11 moniAly pa,nents of 3.9. 
CHASSIS. VALVES and SPEAKER, as ilturtrated 
ahme, including eplendid P.M. Mos 
Speaker. Lis( value 157 6. Dargain 46:- or 5. 
do... a..., 11 010.11411 p11014 001, a 64, 

1/6 
DO WN 

D XMASTER 
KIT "A"  £3:15 : 0 or 71. a, 

, • plete kit of epeeilied pails. ready drilled 
•  nelinliu4 all neceesary  coin., %MS wire arol 
nes. hot Ion. ,111,cs.  or C.O.D. VI;15,0 tor 7/n does cad 
11 1,1 ,011, 4 p0 ,0" NU of 7 

VALVES ;r.  """ "e""d .0dd  "19  Ed  Ste skpood and rock parmant. 
KITBIT3  orders value tater XI sent post charges 

pawl. 
1 B.T.S.  Tiansformer  4 G 
1 Peto-Seott Myrna: chassis ready-drill,'  • •  • • 66  
I Valley  eml suit Type B.P.114  13 
1 J.B.  con•leuser.liar Type  12 - 
1 .1.1.1.  Dri , No.  .  ..  5 9 

RAPIDE STRAIGHT 3 
KIT "A" t̀j̀,- £2:9:6 -4/6 
c. 1. ... .00plele kit of puts a, •perif .41 with 31ital ,li 

au.1 iii. hides all necaseary 0 true. wire Hes. etc.. 
I... %Ike..  enia Of (. O. D.  1336 ae 4,4 dos is and II 
•  say,nross of 48. 
vALvE8  mire* required add 124 10  i,r 

depo•it •ad non% ...did, roams... 
Orders value over gl suit post charter 
pal.!. 

1 ST... Tyne QM /Lei...lion Choke  ..  ..  2 6 
It T.W. Ts pe IT. 1)5  Tranefonn.r  ..  1 6 
I Peto-Seott %wept,: Baseboard  ..  • • I 8 
I'. tie No.  3n, n•lemet and V.P. dr:re  11 - 

KITBITS 

-XMAS BARGAIN KITS 
ALL- WAVE 
BATTERY 
S.G.3 KIT 

ll'arrro or. 14..11.'2 
20,33 f, 200-2190 moo. e 
Illustrated on the I. I 
is tile asactiliole.1 P. o 

All-Wase  I. 

• toy sal eluiplh.its. • , 
mtruct ion and oi • • . 

tin are she lo soot.-
.1 ,rn 1.4,-1.11t-mizute 

I.1-T TRICE  OUR 
£4 9 3.  PRICE £3 :3 : 0 or 5 - down 

S. W. ADAPTOR CONVERTER KIT 
1.1-( evict:  OUR 
fl 14 4.  PRICE £ 1 : 5 : 0 or 2 6dowrt 

"DOUBLE 2 " SHORT- WAVE KIT 
1.1-1 PR1CL  OUR 

d 2 1  or  G own,5,4.  PRICE £2:19:6 
1-VALVE ALL-WAVE KIT 

Pll I''" OUR  Z 1 : 9 : 6  2  dov f2/0/10  PRICE  •  or  

BATTERY STRAIGHT 3 ALL-WAVE KIT 
1.1- r  11  OUR • 

t312(0  PRICE £2 :5 : 0 or a - down 
All the above mentioned Kit Prices are less salves 
and are fully described in the Peto-Scott Radio anj 

Television Catalogue lent FREE on regsteit. 

A MERRY XMAS Iis Sours with this amazing new Peto-Scott 

HOME BROADCASTER 
GET OVER YOUR "11211LE-PRIONT 1" Croon to your hes: , '• 
.1. habit nroditer at uibl the Family IThoet . . • seeks THIS 
YEAR'S PARTY the IIERIGEST TT?! Attach the Peso. 
,e..tt "11...e ittoad•.aster •• to the plek-up sockets of pair 

whether hattery or AC., aml your own broad-
.-  •dati.ni is in•laitity reroly to amplify the Inallsidual 
..1.  with that moteseioiel Small to • Lieh we are all ai 

E,enone titan eVeryt Ling 
wall the aid cif the Peto-Scott Hone 
Broadea•ter.  Rmning costs are oil 
and you', nothing umre to liuy. 

Siipplo, 1 to you aheolutely 
complete  ant  ready  for 

nee.  2,6 th.oit 
a.,1  9 ia /H al ,  P a phr,li, 

CASH  2 
D. 

OR 
C.O. 

2 6 doon and 9 
mon:hly payments 

of 3 - 
PETO-SCOTT  CROONERS AND DANCE BAND OUTFIT 
., • .  .r pi on...tonal emouem, date,: lanai, 601..1,t, 
•1... ALI.1 announcements of all hinds.  Lich;:nide 
iennsluces epeech and MUSIC with perfect clarity anti Is 

eloarly amlilJe up to .500 feet.  au 
This marvellous outfit comprlees Peto-Scott profeesional type 
transverse m sun-at micniphone and trasieformer, 7-watt A.C. 
Mains High Fidelity Amplifier. Peto-Acett filch Fidelitr- inuring-
..oil speaker, braided microphone lead, and cable for hand. 
-1. oker esten.ion (send for kalle) 1  
-If Olt C.O.D. Carriage Pahl tti 10,-, or 11 down and 11 
:Ably payments or 56 9. 

1938 STENTORIAN SPEAKERS 
Model 385. C.o.!) or %O.!,  t'..rr. 1,1.. 82 2 0. 
r 26 down and 11 InoutLly 1,431etrita 4.1 4 -. 

Model 387.  Cash or C.O.D.. 
I .irria20  Pahl,  JD 12.11. or 26 
d•wif awl 11 monthly puyiumits 

IORDER NO W FOR I X MAS DELIVERY  

-STRAIGHT 3 CHASSIS-
LIST PRICE 45/-  BARGAIN „,tt 2916  

utter  E•ch 
chassis  tested 
neon dispatch. 

CIRCUIT COMPRISES 
detect or react Ion.  followe• I 
Iv M.C.C. and triode sone, 
swam. output •tage. Metal 
elus•la.  Mow  motion 
t owns,  Dial  calibrated 
•kgreeti. 290-2.606 metre.. 
toer  H.T.  comnimption. 
t'oniplete with  Brinell 
nisei,  all  knobs  and 
lit.heon.  ('asa, prn 

29,6 or  241 down  and 
11  monthly  a) /Ill in, 

CO MPLETE RECEIVER ,z 
1,1 horizontal coniiiiirttr  with 
salves and 1110VIIIR-enil  speaker. less lotteries. 
1.1,t Price £4 19 6. Barran,. £2.2 0  or ".0.1). 
or 26 down  11 lik, iy  • IC • •I 43. 

2 9. 

-H.T. for 1d. a Week! -
Peto-Scott H.T. ELI MINATORS 

Cost only a penny a week to run! 
Model A.C.12 Eliminator. 
al de for •<1.4 Operating en an 
output or.f up to 12 III A.  A.C. 
2iost 2.30-v., 40 100 cycle.. Output 
120.y. at 12 so A.  4 tapping, 
60-v., 73-y.. 90-v. awl  120-v. 
Cash or C.O.D. Cam N. 30/ . 

26 den an.1 10 monthly 
• .  •  o 3 -. Model MA 10,80 Eliminator coil TRICHI.E 
,  R.:Lit, 22 19 6. or 5,- down and 11 vontlily paymer tit 
, 58. 
Model A.C.25. Yoitahle for Q.P.P. ant CAA. B operation on 
puts up to 23 ni A. :• 11.1. Toppouirs. Seiwen Detertor "01 

l',.wer Output 23 fu A at 1300. For 1.C. Mains 2olo 230 
Lori eyelea.  Ini.i,rptirztem Weetinghou..e Rectifier. 

Cash or 0.O.D. Carritali Paid £2 : 9 : 6 6 -.loon  atot 10  hly  f -. 
Pets-Scott TRICKLE CIII111018 tor 2-solt a. emmi hei,or at 
• mip.  Metal rectll cr.  Aor-eovied ti.memoners.  A.0 
• oms 200'240 sults. 40,100 cyeley 

Cal's or C.O.D.  10/-. 

-ASTOUNDING XMAS BARGAIN-
4-VALVE A.C. ALL- WAVE 

CHASSIS 

WITH 
4 BRITISH 
VALVES 

OUR 
VALUE  E Z4•1916 f7 : 15 :v PRIG .  . 
LIST 

B RI E F  S P F. C1 Fil I TI O N:  4 Bri:ish 
va is es,  Vlirlable-IIIU  II. F.  Pentode,  Screene I 

Grid Detector, 111 0 Efficiency Output Pentode 
;mil Rectifying valve., Steel Chassis, sensitivity 

and Volu me Control, 3 W atts undistorted output. 

Gra mophone Pick-up Sockets.  For A.C. Mains 
only, 200-250 volts, eo 100 cycles.  CAS H Olt 
C. O. D. CAR RIAG E PAI D, 34 19,6, or 711 flown 
and It monthly pay ments of II O. 
Or with High Fidelity 2.500 oli ms Ener.ris l 310v-

Speaker.  £3 19 11 or 7 6 down and 12 
monthly loaS nicht , of 10 4. 

3  W AVEBANDS 

18-52,  203-550, 

900-2,100 metres 

Rand-pass tun. 
1112 ; 

illu minated  ilia I 

(stations  atoll  wave-
lel mths)  rilOW-11101101i 

tithe;  R ot ary  lo w 
ity rib itch. 

POST THIS COUPON NOW "Ye 

PESO-SCOTT CO. LTD.. 77 .Pr.W.I1i. City Road, London, 
E.C.I.  irVesold 9w7L-6-7). or 62 tPr.22.14). High Po.born, 
London. W.C.1. (Boas's 32491. 

eend tue  for which 
I enclose S  :  :  Caeh H.P. DeposIt. 
Mare send also the Poto-Soott Radio and 
sJogne and lb. Pilot •• Short-Wane Eaperimanie'r, 1Zrifit 
9 new PILOT Short Wase Kits. I enclose 2d..stampa) to corer 
postage. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

  EST. 1919 
AD P.O.'s most 60 ...sassed sod rorrrnsw revisfend. 

 •.4 
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I RADIO 
(See also page 358 for further CluIrReports.) 

•  Mand•=01.11Ma••••4 40•Ibe.1 . •=1.4.4.M. 4M. 

CLUB REPORTS: 
••••   

PROPOSED CLUE FOR PORT ISAAC 
IT is proposed to for m a  Club at port !sa w.. 

1  Corn wall, and any readers residing in the 11hOrl. t. 
and who are interested it. tIi idea, lire invited to get 

in touch wit Ii tar. J. W. gone, ff. Alias Place, Port 
Isaac, Corns% ail. 

NE WCASTLE RADIO SOCIETY --rHEIIIKIVP 100110 Chit. H  ', MO M on April 14'1. 
&  1937, to further the seicia e of radio. Iii Inc:ease 

1 he kno wledge of tortriliers. ti, cover all aspects of 

'Radio Theory and Coast m elon. and to make wireless 

eoustruction and lidening m ore interestisig. as nett as 

i  m et s e. 
The ifewco mer 10 11.1.1io Will he 0%1'11 tuition in 

efOlPt rurt k ma I nor,: nod Ilieory. %%title t he estieriei Wet 

m e mbers, Mal pleasure iti teaching. and the advances 

'c oil  1,1  the mse:ves  throug'i  the  facilities of  this 

I.,. H y. 

lectures, visits to places of interest 

W e 111,1114111 10 the Kimura ttttt  and instruction in 

eis•r-e 1.1.1e is nisei' In the thud half-hour of every 

111..e1 his.  One of the ai ms of this el111 , Is to haVe a 
trap-niftier installed. !edit by the 10e111111,16 as funds 

silts 'tu. 

Co mpetitions  nail  en-operation  with  other ail — 

thrott liiiiit the country are other Ite ms In add 

nienincrs * interest.  The headquarters have atop:: 
secorsinif slat ion. 

The present  entrance fee is  is., and the weekly 

subscript ion, (hi —lint if mi nden( me mbershave enrolled 

to m ince  Ns— esabliint the club to be belt, 

F111.1,011 1 . 

FOR ONLY 
3/9 

YOU can buy a British Made 

Super - sensitive,  Non - micro-

phonic HIVAC Detector valve. 

This simple replacement 

will add enormously to 

the performance of your 

set 

There is also a Complete 

range of HIVAC Battery, 

M ains,  Special  Short-

wave,  and  - Midget 

valves,  ALL  highly 

recom mended  by  the 

leading technical experts. 

HIVAC  give  you  High 

Quality  at Low  Price. 

Just send  us  a Postcard with 

,':CHART N .: written on  it and 

full details  will  be  sent  you. 

vityAc 
T HE SCIE NTIFIC 

W A LS/ E 

F. J. CAMM 
SPECIFIES 

HIVAC 

"D-XFORAHi MTER" 
SEC DETAILS  IN THIS 

ISSUE. 

BRITISH   MADE 

HIGH VACUUM VALVE CO., LTD  111-117, FARRIN GD ON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1. 

SHEFFIELD SNORT-WAVE CLUE 

TH E above dub 11:1, beell rehoused  new pre mises 

in Ebenezer St.. Shales moor.  Ileetilll'S are held 

every W ednesday at el p. m.. and speelkl meeti mes for 
classes, etc., will be befit on other nights.  N'arioins 

ideees of apparatus are being set up for use if I hue me m-

bers, inducting oscillators, reecisers,  resistance and 

capacity bridges, ete.. alai very shor fly an artificial 

aerial trans mitter n ill be isistidied. 

M orse classes are held regularly now. a. UCH 3,1 

el11014-a for beginner& and for set buildhig  W e shall 
be glad to see any readers of irtAI TICAL Ant , A MATV.UR 

W U:1,1.Es., at tl.e !netting., and ally further detail, 

tan be obtained fro m the Hu m. Sec., ii. II.  To mlin, 

tf2.  Mirs,rsyde Avenue,  hlietfield,  It).  hubserii.tions 

Ills' Ills. per tear, pavaide quarterly. 

4MMI.  MM. 4•M. 

PARTY LIGHTS 

OtSItA M  Party Lights" and Christ mas 
Tree outfits can be used very effec-

tively for adding to the! Christ mas at m°. 

sphere. 

These  " Party  Lights"  with  their 

coloured shades representing English nur-

sery rhy mes are certain to be in wide 
de mand.  They are non-infla m mable, and 

translucent, and are supplied in assorted 
colours, co mplete with twelve 19-volt 3-watt 

eone type Osra m la w*, one spare, sub-
stantial flex (braided in three colours to 
match the bakclite la mpholders) complete 

with adaptor for attaching to latnpholder. 
The popular Osram Christmas Tree 

Outfits consisting of twelve 19-volt 3-watt 
la mps in assorted colours, and the small 
illiltihinated Christm as Trees for use as table 

centres provide an ideal decorative setting 
for 'Yuletide festivities.  An illu minated 

cakestand is an attractive addition to the 

()s mut range.  It can be used alternatively 

as it cakestand or a hanging centre light. 
There are also outfits suitable for shop-

windows, hotel bars. hal I moms, restaurants, 
cinemas, and scores of other situations where 
light and colour contribute materially in 
creating a cheerful atmosphere—a range of 
decorative lighting material which should 
certainly warrant a co mprehensive display 
from now until Christmas. and indeed until 
well into the New Year. 

A RADIO ROBOT 

(Continued from page 337) 

in Fig. 5.  The plate and  terminals 
go to the relay, and the grid and filament 
to the secondary of an ordinary intervalve 

1..F. transformer in the usual way. 
A lead from the primary of the trans-

former is plugged in to the loudspeaker 
output terminals of a wireless receiving 
set (a portable receiver makes the whole 
assembly entirely independent of connecting 
wires to the mains, etc.) and it is now only 
necessary to tune in to it broadcast of 
speech or song es-hen the Talking Robot 
will tell you all he hears ! A microphone 
connected to the pick-up terminals of the 
wireless set will enable you to talk through 
the figure so that, with a friend, you might 
give a most entertaining dialogue! 
The figure may be completed with an 

overcoat and hat (Fig. 4) or in al most 
any way the constructor fancies.  My own 
model sits op a chair the portable receiver 
king arranged underneath (Fig. l) so that 
there shall be no interaction between the 
relay circuits and flu- aeriaila the set. 
C Condensers Cl anti 2 have  included 
for this reason, but. of course, there is 
still a little interference, which can riply 

be entirely eli minated through the use of 
separate wireless sets for the sound, and for 
the operation of the figure—the latter set 
having the loudspeaker switched off. 
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USIP6 EXCEPS1OP SPEAKERS 
Instructions for Wiring Extension Speakers, with Details of the Precautions to be Taken, 

and the Best Methods of Controlling Volume 

IT is often desirable, especially during the Christmas holiday period, to have 
wireless in more than one room. This 

can be done by having more than one set, 
of course, but a much cheaper way is to 
install extension speakers. 

Commercial Receivers 
Most of the modern commercial sets are 

fitted with extension speaker sockets, and 
therefore it is only necessary to plug the 
extetuion speaker leads into these sockets. 
Care must be taken to choose the correct 
type of speaker, however, if best results 
are to be obtained. In some receivers the 
extension sockets are connected to the 
speech coil of the internal speaker, whereas 
in others connection is made to the primary 
of the internal speaker transformer. When 
connection is made to the speech coil the ' 
extension speaker must be of the low 
impedance type, or a step-up transformer 
must be connected between the extension 

1 

- -
Fig.  W.B. loudspeaker has a special 
matching device and is ideal for an extension mode1. 

sockets and the extension leads if the 
extension speaker is of the high-impedance 
type—the normal type of speaker trans-
former may be used with the secondary 
winding connected to the extension sockets. 
If an ohmmeter is available it can easily 
be decided whether a low-i mpedancc speaker 
should be used, as the difference in the 
resistance measured across the extension 
sockets is unmistakable. When the sockets 
are joined to the speech coil the resistance 
will be between two and fifteen ohms 
approximately, but if they are joined to 
the primary of the internal speaker trans-
former a resistance of between 200 and 
500  ohms  approximately  should  be 
registered. 

Special Extension Speakers 
There are special extension speakers 

obtainable which are designed to match 
any type of set and are fitted with a switch 
for high or low-impedance matching. If 

one of these is used it is only necessary to 
adjust the controlling switches until best 
results are obtained. If a special speaker 
of this type is not readily available the 

Fig. 2.—Extension speakers are obtainable in 
various types of cabinet to harmonise with room 

furnishings. 

ordinary type of moving-coil permanent 
magnet speaker can be wired to suit high 
or low-impedance sockets.  If low-impe-
dance (speech coil connection) sockets are 
fitted they must be connected direct to 

TO H. T: + 

JACK 

OUTPUT VALVE 
S PENNER 

PLUG 

Fig. 1.—A plug and jack method of connection will facilitate changes 
in speakers. 

the speech coil tags on the extension 
speaker; if these tags cannot be traced 
an ordinary speaker transformer may be 
interposed between the sockets and the 
extension leads, as mentioned above. 
When high-impedance sockets are fitted, 
direct connection is made to the extension 

TO H.T# 

speaker transformer terminals. It should 
be realised that if the old type cone speaker 
is used it is essential to use a matching 
transformer if low impedance sockets are 
fitted. This type of speaker will, however, 
give quite satisfactory results with direct 
connection in most cases where high-
impedance sockets are fitted. 

was 
SPEARICR 

,sot sr og 
I 04 211I0 
COPICIENCER 
AVM MTN 
D. C. PECIATR 

Fig. 5.-11 is always d,s ble to use an output 
filter circuit for extersion speakers. 

Home-constructed Sets 
In home-constructed receivers extension 

speaker sockets are not generally fitted, 
and, therefore, if an extension is to be 
installed great care must be taken to wire 
this correctly.  The safest .method is to 
connect one terminal of a 2 mfd. condenser 
to the anode of the output valve, the 
other terminal of the condenser to one of 
the extension speaker leads, and the other 
extension lead to H.T.—. With this 

method  of  connection 
direct current will not flow 
through  the  extension 
leads, leakage and the 
possibility of a shock being 
therefore avoided.  A 
simpler method is to con-
nect the extension leads 
to the LS. sockets, either 
direct or via  2 mfd. 
condensers—by connecting 
a condenser in each lead 
leakage and  shock  are 
again avoided. 

Special Output Stages 

When a special type of 
output stage is used care 
must be taken to wire 
the extension  leads 

correctly.  In the case of push - pull, 
Class B,  and  Q.P.P.  output stages 
the method of connection is the same. 
The internal speaker fitted to sets of this 
type has three terminal connections, two 
to the valve anodes, and one to H.T.±. 
The extension speaker leads should be 

(Continued on next page) 

Fig. 4.—Wall sockets may be used for listening at different points as shown here. 
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USING EXTENSION SPEAKERS 
(Continued from previous pose) 

connected to the two valve-anode terminals, 
either direct or via 2 mfd. condensers. It 
is not necessary for the extension speaker 
to be of a special push-pull type.  If two 
valves are connected in parallel in the 
output stage the normal method of connee-. 
tion outlined above for a single valve should 
be used. 

Switching 
Some readers will probably wish to silence 

the internal speaker when this is not 
required. The best method of doing so is 
by means of a switch connected in the 
speech coil circuit of the set speaker. If 
it is only desired to silence one speaker, a 
two-point switch will be suitable, but by 
using a three-point change-over type, one 
or other of the two speakers may be 
brought into use at will. The switch could 

Fig. 6.—Two standald types of 
plug which are ideal for speaker 

connection. 

STEM  BALL 

be connected in the anode circuit of the 
output valve but this method of connection 
is not recommended unless a special type 
of switch, such as the Clix, is used. With 

for the D 
USE 

BP 114 2-Gang Coil Unit and 
BP2I NICLET Transformer 

NEW   
PUSH PULL TRANSFORMERS 

DP 49. 

DP 46. 

DP 47. 

DP 48. 

AS USUAL! 

XMASTER 

Parallel Feed Input. Ratio I : 4, 
Output. Ratios 20: I and 40: I, 

Output.  25 : I and 50 : I, 

Output.  34 : I and 68 : I, 

FREE CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

12/6. 

18/-. 

18/, 

18/, 

POST COUPON BELOW TO 
(OLIVER  PELL  CONTROL,  LTD.), 

Cambridge Place, Burrage Road, 

Woolwich, S.E.18. 

Please send mc Free Circuit Diagram; of Push Pull Amplifiers. 

Name   

Address   

PR. W.4rc 

the normal type of switch 
the anode circuit of the 
output valve  would be 
momentarily open during 
t he switching process, and 
this could possibly cause 
damage to the valve. 

Controlling Volume 
For smoothest control of 

volume it is also advisable 
to use the speech coil circuit 
in preference to the trans-
former primary circuit. A 
variable  resistance  of 
approximately 100 ohms is 
suitable for most speakers. 
This should ho connected 

inseries with the speech coil of the speaker 
to be controlled, and may be fitted with an 
off position if it is desired to silence this 
speaker.  Control of volume can also be 
effected by connecting a control having a 
resistance of approximately 50,000 ohms 
in series with, or across, the extension 
speaker transformer primary winding, but 
it is generally found that the speech coil 
method of connection gives better results. 

A TELEVISION CATCH-PHRASE 
No less a person than Sir Noel Ashbridge 

thought it fit to draw attention to the 
catch-phrase that people were not buying 
television receivers now because of the 
possibility of them becoming obsolete in a 
few months. He quite wisely pointed out 
during the course of an address to the 
Mdwych Club on Armistice Day that no 
invention could proceed at that enormous 
rate. If there is any alteration of picture 
definition standard, present-day sets can 
be quite readily and simply adapted to 
meet the case at a small cost. The im-
provements that are needed are not those 
linked up with receivers, but with the 
transmission side, primarily on the extension 
of thelliours of television broadcasting, and 
the ability of the provinces to have services. 
of their own. As Sir Noel said, this last-
named item would be met most economically 
by- signal distribution through the Post 
Office co-axial cables, linking London with 
the more important cities. How soon the 
first of these provincial stations will be 
put into regular service is still a matter 
for conjecture, owing to financial reasons. 
but no doubt early in the New Year, when 
the Television Advisory Committee have 
reported, definite plans will materialise. 

"THE WIRELESS TRADER YEAR 
BOOK," 1938. 

THE new 1938 edition of this handy 
reference handbook which has just 

been published has been specially revised 
and enlarged, at the same time retaining 
the standard radio features.  The main 
directories  include  a Buyers'  Guide, 
arranged under some 300 different head-
ings; a directory of radio wholesalers 
indicating R.W.T.A. members; lists of 
trade addresses, giving 1,500 entries, and 
including telephone numbers and tele-
graphic addresses, and a separate directory 
of Electrical 11'holesalers. There are also 
detailed specifications of 578 receivers 
marketed in 1937-38, by forty-nine different 
manufacturers. Data given includes types 
of valves fitted, wave ranges, output, 
intermediate frequencies, extra speaker 
resistances, and prices. 
Amongst the other technical matter 

included in the Year Book are lists of 
mains voltages for nearly 1.200 districts;  
and valve reference tables for about so 
.different types and makes. 
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Belling-Lee Eliminoise 

THE  well-known  Eliminoise  Anti-
interference Aerial is now available 
in a special Christmas packing, 

consisting of a gilt box with red and green 
label, and will form an admirable Christmas 
present to anyone who is experiencing 
difficulty in obtaining signals free from 
interference arising from local electrical 
apparatus. This kit, complete with 50ft. 
of screened cable, and with aerial and 
receiver impedance-matching transformers. 
costs 55s. The aerial is of 7/22 enamelled 
wire and is 60ft. in length. 

Philco-Ford Car Radio 
A special 6-valve receiver has been 

designed by Phileo for use in Ford V8 
cars and is now available at 15 gas. It is 

NIGHTLIGHT ROBBERY 
(Continued from page 334) 

THE GIRL.—" Oh, no—really 
SCHOLER.—" There, my dear—just a 

little token of esteem for a very, very brave 
little girl." 
THE GIRL. —" Twenty pounds ! Oh, 

really —" 
SCHOLER.—" It is a very small return 

for such a great service." 
THE GIRL.—" Thank you very much 

indeed. Do you mind if I go now ? 
STEVE.—" Oh, won't you stay to break-

fast, miss ? " 
SCHOLER.—" Good-bye, my dear—and 

thank you again." 
THE GIRL.—" Good-bye—and thank you 
—ever so much ! " (There is a short 
pause.) 
SCHOLER.—" Damnation ! " 
STEVE.—" Oh, gov'nor— naughty ! " 
SHAN NON.—" Well, what do you know 

about that ? " 
SCH OLER. — " Ruined — everything 

ruined.  Months of scheming and planning • 
ruined in a second.  The interfering little 
fool ! " 
STEVE.—" Changeable—that's what you 

are ! She was a sweet, brave little girl a 
minute ago." 
SHANNON. —" Oh, shut up, Steve! 

Here, Fitzey. what about the servants ? " 
SCHOLER.—" They won't disturb us. 

They had some tea when they came in, and 
I arranged to dope it for them." 
SHANNON.—" Why the devil did you 

have to give the girl twenty pounds, any-
way ? " 
SCHOLER.—" Oh,  don't  be  a fool, 

Nickey. I had to pretend that I was grateful 
to her. In any case, it was no good to us." 
SHANNON.—" You mean, dud stuff ? " 
SCHOLER.—" Yes—some of your very 

worst work." 
STEVE.—" Cruel—that's what I calls it." 
SC H OLER.—" Anyway,  here are the 

diamonds.  We must make a new plan. 
(Almost shouts.)  Look —Nickey —look ! 
The diamonds ! " 
SHANNON.—" Good  God!  Dud 

stuff! " 
SCHOLER.—" The little vixen ! " 
SHANNON.—" She's  double-crossed 

us ! " 
STEVE. —" Lumme—that's what  I call 

nightlight robbery ! " 
Fade in " The Teddy Bears' Picnic.") 

The CYCLIST - - 2d. 
Every Wednesday. 

of the two-unit type, for medium-uave 
reception only, and the receiver section is 
mounted between the steering column and 
the dashboard, with the speaker concealed 
behind the top of the windscreen. Separate 
interference suppressors are stated to be 
unnecessary. 

Ever-Ready Batteries 
Makers of the Ever-Ready H.T. batteries 

announce that in future these are to be 
sent out packed in a special type of 
corrugated cardboard sleeve to ensure that 
they shall be adequately protected from 
damage during transit. 

The Hushatone 
Messrs. R. A. Rothermel announce that 

the Hushatone device is now obtainable 
from them at 358. This is a small piezo-
crystal reproducer, designed for incorpora-

tion in any desired apparatus so that an 
individual listener may follow a programme 
or item without annoying other people in 
the room. It may also be used by the 
deaf as a bone-conduction hearing aid. 
It weighs only 4oz. and is supplied complete 
with a 9ft. moulded rubber cable. 

Tungsram 6B8G Valve - 
The makers of this valve wish to remind 

set designers that it is of great value in 
designing a receiver which will bring in 
weak and distant stations on a satisfactory 
high volume level, and at the same time 
give good quality reproduction from the 
local  without  overloadtng  the  output 
valve. Ordinary A.V.C. does not permit 
of this, but with the 6B8G it. is possible to 
employ an A.V.C. controlled L.F. stage 
and a leaflet showing the arrangement is 
supplied by Messrs. Tungsrarn.  The valve 
is of the 6.3 volt .3 amp. heater type, and 
costs 14s. 

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED BY RADIO-
Profc.xor Hilton, on November 19th, 1936. horn the B.B.C., broadcast a warning.  The warning was 

to the effect that while there aro many really good and reliable Colleges teaching by correspondence, 
there are many others which are colleges by name only.  He said some so-called °alleges rented a couple 
of rooms in a large building In a well-kuown street.  Some made great er mines which they did not 
Intend to fulfil.  Some claimed successes they could not prove.  In some eases the names of Prominent 
men were quoted who were In no way connected with the working of the College. 

NOW BE ADVISED BY ME.  . 
The big name of • College Is no proof of its national standing.  The Denn,ts College has been 

established over 30 years and our entire building is devoted to Bennett College work. NO other business 
of any -tied in either on or attached to The Bentictt College.  We have seating accommodation for owe: 
10,001).  We have a permaneas staff of over 190 people on the College premises.  Our Proleastorut Staff 
Save all palmed their examinations, and our tutor, are all experts in their own specialised work.  We 
do not send out any homework to be corrected by tired, spare-time tutors.  All students' homework is 
corrected on the College premises the same day that it arrives, and is returned by evening post.  This 
College is Technical, Scientific. General and Commercial, thos enabling us to cater for all requirements; 
title is important to Cost and Works Accountants, and all who have to deal with rate-fixing, machining. 
allowance, and it Is also of great impactance in many of the Civil Service Examinations.  This is an 
entirely British College, Host of our textbooks are written on the college premises by our own prole.-
sional stiff, especially for tutorial  purposes.  Our  tutors 'ecotone') in  teaching students for  the 
examinations they themselves hale already passed. 

THERE IS NO OTHER COLLEGE IN THIS KINGDO M THAT CAN CLAI M ALL THE 
- ABOVE ADVANTAGES. 

It Is not necessary for students to attend the College; we can send exactly the same tuition to you 
by post for • reasonable fee payable monthly.  Anyone who reads the journals know, that there are 
many things advertised that one can study, and any kind of study is good.  It is training for the brain, 
but the best thing to study, surely, is a course specially prepared to teach you your own vocation, or 
prepa re you for the examination which you have in view,  Knowing that you are master of your lob 
gives you self-confidence and personality, but • Diploma front the College in absolute proof of YOU! 
efficiency.  We have agencies in all English-speaking corners of the world.  The nature of our business 
makes on keep in touch with employment requirements in all parts of the world; therefore we speciallee 
in preparing students fur the goad positions which  we know elist, and for all the worth-while 
examine" ions. 

THE ABOVE VAST ORGA NISATIO N CA N HAVE BEE N CREATED ONLY BY THE 
SUCCESS OF OUR STUDENTS. 

There Is a tide in the affairn of man which. If taken at the flood, leads on to fortune and success. 
There are three things which come not back: the aped arrow, the spoken word, and the lost opportunity— 
this Is your opportunity.  If It is your deeire to make progress and establish yourself in a good career, 
write to it, for free particulars on any subject which interests you, or If your career is not decided, 
write and tell us of your likes and dislikes, anti we will give eon practical advice as to the possibilities 
of a vocation and how to sueee,d to it,  you will be under no oblIgaftolorneolragerevseurn.lesIstwie feels our .paletais.d  annre 
to help.  We never take students  
they are soitable. Do not forget  of over y success iLrlinot prove, that a ttihree of the brilliant.  Our experienoe   
win to eurcced achieves more than  outstanding brilliancy. 

LET M E BE YOUR 
FATHER 

Let me tell you how to make 
a success of your career. 
If your future is undecided or 
appears unsatisfactory. let as 
talk it over together. 
I want to help, and it will Cost 
you nothing to get my help, you 
will be under no 
obligation what- ffte rtt , 

r• 

We are prepared to produce, on 
demand, over 111,000 unvnrcit,,,i 
testimonials  from  successful 
students, or In default we w.II 
hand over £100 to charity. 

A STAFF OF 197 
are In daily attendance at this 
Colleue at your service. 

YOUNG 
MEN 

Young  men 
physically  fit 
and whose 
careers are not 
definitely fixed 
should jMn the 
Police  Force. 
We have Spe-
cial  Courses 
for  Entrance 
and Promotion. 
Full particulars 
Free. Address • 
POLICE 

Dept. 104. 

40\)cRakiv(-(t• 
ENGINEERS 
Engineers, now 
is your chance  
to  dig  your. 

"SniC1 /4-  selves  into  a 
Key  position 
and make your 
future  solid. 
It needs Tech-
nical Training: 
we  can, give 
you  that  by 

-1fil'4•4 

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL AND  MOST  Dept. 104. 
PROGRESSIVE  COLLEGE  IN THE W ORLD.  

ay  post. Full per. 
—  000 ticulars  Free, 

DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, LTD., SHEFFIELD 
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Mast Design 

A MEMBER who lives in a closely 
populated suburb of London is 
rather puzzled concerning the design 

of an aerial mast which he wishes to erect. 
His garden is very short and his neighbours 
are not very co-operating. Consequently, 
the erection of a high flagstaff or scaffold-
pole is difficult, as it would have to rest 
in the neighbouring garden before hoisting 
in position. He writes to ask what he can 
do about the matter, as he cannot get to 
his roof for a pole fitting and later wishes 
to carry out transmitting tests. In such a 
case there is nothing to beat the lattice 
type of mast such as was recently described 
in these pages. By using thin quartering 
(say from lin. to llin. thick) it is possible 
to build up a most efficient mast which 
may be erected in stages without trespass-
ing on any other property.  The mast 
should first be planned on paper, then 
scaled and divided into sections.  The 
length of each section, and the design of 
taper, will depend upon the overall height 
of the mast, but even with the highest 
mast it is possible to erect in a garden 
each section" will be quite manageable. 
A hole is not required for this type of 

mast, as it may be stood flat on the ground, 
as shown in one of the accompanying 
illustrations. Of course, it vill have to be 
guyed satisfactorily, and this may be 
carried out at each section.  The top 
section should be made first, and sufficient 
length of guy rope or wire attached for 
subsequent anchoring. If wire is employed, 
of course, insulators should be inserted at 
intervals to avoid losses. 

Erecting the Aerial  • 
When all the sections are completed, they 

should be placed handy, and an assistant 
will be needed to help in hoisting.  The 
top section should be stood upright, and 
the guy ropes pawed through rings attached 
to posts driven in the ground or attached to 
the garden wall (if of brick).  By paying 
out the guys equally all round, the section 
may then be lifted vertically without fear 
of tipping. Alternatively, if the sections are 
very long, a pole may be used with a pulley 
tackle for hoisting, but the same vertical lift 

A 

How Ihe sections 

are  scene.' and 
las!enel togetker. 

may be obtained.  When high enough the 
next section may be placed in position, the 
two bolted together, both lifted, and so on. 
A ladder may be needed for assisting in the 
bolting process, although if well made it 
should be possible to climb up the cross-
pieces, additional strength being given to 
the complete mast by means of cross. 
bracing wires of light steel. Obviously, a 
pulley should be attached to the top of the 
upper section with a long cord through it 
for the subsequent erection of an aerial, and 

flow the base of the mast rests on the ground. 

a mast of this type not only proves very 
efficient, but greatly adds to the appearance 
of a wireless installation and is much less 
unsightly than a bending or swaying pole 
made up of odd lengths of quartering. 

The B.E.R.U. 56 mc. Contest 
The Radio Society of Great Britain an-

nounce an international eontest on 56 meis 
commencing on January 1st next.  The 
following are the main rules, which should 
be noted by all transmitting members of 
the B.L.D.L.C.: 
1. The contest will commence on January 

1st, 1938, and conclude on December 31st, 
1938. 
2. The contest will be open to any radio 

amateur who is licensed to operate his 
statiiIn in the 56 me/9 band. 

The Two Frames 
or SecTion 1 

, 

3. The winner of the contest will be 
the operator of the station scoring the 
most points based on the following system: 
1 point for each contact over a distance 

between 200 and 1,000 miles. 
5 points between 1,001 and 2,000 miles. 
10 points between 2,001 and 3,000 miles. 
15 points between 3,001 and 4,000 miles. 
20 points between 4,001 and 5,000 miles, 

and so on, at the rate of five extra points 
for each additional 1,000 miles or part 
thereof. 
All distances to be calculated by Great 

Circle. 
To count for points the readability, 

strength and tone (both incoming and 
outgoing), must be logged, together with 
date, time and call-sign. 
4. In addition, and in order to collect 

current data, each contestant must send 
to the Radio Society of Great Britain a 
monthly report of stations heard and/or 

worked, together with notes con-
cerning conditions, power used for 
contacts, etc. 
5. The Radio Society of Great 

Britain  will present  a suitable 
trophy to the winner of the con-
test, whilst certificates of merit 
will be awarded to the leading 
station or stations in each country. 
6. No entrant may employ in-

terrupted continuous waves, modu-
lated continuous waves, telephony, 
or any other form of modulated 
carrier, for contacts claimed in this 
contest. 
7. At the time of a contact both 

stations must be operating on 56 
incis from their fixed station ad-
dresses. 
8. Only one contact with a specific 

station may count for points in any 
7 Day period. 

9. Entrants must adhere to the terms of 
their licence. 
10. Final entries must be received by 

R.S.G.B., 53, Victoria Street, S.W.1, not 
later than February 28th, 1939. 
11. The decision of the Council of the 

R.S.G.B. shall be final in all matters 
relating to the contest. 

Note: In the above rules the term 56 meis 
refers to the amateur frequency band, 
56 to 60 me/s. For the purpose of this 
contest a non-transmitter shall be regarded 
as a person who did not hold a radiating 
permit on January 1st, 1938. For further 
details members who desire to take part in 
this contest should write to the Radio 
Society of Great Britain at the address 
given above. 

(Lath Bracing noT Shown) 

, 

holdin9 The Twq Fraws 
To?elher. 
&ids Lappoi?, over  A,B,C D 

Here is one section of the mast showing the method of coming:lion. 
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MORE N.T.S. XMAS BARGAINS I 
STRAIGHT 3 RECEIVER:SAVE El ON YOUR— 

CORONA v=i 4 Complete with 3 values. Speaker. 
Walnut Cabinet. 

LIST PRICE £4:19 6 BARGAIN 

12:10:0 
• New tope Meld, te-
lect m Straight Batter, 
3  circuit.  •  Slow-
motion illusoinated dial. 
•  Pick-up  sockets. 

Wrsterange  Metal Chassis.  • Low 
200-2.000 metres.  H T. consumption. 

Bo, ish  Vsli r • 
ll.ising4'..11  Speaker  in  the  hap i-
lairozontallent  nallint•senfcreil  , • 
• .0.itiet  illustrated.  Ifs.  nation-a  op , 
'ssl. nr VA).15.  V 10 0. ..r 5 - In, 
.itel 12 men. 1,!‘ pii  t.'•••  4 3. 

SCREENED GRID 3 
Arnadinir 8.0. 11.1'. to lector AI, • 

Only $1 rii ,a consumption.  M.. , 
eased in cabinet illovimied.  .  BARGAIN 
5/-  12  roVo, o, ' 5 - £2 :19 6 

5/-
DOWN 

POSITIVELY YOUR  LAST  CHANCE TO 
SECURE THIS W ONDERFUL  BARGAIN 

BANDPASS S.G.4 
IRICE £8:8:0 BARGAIN £4:19:6 

With 4 Valves, 
CELESTION 
Field - Ener - 
msed  Moving-
Coil SPEAKER 
and  Walnut-
Veneered 
CABINET 

READY 
to PLAY. 

1V,Aalerful aflectivity rind wneltivity. 4 matched British 
valve,  Screened hamtpasa Code,  slow motion Tubing. 
'dominated station mime dial.  (Immo plck-up sockete. 
Si watts output  Wave-range 200,130. 1.060.2" 4 
For A.C. Mains °NI X, 200-230 volts. 401e. 
Cycles.  Complete olth beautiful walnut-
veneered cabinet with silk fret illuetrated 
aud Celestion Field-Energised Moving Ciii 
speaker.  READY 'TO PLAY.  Cash  
c.0.15.  FA 19 6.  Or 5 - down and 15 
monthly larniests of 7 it. 

51-
DO WN 

et 

D X WAVE KITS 
THE  IDEAL XMAS  GIFT 
for YOUNG and OLD. 

3-in-1 " SHORT-WAVE KIT 
RECEIVER —ADAPTOR — CONVERTER 

List Value 37 6 BARGAIN25/ 

12-94  metres. 
ADAPTS  or 
•-•couv•rts 
your battery set 
tor  short-se  
reception. C. OM 
be need as one-
'else Short-
wave  Receiver. 
Slow-motion 
bandrpread  tun-
ing SIMPLIFIES 
WORLD RECEP-
TION :Air-spaced 

handspread  and  tank  condeneers. 
SPECIAL  ANTI-BLIND  SPOT CON-

DENSER.  3 scales calibrated in degrees. 
KIT  11P1 OP rOOMITM<IIII,. 1:. part inr 

1.1y,  4.piu 
,ritiv not nty,1,11,1y  Ir.. 
rtlr.  1' 0.11.  Carr. It. 25 -, ei 26 
lest. and 10 tont., lilv payment. 26. 
Ell ..2."  With 2-selt  Li 89, it 2:6 

and 11 inoritHi. pAvnients 21. 

3-VALVE BANDSPREAD S W KIT 12....4 
laotrers.  %I ill  • nt rascin.itimr short Mahe 
• •Iter1.1411111rtal.  IN I I  roils net kes salver. 

0 0. BARGAIN CASH OR C.O.D. 3716, or 
26 down awl 11 mowilly popneois of 3,6.  Kit "S." 

M 15,0., 5,- doas ,411,,toiahly 
payment., of 

4-VALVE A.C. BANDSPREAD KIT 12.91 
metres. 1 Entirely new denim,  iMaranteed world whit 
•,ceptIon.  Kit " I." complete with 'all coils.  List 
due.  3 io 0. BARGAIN. 1 18 15 0. or  Jou. oNd 11 
,nothly payment. of  If 4 'watched valve. required 

VII to denosit and 35 to owl, monthly faiwment. 

E V E R Y  P A R T  G UARA N TEE D 
M AT C HE D — PR OVE D  TESTE D 

KIT "I" LCAA  SR. HR  IA0 cR. 
ELPM9A If 67/6 

t1.1 
Terminal  sir,;..  l'I.To.sCOTT  1'1,1 MA X. 

and ..... main: hr.:Acts.  Leas Salto., 
eabinct 50.1 sp,k...r. 

Balance in 12 monads payments of 8r 
DO WN 

KIT"2"  Kit -1," hut Pith 4 Sim. Ire .1  s, less 
tuft and 'Spoiler. Carl, 01 III  

14 : 14 0, ,,,, and 12 mutably p.01..1 •  - 

FURTHER  PURCHASE  OF 

K.B. RECEIVERS 
OFFERED AT ONE-THIRD LIST PRICES. LIMITED 
STOCK ONLY.  ORDER IMMEDIATELY.  sti. "'-
soiled only, these sets are offered in thoriimm 
order and ready for immediate use. All Models aye 
housed in licaul Ifni upright walnut ea1,111.11 and 
represent unique value for money which mill be 
instantly appreciated by calle m The ideal sets Sir 
everyday use or ill that spare room.  Older with 
confidence. 
K.B. WA HL 425 

Efficient circuit util-
ises H.10. Ampliller, 
detector and output, 
pentode valves. K 
" Fot tune"  dial 
Waye-rauge,200.2,0011 
metres.  Higliflux 
moving-roil  speaker. 
Wonderful volume a nil 
select Kit y. Provisioit 
for  plek-up.  Les-
batteries.  Rowed hi 
walnut cabinet. One, - 
OH dimension.. 17!,' 
high, litr wide, It," 
deep. 

LIST PRICE  BARGAIN R.2 : 19 : 6 
: 6 

cc 5,'. down and 12 ofoftarri  of 5111 
KS. MODEL 437.  Bat Cry  I4,reened  It rill  r. 
similar to Model 429 hut no Ills Triode Power Ott' pm. 
NtovIle$ coil speaker. Wave-ramie, 200,2,0ifil hiettes. 
special features provide excellent reception of ninny 
British and Continental slat it .s.  Old Malurit 
raltilict.  Less bat 

LIST PRICE  BARGAIN £2 :17 : 6 : 0 
12  57 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
HEADPHONLS.  u •  •••• 

001  6  • 3 vi, 10  

vALyEtt thy. tour tet  Oink. .10.1  vein 
parctaace enable us In sapply at neatly reduce I 'awes. 
And elhcient  guabinteed. Battery. lirt•• I F. •,fi.1 H F.. 
29: 1.0.,  M.. Vines  11" H.F., an•1  6 -. 
Maim Tory,  I 5 -, Al1 AA ... S.(1.. VAS., 15,10.1cs .nil 

11rosies.9/-.  Dirs, tiv tics it 

S G BATTERY 3 
• Waverance  ZOO -2,100 
ns,tres.  •  Croce, t-Grand 
Moving-eml Speaker. • Nen-
tux no-troaste sum},  • 
Complete  with  Valves. 
less Battery and Accumulator, 
READY To PLAY. 
%vat 11184 yeti Walsh art 

preirininics  v 
•It III,.  1,1 

II.  • 

I oic  st., 
Chassis. 

'notion tuning.  Illinninate.1  bat-Octet h 
sralnut•venterril  cabinet.  1$11*  high 
10. deep. 

LIST PRICE  BARGAIN 67/6 
ar 5,- door,. ood 12 s000thlos P . M , .1. of 5 9 

BELMONT 6-VALVE 
ALL-WAVE SUPERHET 

(18-2.000 Metres) 

'411:%11 St& tELTLOIrlA glIT MADE  FOR 

M O DEL GOO. 

til 

asd   fitialit y at a 
D•titarketly  tinnier. 
at  wire. Mtiflit lif1111 
k a It-' al% I. all-nave 
ettinlitet vvitli a lii2lt 
▪  eiretlif  et .•N. 
r1.111.• ,C11-i1jV I  1 
il..."1181rale B  
Illod..1 it  •• 
ill itril S —  V.  ., 

Iron 'ills  fur  ex-
tension  speake r. 
latest Octal Tyne Valves and 8-1n. Moving 
sif 'raker. The oval dial is calibrated in nietree 
and eta* loll sit' sue,.., Milli a different colour for 
"ads M11%1:431110.  Output is :1 watts 
undistorted. Cabinet is on modern-  10/6 is,. lines of beautifully flaureil 
%titling. Overall AIM ii 211 In. Idea,.  DO WN 
152111. ovPle, and N. 1st. deep.  or C.0.1 I. 
2101 10 0, nr 10:6 Deposit and 11I monthly 

13'.. 

B.T.S. ADABAND 
*  A MA ZING  BA RGAIN  j * 

Li st Price 
£5 : 5 :0 
BARGAIN 
£3: 3:0 
Von,' Set ,7diii;vir, top ?, ,w c,1 ttohe a.A.DrApBAaatiaD,aa ant • BRINGS 

oorld !  -it • •I  I.  Cu, 1..  . 
. . .  .1 .,it ,uair 
01.  without diritainevtioa. Wavering, 
13-74 metres. 
BATTERY MODEL Ir.) Fri. e, 15/5/0. 

r3,-. Or 5;- Juan anil 12 monthly 
1-  6. 

51-
DOWN 

B.T.S S. HwOARvT ADAPTOR 

LIST PRICE £2:12:6 BARGAIN 
Brand New and Ready for In- 39/  
slant Use. Nothingto Assemble 6 

America  Direct  on  your 
Present Receiver !  This 
amazing unit simply pint. 
into your battery or A.C. 
Mains set.  No alterations 
necessarv.  100-1  ratio 
aerial  tuning  and  slow. 
motion reaction : 

.-  • I s Ill  • 

enl,met ii II  •• 

of.ti‘v.  Read, 
assembled.  , 
mi  2 6 

I 19  I  4 

New gimes Sales Co 
!  56 (Pr.W A3), Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4 

• fid 
▪  et .0,1, 1 trii 'vie  Cash 11.1'. P.pcsot.! 

I Please scud alto yob, Free Booklet deccribing in I 
Iderod 5 nen Short Wave kits, and General Bar. I 
▪ gain Catalogue of Components, Fa's es, Receivers,. 
vett, etc. 

ADDRCeiS 

cross all P.O.'s sod  us, no, 1/o o•ders 
mos: be  bat fon •s,s1, 
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IStt  Qoureelf a 
illabio Orczent 
AND EARN THE APPRECIATION 
OF ALL THE FAMILY! =:(,!",h1,;Z 
about your Christmas Radio -.I.. nisi, sore of gettitur 
the best out of the wusidertul Xmas fare offered hy lb.. 
Bile, and the other eta t ions ot the 'M arid, but be note 
to ordcr at once.   1C A S H or C. O. D. Order, rtsuprantehed 

Any of these lines will help to give you a 
H APPIER RA DIO X M AS. 

tas.9*McCARTHY ALL. 
WAVE 

C H A S S I S 
Complete mlt,b 
B.V.A. • V.11%711. 
knob... leads. etc.. 
ready for fitting 
into any cabinet. 
RT. & LW. 
17, o6 WITH 
And 12 month. 
ly  Payments 
of 14, L Cash 
W al e:1,11.17 A 

Full  1 4 / 60 1711 
12 

11.111 v. •1111 .13 s ly  Payments 
•,,,, k  of 11 5.  Cash 

25.17.11. 

LISI The W B SENIOR 
*TENTORIAN 

Still the Bout Per- 216  
manent  Magnet 
Unit on the market. 

model  4,i  III, 
uelmlly  high  per-  with order 
torniance.  Ideal as  and  11 
principid or ester,  month I v 

•  siou  speaker  for  payment i 
any wt. Other W.B  of  4 -. 
M o d els similar  Cash once 
term.  4.2 -. 

ma* GARRARD A,C,6 
Radiogram 
U N  I T 

C.olipii,z0.,  silent 
1.11414.  enclosed. 
t,onoinical  lode., 
thin no•tor for A.C. WITH ORDER 

50 Mt.•ccleit. Unit  51 6 ly pay!sents of 
loll 2311  volts.  sod 11 month-

'Ade v Ito pick•up, 
wed!, • sp., rte.  Cub priers 75/-. 

u s e *  G A R R A R D  A . C. 6 

M O T O R only ORDER 
W I T H 

Similar to shore but with fully  f   sad  10 
automat.. Mart sod atop, and  m  na 0 n thlv 
without pick.up, needle cups,  P et menti 
el.. complete with 12i. pluth-  of 43. 
coicie•I turntable.  Cash mice 42 6. 

=Fr  AM.  maw. 

usiEl* A V O MI N O R 

T E S T M E T E R lentof 
teen  test.,  in-
drumeuts  in  one.  5  
Measures  Current. 
Voltage and Rem,-
tanie with ease and 
Accuracy. lu 11:111.1- glib order and 
K0111(  al, 10 m o nt hl y 

Pod..  Inter, hap,. Psymesits  o 
able cr.trodile clip.  4 6. 
mol tenting Pr.t•• Cash price 45 

s rtinew,l m ete, ROT HERMEL 
queocY re- PI EZO 
.1, no • c and ELECTRIC  modo 

PICK-UP 4/ lot  aide  fri• •  -Uwell • 

awe/4 0y 
with order output.  Es-

t reuse Imht nese 
nc.Itice• record 
4017 sad tear 
to  practically 

W h atever 
your needs 
let us quote 
EASY TER MS. = 

— 415 80 

s  „un-: tile I 

• Folly  Guerin-
•  teed. 
s Sent  Carriage 
•  Paid. 
• Available  for 
•  Im mediate 
1  Delivery. 
: On the Best and 
•  Em ma Terms.   

and 10 
monthly 
P • 7 - 
meets of 

dee • £2 - 2 . 0  4 3. 

 !wetness  —  
.119.4 IUM W4.11 

II. OAT LANEHOBLE ST. 
LONDON. E.C.2.. 

Phone NAT:omAL 6828-9 

ShartWave 
Section 

S. W. COIL DESIGN 
Details of the Main Considerations Underlying the 
Choke of Coils for Simple Short-wave Receivers. 

MANY beginners are confused when 
they come to select the tuning coil 
for use in a simple short-wave 

receiver.  A glance through radio com-
ponent catalogues shows many different 
types, and in the plug-in variety there are 
4- and 6-pin componenta. It is about these 
that this article is principally written, as 
many amateurs seem to be unable to make 
a selection regarding the type of base to 
adopt.  The accompanying illustration 
shows a standard 4-pin plug-in coil, whilst 
the theoretical circuit indicates a simple 
detector stage utilising one of these coils. 
It will be seen that them are two windings 
only, and in the circuit shown these are 
employed for the grid and for the reaction 
windings. If, however, the coil is required 
for use in an H.F. stage, it would be possible 
to use the smaller winding (L2) for an 
aerial coupling coil, in which case Ll would 
remain across the grid-filament circuit, but 
the aerial would be joined to one end of 
L2 and the other end of this would be 
joined to earth. What are the advantages 
and disadvantages, therefore, of this type 
of coil compared with the 6-pin component ? 
! The difference in construction is that the 
6-pin coil has a further winding, joined 
across the two additional pins, and this is 
employed as an aerial coil in the manner 
just mentioned, thus leaving a winding for 
reaction purposes. It will be obvious, there-
fore, that in a simple detector stage such 
as that shown. the 6-pin coil will provide 
an additional winding which may be used 
or omitted as desired.  Thus for experi-
mental purposes alone, this type of coil is 
to be preferred. 

Aerial D a m pi n g 

If the aerial is joined direct to coil Li 
in the theoretical circuit shown. it will be 

LI 
C2 

variable type. This may then be adjusted 
to provide the required degree of damping, 
or, in other words, to remove damping 
so that the valve will oscillate. 
If a separate coil is coupled to the Li 

coil, and this additional coil is joined 
between aerial and earth, it will not only 
remove the damping effect but will also 
be found to provide better selectivity, 

Fig. I.—The 
method  of 
building  a 
4-pin  short-
wave coil, 
showing  the 
connections to 
the pins. 

although it is important to see that the coil 
is carefully chosen, both as regards the 
number of turns and their relation to the 
grid coil. If a commercial coil is obtained, 
the coil may be relied upon to provide the 
correct degree of coupling, but when a home-
made coil is used it may be found desirable 
to experiment and carry out some tests 
with a view to finding the best coupling 

and the best position for the coil. 
Naturally, one is able with 
this type of coil to ignore the 
aerial coupling winding and 
use the standard connections 
shown  in  the  theoretical 
diagram herewith. 

Te.  P AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 2.—Standard circuit for a single -value or 
detector stage using a 4-pin type of coil. 

found in most cases that reaction will be 
difficult to obtain.  This is because the 
aerial and earth leads, when connected to 
the coil have the effect of what is known as 
" damping" the circuit.  That is to say, 
they  load" the circuit and prevent the 
valve from oscillating easily.  To remove 
the damping effect the aerial is therefore 
connected to the coil through a small con-
denser, which may be fixed or of the semi-

H.F. Coils 
When, however, he 'a ishes to 

use a receiver in which an H.F. 
stage is employed it will be found 
that the three windings are 
needed, the first (corresponding 
to the aerial coil already men-
tioned) being joined between 
the anode of the H.F. valve 
and the H.T. positive line, and 
the grid coil and  reaction 

winding being used in the ordinary way 
in the detector stage. Such an arrange-
ment will provide better stability and 
greater magnification than a plain tuned-
anode circuit.  It will be seen, therefore, 
that the choice of the type of coil nsist 
rest with the individual, and will depend 
not only on the circuit to be used, but also 
the experiments which it is wished to carry 
out. 
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Leaves from al 
Short-wave Log 

That Obstinate Carillon 

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that 
he majority of buildings in the 
centre of Madrid have been des-

troyed in the course of the Civil War, the 
Chimes installed in the tower of the Home 
Office in the Puerta del 8ol 'Square have 
escaped damage, and are nightly relayed 
to all Goveniment transmitters, including 
short-wave stations. 

Change of Call-sign 
CTIAA, Lisbon (Portugal), on 31.09 m., 

(9.65 me/s), should now be entered in your 
log under the new call-sign CS2WA, and 
Radio Catolica (Radio Renasceneo), also 
in the Portuguese capital, as CS2WD. 
The latter station works on -50.25 m. 
(5.977 me/a). 

New Moroccan Station Testing 
Listeners report hearing teat broadcasts 

from a French station on 48.88 in. (6.1375 
incis).  This would appear to be CNR2, 
the new 2 kilowatt transmitter installed in 
the vicinity of Rabat (Morocco). The station 
has been heard working towards G.M.T. 
20.15. 

La Voz Del Pueblo 
On 49.42 in. (6.07 me/s) HP5H, situated 

at Colon (Republic of Panama), has now 
been logged almost nightly towards mid-
night. The slogan adopted by the studio is 
given out after the full call, namely La 
Vo7. del Pueblo (The Voice of the People). 

The Other Georgetown Station 
VP3MR is not the only station operating 

at Georgetown (British Guiana) ; it possesses 
a competitor, VPP3BG. which is now trans-
mitting regularly on 48.9 m. (6.135 me/s). 
Reception reports should be addressed to': 
J. La Motto Kerr, 1 Wellington Street, 
Georgetown (British Guiana). 

New  West African  Short-wave 
Station 
French listeners report hearing broad-

casts  from  a short-wave transmitter 
installed at Duala (Cameroons-French Man-
dated Territory); the wavelength adver-
tised 18 23.66 m. (12.68 inc,$). 

Rotating Aerials 
According to the Nieuwe Rollerdamsehe 

Courant, one of the leading Dutch news-
papers, so far, wireless transmitters desiring 
to.. beam their broadcasts on different 
quarters of the globe have been compelled 
to erect a series of aerials for the various 
directions required. The report states that 
at Huizen (Holland), Philips Radio have 
installed a new system of rotating aerials. 
Two pylons mounted on a moveable platform 
in some ways similar to an engine turn-' 
table, and worked by electric motors, are 
fitted with eight vertical aerials, each con-
sisting of three insulated sections, con-
stituting in this manner, twenty-four dipole 
aerials,  It is further stated that each 
supporting pylon weighs eighteen tong. 
By means of the motors the platform is 
made to turn in order to beam the respective 
aerials on the required area overseas to 
which it is desired to beam the broadcast. 

Wake Ibis a 
memorable 
Christmas! 
A sense of achievement —the thrill of 

enjoying, and giving your family, a 
brand new comfort —what else could so 

positively  ensure  an  even  happier 

" Happy Christmas " than usual ? 

Think of the real pleasure which 

any of this up-to-date WB apparatus 

can-bring into your home —the comfort 

of an extension speaker in that other 

room, the novelty and convenience of a 

Long Arm remote control, or the added 

zest  which  realistic  modern  repro-

duction can give to your radio pro-
grammes ! 

This Christ mas, fit a new Sten-

torian in place of your old speaker. 

Or rig up a new extension, with 

re mote control.  Not only will you 

enjoy doing the job ; you will be 

able to look forward to years of 

extra pleasure as a result of it. 

Your dealer has stocks. 
Let him show you—to—clay 1 

Stentorian 
(UALITY REPRODUCTION  APPARATUS 

W HITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO 

CO., LTD. 

(technical dept.), MANSFIELD, NCTTS 

4,11 
.4 

1938 Stentorian chassis, for 
better  Christmas  radio. 
Wider response—less colour-
ation—greater rea I i s m . 
Matches to any set.  Prices 
from 2316 upwards. 

" Long Arm " remote con-
trol for switching the set on 
or off from any extension 
point.  One " Long Arm " 
serves any number of 1938 
Stentorian extension 
speakers.  Price 1516. 

1933  E ten to rian  cabinet 
model.  All models except 
the " Baby " (2916) incor-
porate volume control type 
RIC. Prices 2916, 3916, 4916, 
631, 

Especially useful at Christ-
mas is the Stentorian junior 
portable receiver, with self-
contained aerial and full-size 
batteries.  Price E6-6-0, or 
11.1- down and 12 monthly 
payments of 1114. 
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Here 
Familiarity 
Breeds 

Setmakers and designers must 
know condensers ... know that 
they will work as "per specifica-
tion"... will stand up to dozen 

or more  exacting  conditions. 

Only through years of continuous 

contact with these condensers ... 

being really familiar with their 

performance can the designer 
make sure.  For over 30 years, 
T.C.C. Condensers have been 

the almost invariable choice of 

they who know.  T.C.C. have 

earned their respect. 

T.C.C. 
ALL-BRIT1SH 

CONDENSERS 
The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, 

N. Acton, W.3. 

rQk 3X83 

ETTERS FROM 
1)EADERS 

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. 
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily 

for publication). 

Our 12-watt Amplifier 

SIR,-I have completed the 12-watt amplifier recently described in PRAi.T1-
CAI. AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. and it is 
really a joy to lint iii to.-H. Corrox 
((rays, Essex). 

A Good Log from Ealing 

SIR,-I have not seen a log of stations from my district, so I thought mine 
would interest other readers. All stations 
were received between October 1st and 
)ctober 22nd. 
On the 20-nittre band : ONIUF. 08S1f, 
; I 5K E.  G5NW,  W1ADF,  W I ADM, 
W1CR W,  W1 DLO,  W'llED,  W2111., 
W4CX,U, W8KA, PY2AJ (Brazil), S3EQ. 
On the 40-metre band: 0810, C6XJ, 

C67,K,  G2XG,  G8GM,  G5CJ,  (;580. 
01511Z, 62SQ, GM2SE, GHKB, (;281'. 
(.12XL.  G2UQ,  0810,  G5ZN, 
C2RW, 02KP, G5BP, G2NP, 
C6SW,  G8TY,  018.1, G8CB,  G2R1V, 
06(a),  G8JF,  08IG,  05NW. 
Among the commercial stations I have 

received are: HAS3, DJR, W2XAD, GSP, 
DJQ, W2XE, GS!, W1XAL, PC5, W8XF, 
DJB, GSO, GSF, HVJ, DJL, RKI, LZA, 
SPW, TINE, TPA3, W8XK, GSE, DJB, 
GSN, 12R04, DJD, GSD, PHI, TPA4, 
SPB, ORK, PMN, CSW, EAQI, CT1AA, 
HBL, BCJ, W3XAU, CSC. DJA, DJ N. 
W2XAF, OZF, GSB, HAY. EAQ2. COCH, 
HAT4, HBP, GSL, W3XAL, W9XAA, 
OER2, SBO, W3XAU, W8XAL, GSA, 
W1XAL, DJC, HJ3, ABH, COCO, HV.I, 
X(10X, JZJ, JZK, XEUF.-L A. 1.Vam mt 
(Ealing, London, W.5.) 

More Prizewinners' Thanks 
QIR,-I have received the \V. B. Sten-

torian Junior Loudspeaker which I 
won in your recent Radiolympia contest. 
It is a marvellous speaker, and I wish to 
thank you very much for it. 
Wishing your paper every success in the 

future.-A. S. WOODLEY (High Wycombe). 

QIR,-I have now received the " Sten-
torian Speaker" awarded me in your 

recent competition and for which I thank 
you.  I always read what you have had to 
say about these speakers-your praises of• 
them-and you have certainly not exagger-
ated their high quality. 
I am tremendously pleased with the 

speaker and, incidentally, it has proved 
to me how much I need a new set !-
C. RAINES (Whitstable). 

VP3MR (British Guiana) 

SIR.-In the November 20th issue of PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. 
on the " Leaves from a Short-wave Log 7 
page. there is a statement: " Do not apply 
to VP3MR. Georgetown (British Guiana). 
for a ' yeti' as they do not reply by post." 
This station comes in here Rit at present, 
and the announcer mentions that  Q.S.L. 

cards will only be sent to those sending 
International or Imperial reply coupons," 
as the case may be. All who do not send 
coupons will only be answered over the air." 
1 have just received their Q.S.L. card 

for a report  sent on the 28th September. 
Their schedule, as shown on the Q.S.L. 
card, is: " The Voice of Guiana." Monday 
to Saturday, 5.30-9.30 p.M. (B.G. time). Sun-
days, 9.00 a.m.-12.00 p.m. (B.G. time). 
British Guiana time is three and three-
quarter hours behind G.M.T. and one and a 
quarter hours ahead of E.S.T.-E. BRIAN 
(South Croydon). 

Our Free Service 

SIR,-I feel I ought to thank you for your letter and the very helpful in-
formation it contained.  I can now carry 
on with confidence the construction of the 
15 Superhet, whereas without your valuable 
help I should not have tackled it. 
Home constructors must be Jery grateful 

to you for your unstinted free advice-Pm 
afraid I should have given up making sets 
but for your help. I don't mind the expense 
-I very much enjoy the hobby-providing 
the results of my labours and financial 
outlay are successful. 
The very fine set I am using at the present 

time-the " A.C. Leader "-was unsatis-
factory when I first tried it out, owing to 

; 

CUT THIS OUT 
EACH WEEK. 

-- THAT an A.V.C. circuit may be tested by 
using a short length of aerial lead and moving 
this about.  No variation in signal strength 
should be noticed. 
THAT signal strength  may be measured 

visually by suspending a mirror in front of the 
speaker and focusing a spot of light on the 
wall. 
- -THAT an ordinary pocket compass may ha 
used tor various torms of testing in H.F. and 
L.F. circuits. 
-THAT the capacity of a condenser connected 
in the earth lead of a D.C. set will govern the 
severity of shocks which may be experienced 
when touching certain "live " parts in the set. 
- THAT  aerial  insulators  should  not  be 
greased when erecting an aerial as the grease 
will attract carbon deposits from the air and 
provide a leakage path.  Rain should keep 
ordinary insulators clean. 

The Ectitur will be pleased to consider articles qr a 
practice( nature suitable for pablication in PRAC110111 
AND ANATEtra W IRELESS.  Such articles shostel be 
written on one side of the paper only, and should *edam 
the name and address of the sender.  Whilst the Edible 
does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts. ern, 
effort trill be made to return them if a stamped and 
addressed 'metope is enclo..ed.  All rorrespondence 
intended for the Lditor should be addressed: The Editor, 
PRACTICAL AEI) ANATSCR WIRELESS. George  eum, 
lid., Tower House, Southampton :greet, Strand, It' 

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless 
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in tooth 
with the latest derelopments, we gine no warranty that 
apparatus desaibed its our columns is not the subject of 
letters patent. 
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the very disturbing hum which quite 
ruined all programmes. Nothing I did had 
the least effect. Eventually I did what I 
ought to have done earlier-I asked for 
your advice. By return of post came the 
very simple remedy. I say simple, because 
it was accomplished in about two mmutes. 
Just a matter of rotating the I.F. trans-
former about 30 degrees relative to the 
smoothing choke, and behold, the hum 
faded out! 
It must take a lot of your valuable time 

dealing with the troubles of your readers, 
but you can be happy in the knowledge 
that you are keeping home construction 
very much alive.-C. E. HOLT (Steehford, 
Birmingham). 

Heard at Guildford 
QIR,-I have been a reader of your 
k.J excellent paper for some years, and 
having seen many logs submitted from 
various parts, I enclose mine from Guild-
ford.  The receiver used is a 2-valve 
detector-L.F., as described in PRAcricAL 
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS dated July 18th. 
1936, with a 60 ft. "L" type aerial. 
WIXAL, W3XAL, W2XAD, W2XAF, 
W3XAU, W8X1C, W9XF, CJRX, VP3MR, 
COCM, VK3LR, ZBW3, JVN, VE9HX, 
RAN. RNE, DJD, DJC, CT1AA, OL1t3A, 
OLR4A, OLR4C, JUG, 12R03, EAJ28, 
BMWS, EAR. EA4TSD, ERGU, OER2, 
PCJ, HBO, SUICH, TPA3, HAT4, and 
W2XE. 
Also, the following amateurs were re-

ceived:  ON4US,  ON4UF,  ON4CC, 
ON4LO, ON413G, CT1ZZ, CT1J W, F3HM, 
F3D1, F5BD, SP1CC, LX1TIV, HB9BL, 
EI6J, EI8J. El4L, W1BAL, and 160G 
stations.-M. CANAGIIER (Guildford). 

From a Scottish Reader SIR,-I have not seen a 20-metre log 
published in PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR 

WIRELESS from my district, so I send mine. 
All stations were received during the last 
four weeks and I only listen a short tune 
each day-about two hours. 
My set is a home-made o-v-2 transformer 

coupled L.F. and P, but the same detector 
stage as described in PRACTICAL AND 
AMATEUR WIRELESS for December 12th, 
1936. The coil I am using is a six-pin type 
and I find it very good indeed. It was the 
one-valve circuit mentioned above that set 
me on the track of short waves, and like 
many other young beginners I owe all my 
thanks to PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS.-T. J. MILLER (Airdrie, Lanarkshire). 
[We were yreally interested in your log, 

but unfortunately it was too long for puldica-
tion.-EDJ 

• •• •••••••• 

t NO W READY! 

WIRELESS COILS, 
!C H O K E S  AN D 
!TRANSFOR MERS, 
.:A N D  H O W  T O 
t M AKE THE M 

2/6, or 2/10 by po.q frcm Cco. 
Newncs, Lii.,  In tee r Ho , 
: Southampton Street, Strand, London, 

W.C.2. 

For Folders 
Write 13eot. G. 

EL M " MASTER"  PLUGS-
Spade Terminals  Socket Strips and 

Standard Valveholders are all Specified 

FOR THE "D XMASTER" 
Mr. F. J. CAMM, 'ike all experienced designers of receivers, 
fully realises the importance of perfect contact for  ea ch and  
every component, large or small, which goes  to make  the  
perfect all-wave receiver.  He knows, also. that he can rely on 
CLIX. 

(VI) VALVEHOLDERS.  Stand•rel types 
V.I and V.2. 11-pin  5-p.n ed., 7-pin. I/9. 

(14) SPADE TERMINALS. Engraved L.T. 
+. L.T.-. (Large) 241.  (Small) lid. 

(5) MASTER PLUGS. Long or Short types 
for H.T. and C.B.  .•  lid. 

(A) TWO-SOCKET STRIP. Engraved A E 
or LS. or Pick-up.  6d. 

(35) PLUG SOCKET. A dual-purpose master 
plug  . 

(32) CROCODILE CLIP.  For short-wave 
and service work  ..  411L. 

CUE STOCKED SY ALL GOOD DEALERi 

r= n n 
BRITISH  MECHANICAL  PRODUCTIONS  LIMITED 
79' ROCHESTER ROW 11 =I 1 =1 U  C O NII  LONDON  S W. 1 

CHOSEN BY MR. F. J. CAMM 
for his ig D XMASTER " 
Receiver because the necessity for low losses and low 
minimum capacity in All-wave Receivers forms the 
basic design of the specified J.B. Condenser. Widely 
spaced heavy gauge aluminium vanes, together with the overall 
rigidity in construction makes this model, therefore, particularly 
suitable for Short-wave work ; vane resonance-through close 
association with a powerful loudspeaker-is obviated. 
Ball-bearing rotor is employed and :electrical continuity  is 
maintained throughout. 

J. B. STRAIGHT LINE DRIVE 
Also Specified by Mr.  F. J. CAM M 
A Friction Disc Drive, single ratio 8 to I. No backlash, thus 
'milting in immediate and exact readings. Rigid construction. 
full vision scale. Hair line cursor with travelling illumination 
which wives maximum intensity at any setting. 

TYPE  S.L.4 

519 
Iltif  III  1 

NOW  READY.-The  BATTERY 
Model of the NEW J.B. LINACORE 
ALL-WAVE TUNER.  Full siIII 
wiring plan, all details tcr ALL-
WAVE " VIVID " 4 Receiver, 24. 

post tree. 

J. B.  BAR  TYPE 

C O N DE NSER 

?-Gang a, 17/6 
Illustrated 

2-Gang 2'-(As specified) 

JACKSON BROS. (LONDON) LTD., 72, ST. TH O MAS STREET, 
 LOND O N,  S.E.I. 
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BULGIN 
QUALITY COMPONENTS 

AERIAL FITTINGS.  Moulded cowl insu-
lators on screws or brackets. Fine weather-
prpof jobs, vertical or right-angle stand-off 
types, 119.  With fuse and spark gap, 4/-. 
Wall fixing bracket type, 2/-. 
DOUBLET AND U.S. W. AERIAL KITS, 
including Transposition  Blocks  (2/3  per 
box of 6), all insulators, twin feeder cable, 
etc., etc., 7/6 to 30/- (super television type). 
L.F. CHOKES.  too h. at to ma., 12/-; 
15 h. at too ma., 15/-.  Others from 8/6. 
Tapped  output  chokes,  18!- ; 
output, 15/-. 
COILS,  ALL- WAVE,  STRAIGHT  AND 
SUPERHET TYPES,  Dual wave in square 
or round cans, 5,-, and (for °sc.), 7/11; 
3-range  types, aerial, 9/6;  ()se.,  151; 
4-range, 10/6; a ge,  ; 5-range, aerial, 21/-, Osc., 
30/-. All precision wound, standard induct-
ances.  II.  TRAIISFORMERS,  general 
purpose in square cans,  ; Var. selectivity, 
8/8, 15/8;  super type, 20/..  Marvellous 
choice of first-class coils for all types of 
receivers. (N.B. I.F. formers 465 kc s 
TRIMMER CONDENSERS. High-class low-
loss trimmers, mica-dielectric, " Microlces" 
base, one-hole fixing, from .000x6 id: to 
.003 uF max., 2/-  to II;  TRIMMER 
STRIPS,  with  30  uuF  mica-dielectrics, 
2-mounts,  1/3;  6-mounts,  2/9.  A M 
DIELECTRIC TYPES, panel or baseboard, 
5/- to 7/8, " Microloss " base. 
NEON LINERS, LF. AND ELF.,  Generate 
465 and rio  kc/s I.F.s  and accurately 
fixed R.F. signals.  Invaluable for lining 
lip and ganging modern superhets.  Write 
for full details.  Price 15/- each. 
NA M  CONNECTORS  AID  FUSE-
HOLDERS.  Wide variety of types for all 
domestic apparatus.  Bulgin " Fuseplug," 
complete  with  fuses,  ; panel-mount 
single fuse type, 1/9;  baseboard types, 
twin and single, (M. to 2/8. 
°I NPUT =TER. Indicates signal strength 
by glow in neon lamp.  Simply connect 
across output stage.  No external power, 
no moving parts.  'Ideal for lining up. 
List No. V.T.1o, 20/-. 
KNOBS. A superb range to match all sets. 
Large octagon shape, 8d.; small ditto, 41d. 
Instrument type, M.  American tyces, 116. 
51a,ny others. 
PRECISION  RESISTORS.  For  meters, 
shunts, lab, work, etc.  Standard accurate 
to 2 per cent.  Special types to order. 
8/- for oaf.), and 12/6 for o.x M D. 
SWITCHES, W AVE-CHANGE, MAINS, Me. 
Enormous choice.  Famous 5-way rotary 
for all-wave selection, gangable, 8/3 per 
unit.  Toggle mains types, average 25,000 
operations, on-off type, 111;  I).P.D.T., 
3 6 ; 4-point, R-; change-over type, 2/6. 
TRANSFORMERS, MIDGET NIKE, L.F., 
Q,. P.P., etc., with high mu cores. Midget type 
I..F.48,  x x }' x it-, marvellously compact, 
3/8; mike type, same size, L.F.4q, 3/6. 
VIBRATOR H.T. UNITS, 4, 6 and I2V. 
inputs for H.T. outputs up to 250 V. at 
Go ma. smoothed D.C:, self-rectifying, 90/-
each.  Write for Folder. 

ALL THE ABOVE ARE NEW. TESTED AND FULLY GUAR-
ANTEED GOODS. WRITE FOR 120 PAGE CATALOGUE 
— — — — —  — — — —  — — — s••••• 

COUPON 
To Messrs. A. F. B ULGI N & Co., Ltd., 

Abbey Road, Barking, Essex. 
Please send, post free, a copy of your 

new  120 Page Catalogue  for  which  I 
enclose 3d. stamps. 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

I P. R. 
1 

Block Letters, Pease 

re  Cuupon /lour 

Club  Reports should sot  exceed  200 words in k Wh 
and  sh,,tild  be  received  First  Past  each  mamas', 
inarnipu Jor publication es the following week's 188.6. 

ILFORD AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY 
ro Friday,  November  12th.  a representative 
•  numbef of our members visited the Southend 
Society at their headquarters at Leigh Technical 
College, where a lecture on Modern High-definition 
Television was given by Mr. Watscut, of }LILL  The 
lecturer gave a most interesting talk, and went very 
fully into his subject from most points of view.  The 
proceedings terminated with ninny questions, especially 
in regard to the Etnitrou camera, which was shown 
to the meeting. 
Visitors are welcome at all meetings, and prospective 

members are asked to come along at any thne. —Hon. 
Secretary, C. E. Largeu, 41, Trelawney Road, Barking-
side, Ilford. 

THE EAST DORSET AND WEST HANTS RADIO 
CLUB 

IT is proposed to form a club in the Bournemouth-
• Poole area, under the above title, mete ing monthly. 
The co-operation of G3011 has been obtained, and 
others in the district are being approached.  The 
proposed annual subscription is  5s. per annum. 
Inquiries will be welcomed from anyone in the district 
Interested in the formation of this club, and these 
should be addressed to the undersigned at the address 
given. —David M.  Vliiisun,  Amberley," Cornwell 
Road, Poole. 

LINCOLN SHORT•WAVE CLUB 

THE headquarters of this club are now at 30, 
Tentercroft Street, Lincoln, where meetings will 

be held every Tuesday at 7.30 p.m. Constructional 
work on the club's own receiver Is now in hand.  All 
applications for membership should be addressed to 
Mr. Babbs (U5IG), 203, Wragby Road, Lincoln. 

BIDEFORD AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE SOCIETY rvi Wednesday, November 3rd, this society held 
•  its second Annual Dinner, and were honoured 
with the presence of GeGM, Holesworthy; also SI r. A. 
Cornish (Torrington Radio Society), and members. 
Others present were MSFQ, A ppledore, 08US, Bideford, 
and 2ADJ, Northam, 
On Monday, November 8th, at the club rooms, 

tests  were  carried  out  um  Messrs.  IW hiteley'e 
" Stentorian"  Speaker.  This  wes  voted a tine 
instrument, and the club decided to procure one for 
its own use. 
Anyone interested in membership should apply to 

the Hon. Sec., M . 0. Couch, Hillside, Glen Gardens, 
Bideford. 

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY 
'THERE was another ismpular loudspeaker night on 
I  Tuesday, November 16th. fur the Croydon Radio 
Society's meeting to St. Peter's Hall, South Croydon. 
The Technical Adviser was in charge, and, indeed, lie 
revelled in expetiments on the various loudspeakers. 
each one having to pass stern tests before he was 
satisfied.  It was very interesting to note that nearly 
all models had some special means of increasing the 
high-note response, !and it could !not be denied 
that such combinations had definite advantages over 
single-diaphragm units.  Nor were the B.B.C. pro-
grammes neglected, as a harp recital was particularly 
helpful in judging " attack " or " transient " response. 
Then Mr. Menage's variable frequency oscillator dial 
good work in finding flaws, as it uttered frequencies 
up to 15,000 cycles and hence many a loudspeaker fell 
by the wayside.  Eventually, the choice was narrowed 
down to four models, and fleetly, one of the compara-
tively cheap models became the winner.  Perhaps its 
secret of success was in its cone, designed so that the 
apex was made of harder material than the outside. 
On Tuesday, December 7th, there will be a lecture 
entitled " Searchlight on the B.B.C.," and PRAeTicAL 
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS readers are invited to M lle 

to what is expected to be a novel evening. 
Hon. pub. sec. : E. L. Cumbers, Mayeourt, Cautpden 

Road, South Croydon. 

KETTERING RADIO AND PHYSICAL SOCIETY 
IN spite of the counter attraction of the Royal COM-
1 mand Performance on the radio. theme was a fair 
attendance of members at the Kettering Radio and 
Physical Soelety's meet ing on Monday. November 1E1th, 
to hear Mr. F. K. Webb, of Pye Radio, Ltd.. lecture 
on " The Problems of Short-wave Reception." 
Sir. Webb, who prefaced his remarks with a survey 

of what actually comprised the short-wave bands, pro-
ceeded to acquaint his audience with the effects of the 
Heaviside and Appleton Layers on short wavams, and 
pointed out that it was through the reflecting preper-
ties of these layers that signals from the other side 
of the world were receivable by us here in England. 
These layers were constantly shifting, lie said, and this 
accounted for the effect known as fading, and men-
tioned that several American amateurs used two 

aerials for reception, so that one, placed notate distance 
from time other, received the full signal at Its peak. 
whilst that' other aerial was under the effect of the 
fade, and the two were mixed just before entering the 
receiver, milli the result that a comparatively steady 
signal was recetved. 
This syst em was used very successfully by the It.B.C, 

lii t r efforts to relay American prograuinie-. al t last gli 
the stations in this case were separated by ',tend 
miles. 
After the interval, the lecturer proceeded to discuss 

aerials for short-wave reception and dentonstrat..d 
the Itye Anti-Stitie  lie also demonstrated 
the l'ye QAC5 all-wave receiver. 
Secretary-tremurer: living L. Holmes r..•ANF), 
" Miami." 'flue Close. Headlands, Kettering. 
Headquarters: Ivy Cafe Gold Street, Kettering. 
Pernmanent Club-room:  allard Street. 
5leetings: Weekly, Monday evening. 7.30 p.m. 
Short-wave section and Morse cies,: Tuesday 

evenings. 7.31111.111. 
Photographic section: Wednesday evenings, 7.30 

fo.111. 

SOUTHALL RADIO SOCIETY ON November tutu, the lecturer at 8oathati was 
Mr. H. A. 24, Clarke, 060T. who talked on 

franstultter lksign."  Ills very lucid lecture wes 
greatly appreciated by the audience, who asked a 
DUIllber of questions at the end of the evening. 
Futuire meetings to be held this month are as follow : 
December 14th : " Suppression of Electrical hoer-

keen( e." by H. .1. Waiters. T1116 talk is arranged 
tsusoperation with Messrs. Belling and Lee, 1,1.1.  Sir. 
M alters is a member of their techniczi stall and an 
authority on the subject. 
Deeember 21st: Discussion —" The Future of Ama-

teur Radio." This will be tun the lines of the very 
successful " Television " discussion held recent!). 
nut it is hoped that illellibefd Will keep things mot ing 
again on this occasion. 
Headquarters: Southall library, Osterley Park 

Road, Southall,  Meetings: Tueuelays at SAS p.m. 
Visitors are nelcome.  Hon. sec.: H. F. Reeve, 26,, 
Green Drive, Southall, 

SLOUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB NOW that the winter radio season is in hull swing 
the attendance at meetings is biennials/, and 

with increased revenue our programmes can beeneee 
more ambitious. At the last meeting a junk sale was 
held, and a great deal of gear was bought and sold 1.y 
7111 01011.  A further listening contest, a %cry popular 
feature, was arranged, and score sheets ut the last out-
here compared.  Mr. Bramble, 2/1511, then demon-
strated the operation of a T.N.T. onillator. and 
explained its working. 'rite meeting couriuded with 
the usual ntorse practice. 
At the next meeting a further junk sale will be held, 

and 06PIL will leeture on receiving aerials.  There 
will also be a display of members' apparatus. Further 
particulars of this club may be obtained from the 
Nom Sec., J. H. White, 20, Chalvey Road, East Slough, 
'tucks. 

WEYMOUTH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB 
" HE above club (GSWQ) held their weekly meeting 

at the headquarters, 13s, Hope Street, on 
Wednesday, October 17th.  The meeting was soil 
attended. Owing to the lack of AA: supply at the 
headquarters the members were Invited to the ,-hair-
man's home to hear a deinonstra.ion by two welcome 
visitors, 65011 and OSK.X, of the Hallicrafter's 1103s 
receiver, Super Skyrider.  The club's own recei‘er 
has been constructed and their transmitter is In eiiurre 
of construction. New members are wanted, and will 
be welcomed on applying to the Sec., W. Bartktt, 
159, Franchise Street, Weymouth. 

BRENTWOOD AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY Al a recent meeting of the above susiety, Mr. C. V. 
Jarvis gave a very InterestIng lecture on " Trans-

formers." He dealt fully with both the technical and 
practical side of transformer design, and et-veered all 
types from mains to microphone transformers.  Mr. 
Jarvis illustrated luis talk with several home-made and 
commercial transformers, and also materials used iu 
their manufacture. 
Due to unforeseen eiretintstatuees the date of the 

lecture :on " Valves," by Mr. W. G. J. Nixon, has been 
altered from lketunber 3rd to December 17th. The 
open evening for the comparison of 'itemisers' abort-
wave receivers will be held on December 3rd, 
Meetings are held on alternate Friday eveninim and 

interest ed readers are invited to communicate with the 
Hon. Sec., N. K. Read (2BNK). " Netherton." 
ton Grove, Hutton Mount, Brentwood, Essex. 

THE EXETER AND DISTRICT WINKLE'S *N UTT 
AT the last meeting of the Exeter and Disirkt 
tt Wireless Society, a lecture Ma% given ar NZ. V 
searle, M.Sc., of the University  of the Imelh-
West.  He took for hie subject, " A 
and Ions." The lecture was fully illustrated me 
excellent slides, and as 11M1111, Mr. Searle 
over with great clarity, so that even sorls'a M eek 
subject as he chose was made not only intereMisCIgit 
ext rentely Instructive, 
Mr. Searle showed how everything in the whole 

world was composed from only ninetygtwo ti meses. 
and this evoked so me rather interestlflg diewmeiroas. 
At question time the lecturer was assailed item all 
eldes, but each query was answered completely to the 
questioner's satisfaction. 
Meetings are held each Monday at No. 1,, Nies 

PI M, Exeter, at.  p.m., MN! all those interested altunlid 
get in touch with the secretary, Mr. W. Ching, I, O wl 
l'iace, Heavitree, Exeter. 
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The following replies to queries are giren LA 

abbreviated form either bera use of ..on-contpliaMON 
W WI our rules, or because the point raised  'tato/ 
general interest. 

S. W. (Null).—All of the sets indicated by you 
are rather out of date for modern conditions, and toe 
recommend one of our more modern sets. If you can 
give any definite indication of the type of set, we may 
be able to recommend a suitable blueprint. 
J. H. (Salferd).—The consumption is certainly on 

the high side, but could be due to the use of certain 
types of valve. We advise a systematic test, with the 
valves in and with the valves out. There should be no 
current in the latter condition unless a potentiometer 
is joined across the MY. supply, and in that case a 
switch should be fitted to break the potentiometer 
circuit when the set is switched off. 8o far us we can 
trace the firm is no longer in business. 
A. O. S. (Ediebor0). —We cannot solve your 

problem without a circuit diagram.  There may be 
no provision for a doublet connection. 
I. B. (Seertlisea). —There is no other way of elimina-

t ing the effect you mention than by the use of the special 
valve. 
T. W. D. (Fallowileld). —The voltage on the valves 

will be low with the arrangement shown and thus 
eMciency will also be low. You could utilise a voltage 
doubler circuit and obtain an increased output, but 
another transformer would be required. 
H. O. T. (Cambidge).—The Wireless Constructor's 

Encyclopiedia, and some other of our books would 
be of use to you. Read these in conjunction with the 
arious art ides designed for the beginner which appear 
in our pages. 
W. W. (Crevre). —A leaflet showing connections and 

suitable receiver circuits may be obtained from Messrs. 
Varley. 
J. A. (Doblie). —We are sorry that we cannot assist 

you from the details given. Can you send us a sketch 
of the circuit so that we can follow the details more 
clearly. 
F. J. H. (Creme. Emil). —The 12-watt amplifier 

recently described or the Enthusiast's Amplifier should 
be quite suitable. You do not state, however, whether 
you require it for battery or mains operation and we 
cannot therefore make a definite recommendation. 
N. M. (Ilawthilmite). —Excessive voltage on the de-

tector valve can cause the trouble, or the wrong 
value of reaction condenser. 'fry reducing the N.Y. 
voltage first, and if this is unsatisfactory, use a smaller 
capacity reaction condenser. 
S. E. P. (St. Leeeards-en-Bea).-14he trouble is only 

apparent because you are getting good top-note 
response, and is a transmitting fault. It should only 
be noticed with certain types of speaker or announcer, 
and is due to the closeness of the artist to the mike. 

A DIFFICULT POINT 

PUBLIC exhibitions of television are becoming more and more popular and 
quite frequently the point has been raised as 
to whether any organiser of such a function 
is entitled to make a charge for admission. 
There is no doubt that if this were done 
questions of copyright would arise owing 
to the rules governing programmes for 
paying audiences at entertainments.  For 
example, in the case of those films now 
being hired and used as part of the daily 
B.B.C. programme matter, for private 
reception purposes, all is plain sailing, but 
if anyone paid for admission to a television 
exhibition then it would add one more 
problem to those which already seem to 
beset the path of progress of this new 
science. The rights of perforniers would 
also have to be considered, and this is one 
of the factors which must be settled before 
any of the B.B.C. transmissions can be 
shown to a public theatre or cinema 
audience, as has been promised so often 
within the last few months. The possible 
development of special television theatres 
seems to presage the time when there will 
be one or more established transmitting 
stations erected for the sole use of the 
theatres or entertainment industry. How 
the different film circuits will, for example, 
co-operate for this particular purpose is a 
matter which needs careful and delicate 
negotiation, but it is certain that that 
section of the industry can no longer regard 
television as a form of scientific novelty 
capable of being exploited in one form 
or another for showmanship purposes. 

A GOOD JOB IN RADIO 
FOR YOU 

The Radio Industry is short of trained men.  You may still be an untrained 
assistant in a wireless shop, or doing a dead-end job on the bench, yet 
you have a grand opportunity to get a progressive, highly paid post —if 
you equip yourself for it by spare-time study. 

Whatever branch of the Industry appeals most strongly to you, the 
International Correspondence Schools have a Course to fit your needs. 
Under I.C.S. direction, you study when and where you like.  You are 
guided throughout by highly qualified instructors, whose advice and 
assistance is yours just as often as you care to ask for it.  Nearly half a 
century of unrivalled experience is at the back of this work. 

(CS. Courses cost no more than those of other reputable schools teaching by 
post.  All instruction books and special textbooks are supplied without extra 
charge.  The students of many postal concerns have to buy the books required, 
this often involving an additional expenditure of several pounds. 

Write for our free " Radio " booklet, stating your subject —or use the 
coupon below if you wish. 

 •   
THE ADVISORY DEPARTMENT 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS Ltd. 
94. INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS. KINGSWAY. LONDON. W.0 2. 

Radio Engineering. 
Complete Radio. 
Radio Servicemen's 
Elementary Radio. 
Radio Service and Sales. 
Television. 

I.E.E. Grad. Exam. 
1.W.T. Exam. 
C. a (1. in Radio Corn. Exam. 
PALO. Certif. 
Air Ministry Pros. Certif. 

Mark X in front of Courses in %hick you tre interested. 

Name  

Address 

Age 

IM  M ann a a ainalt at a aaNIM UMM a a a al aa a a. .. 

The  I.C.S.  are  the 
creative  pioneers  of 
vocational training by 
the postal method, and 
by  far  the  largest, 
greatest,  and  most 
successful  correspon-
dence institution in the 
World. 

PRACTICAL 

PRANKS 
.for the 

PARTY 

Funny Jokes to Play on our Friends 
this Christmas — ii ou dare ! 

Also 

CHRISTMASTIME CONJURING 

MAKING A BAGATELLE TABLE 

CHEMICAL AMUSEMENTS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Ill The Christmas 

PRACTICAL 
MECHANICS 

The Magazine of Modern Marvels  D.  6 
tale at all Newaagente  Booketalle 

AR MSTRONG 
II-Balve All-wave Superheterodyne Radiogram 6heasis, complete 
with British Palms and II' Illeetng COB Blealter.  .740.0 
Mad W A Mu* le eelleli ee.1  •• 
This 4 "r* One of the  most  Meier  MINI M nage, beelnprales 
many  refinement.,  Including 
Iron-cored  roil..  Iron-cored 
Intermediate transformer*, 
latest Yealey type mach-
ine, latest British lktal 
Mee Valve., etc. 
•  elmoit  aim is 
particularly  op-to-
date,  whilst  the 
Mott • wam  Mod 
Me been eepecially 
studied  and 
Areerkan Etat Ions 
am readily obtain-
able. 
All the best Briti.h 
Orropwients are treed 
Woo:hoot. 
Armstrong charm, sre 
east on 7 days approval. 
Pecking and carriage free. 
All Armstrong chamiip cArry 
twelve mouths' ammotee. 

woo 

sPfr 

Armstrong Company has published a new Illustrated catalogue, 
tally dearribtog model SOP A together with many ether cliaseis 
Of equal intereaL  A copy will irtailly be mut on applimtion.  10 
is called ' Armstrong Technimi (..Nitalogne No. 12.' 

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING Co. 
100, KING'S ROAD, CAMDEN TOWN, LONDON, N.W.1 

'Phone: GULlicer 3105. 
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS  No. of 

Ideue. Blueprint. 
CRYSTAL SETS 

Blueprint, Sd. 
1937 Crystal Receiver  .. '1.1.37  PW71 

STRAIGHT SETS.  Battery Operated. 
One-valve: Blueprint, Is. 
All-wave Unipen (Pentode)  .. 
Two-value: Blueprints, 1 s. each. 
Four-range Super Mag  (1), 
Pen)  • 11.8.34  PW36/1 

The Signet Two  _  29.8.3(1  PW76 
Three-mthe: Blueprints, Is. each. 
The Long-range Express Three 
(SG, I), Pen)  .. 24.4.37  PW2 

Selectobe Battery Three (1), 2 LF 
(Trans)) ..  —  rWio 

Sixty Shilling Three (1), 2 Lk' 
(RC & Trans))  IPW34k 

Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)  ..  22.5.37  PW 33 
Summit Three (HI Pen, I), Pen)  8.8.34  PW37 
All Pentode Three (Ilk' Pen, D, 
(Pen), Pen) .  29.5.37  PW39 

Hall-mark Three (,30, D, Pow) .. 12.0.37  PW4 I 
Hall-mark Cadet ( , I,F, Pen (RC)) 16.3.35  rw 
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (BF 
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-wave 
Three)  -- -- -- -- 13.4.33  1'W499 

Genet Midget (D, 2 LI' (Trans)). . June '35  PM 
Cameo Midget Three (I), 2 LF 
(Trans)) —  8.0.35  PW51 

1936 Sonotone Three-Four (III 
Pen, HF Pen, Westeetor, Pen)  17.8.33  PW53 

Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LE 
(RC))  —  PW55 

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) ..  —  PW6 t 
The Tutor Three (BF Pen, D, Pen)  21.3.36  PW62 
The Centaur Three (SAE D, P)  14.8.37  PW04 
'he Gladiator Ali-Wave Three 
O W Pen, D (Pen), Pen)  ..  29.8.36  PW66 

F. J. Camm's Record AU-Wave 
Three (HF Pen, ll, Pen)  — 31.10.36  PW69 

The " Colt " Ali-Wave Three (D, 
2 LI, (RC & Trans))  5.12.313  PVT72 

Fear-rahe: Bleapriats, is. each. 
Monotone Four (SG, I), IX,  1.5.37  PW4 
Fury Four (2130, D, Pen)..  8.5.37  PW 
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, L/i, 
Cl. B) ..  —  PW17 

Nucleon Clue B Four (SG, .1) 
(SO). Li', Cl. B)..  ..  6.1.34  PW3411 

Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)  PW31(.' 
Battery Hail-Mark 4 (ELF, Pen, 1), 
Push-Pull)  —  PW 46 

F. J. Camm's " Limit " 
Four (1111 Pen, ll, Li', P)  26.0.30  PW67 

All-Wave " Corona " 4 (HF Pen, 
Li', Pow)  ..  — 9.10.37  PW79 

Mains Operated 
Tw•-valve: Binspriab, is. each. 
A.C. Twin (I) (Pen), Pen) 
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow) 
Seleetone A.C. Radiogram Two 
(D, Pow) 

Throe- Ws": Ilespetets is. each. 
Double-Diode-Triode Three (HF 
Pen, DDT, Pen)..  PW23 

I).C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)  ..  -  PW23 

AX. Three (SG, D, Pen) .  1'W29A.C. Leader (HE' Pen, D;Pow) ..  7.4- .34  PW:13(' 

D.C. Premier (HF Pen, I), Pen)..  31.3.34  PW3311 
U Milne (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen). . 28.7.34  PWA1A 
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D, 
Pen)  PW341 

F. J. Camm's A.C'. All-Wave Silver 
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, 1), 
Pen)  ..  11.5.35 

" Ail-Wave" AX. Three (D, 2LV 
(W)) •  • •  ..  17.3.35 

AA,. 1936 Sonotone (HIP *i'en, In' 
Pen, Weetector, Pen) ..  —  PW 56 

Mains Itecord AU-Wave 3 (HF 
Pen, D, Pen)  ..  5.12.30  PW70 

All-World Ace (HF Pen, ll, Pen)  28.8.37  PW4) 
Four-value: Binsprin k Is. ash. 
A.C. Fury Pour (SO, SO. D, Pen)  -  PW20 
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, 
Pen)  .  —  rvimn 

AC. Hall-Mark.  (HIE Pen, B,  — Push. 
Pull)  ..  _  24.7.37 

Universal Hall-Mark (Hie Pen, D, 
Push-Pull)  .  9.2.33 

SUPERHETS. 
'Battery Sets:  is. each. 
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)  ..  5.6.37 
F. 3, Camm's 2-valve Superhet ..  13.7.35 
F. J. Camm's £4 Superhet  .  — 
F. J. Camm's " Vitesse" All. 
Waver (5-valver)  27.2.37 

Mules Sets: Blueprints, is. each. 
AC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) .. 
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) ..  1.12.34 
Universal £5  Superitet  (Three 
valve) — 

F. J. Camm's A.C. £4 Superhet 4  31.7.37 
F. .1. Caium's Universal £.4 Super-
het 4  ..  ..  • •  • •  — 

" Q ua tone " Universal Four  ..  16.1.37  PW 73 
ISNORT-WAVE SETS. 

Two-wales: Blueprint, I s. 
Midget Short-wave Two (1), Pen)  — 

PW:11A 

Thrm-valve: Blueprints, Is. each. 
Experimenter's Short-Wa) e Three 
(SG, 1), Pow)  .. 

The Prefect 3 (1), 2LF (RC and 

The Bandspread S.W. Three (Hi,' 
Pen, D (E'en), Pen)  .. 

F. J. Camm's Oracle All-wave 
Three (HF, Det, Pen) .. 

PORTABLES. 
Three-wafes: Billeffiebe  i.  each. 
F. J. Canines ELF Three-valve 
Portable (11.F Pen, 11, Pen) .. 

Parvo Flyweight Midget Port-
able (SG, D, 'Pen)  19.6.37 

Fear-ealwe: Bluepriat, is. 
Featherweight Portable Four (SO, 
1), LF, CI.B)  15.5.37 

7.8.37 

29.8.36 

28.8.37 

PW30A 

PW63 

TW68 

1'W TS 

PW65 

PW77 

PW12 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
S.W. Converter-Adapter (I N al% e)  —  PW4,SA 

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE 
CRYSTAL SETS. 

Blueprints, 6d. each. 
Four-station Crystal Set ..  .. 12.12.301  AW427 
1934 Crystal Set ..  ..  ..  —  AW444 
150-mile Crystal Set  ..  ..  —  A W450 

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated. 
One-valve: Blueprints, Is. each. 
B.B.C. Special One-val)er .  —  A W337 
TWenty - station  Loudspeak.er 
One•valver (Class B)  ..  .  —  A W449 

Two-valve: Blueprints, ls. emit. 
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)..  .4.1V3/48 
Full-volume Two (SG det., Pen)..  —  A W392 
1111.C. National Two with Lucerne 
toll (D, Tram)  ..  ..  —  AW377A 

Big-power  Melody  Two  with 
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)  ..  —  AW338A 

Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..  ..  —  AW420 
A Modern Two-valver  .  —  WM409 
Three-valve: Blueprints, is. sack. 
Class B Three (D, Trans, Class B)  —  AW3S13 
New  Britain's  Favourite  Three 
(D, Trans, Chum B)  ..  ,.  15.7.33 

Home-built Coll Three (81:1, 1), 

Fall and Family Three (11, Trans, 
Class B) .. .. .. .. 23.11.33  AW4in 

f 5 5s. 8.0.3 (80, 11 Trams)  .. 2.12.33  AW412 
1934 Ether Searcher; Baseboard 
Model (SO, D, Pen)  -  AW4I7 

1934 • Ether Searcher ; C1115111S 

Model (SG, D, Pen)  .. Lucerne Ranger (SO, D. 'Erans)  AA I; 442 "2 
l'ossor Melody Maker with Lucerne 
Coils —  AW423 

leW13  Muller('  Master  Three  with 
l'WIL  Lucerne Coils -  AW 121 

£3 51. Three: De Luxe Version   
1719  (SO, D, Trans) * .  .. 19.5.34  AW 435 

Lucerne Straight Three (D, 
Trans)  .  — 

All-Britain Three (Hie Pen, 1),Pen)  -  AW448 
" Wireless League" Three (Ill 
Pen, I), Pen)  —  . 3.11.34  AW451 

Transportable Three (SG, ll, Pin)  —  3151271 
Ea Its. Ila ilogram (D, Ite, Tram)  —  WM3is 
Si mete-hue Three (SG, ll,  Juste'33  WM327 
Economy-Pentode Three (SO, D, 
Pen)  •.  Ocf. '33  W31337 

"W.31." 1934 Standard Three 
(SG, D, Pen)  —  W31351 

£3 is. Three (SG, I), Trans)  — Mar.'34  W31354 
PW50  Iron-core Band-peas Three (SG, 

QP21)  WM362 
P1V51  1933 £6 0.. Battery Three (80, D, 

Pen)  —  WM:171 
Pl'P Three (Pen, D. Pen)  .. June:15  WM3419 
l'ertainty Three (SO, D, Pen)  WM393 
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) _ 0(4.'35  WM400 
Alt-wave Winning Three (S(1, 1), 
Pen)  ..  .. Dee. '35  WM390 

Fear- nive: muepelets, is. 6/. each. 
05s. Four (SG, D, BC, Trans)  —  A W379 
" A.W." Ideal Four(2 SG, 1), Pen)  16.9.33  AW402 
214F Four (2 SG, D, Pen)  —  AW421 

PW 45  Crusader's A.V.C.4 (2 HF,D,QP21) 18.8.34  A W445 
(Pentode and Class B Outputs for 

PW47  above: Blueprints, 6d. each) .. 25.8.34 AW415A 
Self-contained Four (SG, 1), LF, 
Class B)  ..r 2 Aup.'33  WM33I 

PW40  Lucerne Straight IOW (5G, 
PW 32  Li', Trans) . •  ,.  —  WM359 
PW.Ss  £5 5s. Battery Four (HF, D, 211) Feb.'35  WM381 

The H.K. Four (SG, 86. 1), Pen) Moir.'35  W31384 
PW75  The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen, 

BF Pen, DDT, Pen)  ..  ApriT36. W31404 
PW43  Ftee-vatre: Bleepitels, is. U. ault. 
PW42  Super-quality Five (21IF, 1), RC, 

Trans)  —  May'33  WM320 
PW44  Class B Quadradyne (2 SU, 11, Li', 
PW59  Class B)  — Dee.'33  Vi'31314 

New Class-B Five (2 SG, D, LF, 
!''t10  Class 11)  • • Nfir..33  WM3.40  

AW394 

MMus Opsecisd. 
Twit-valve: Blesprbile, Is, 68eb. 

PW SSA  Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C...  — 

-  .AW104 

AW437 

These Blueprint. are drawn fun •ire. 
tipples of  appropriate issues contain's.: deseriptions of 

these set• Cali III NOM, (1.r. he supplied at the following 
prices. whirl. ere edditiewal  root .1 CM Alroprixt.  A 
LIM ill before the Illueprint huurber indi..ntes that the hue is 
vttt ,.t print 

Losses el Practical Wireless  .. 44.  Pest ?MA 
Amateur Wastes.  .. 44,  
Practical Mechanics  .. 714„  
Wireless alseasine  .. 11  .. 

The index letter, which precede the Blueprint Number 
indicate the periodical in which, the description appeare : 
time PW refers to PRACTICAL W IN71.1014, AW U. A ft./1.yr 
Wirer's*.  PM to Ynktkal Ater/tanks,  W M  to  Wirrleof 
Marazior. 

Sesci  (nnlerelelY) • postal order to corer the cost of the 
blueprint end the lime (aLsenpe orer ed. tineeeeptablet. I. 
Peacep•at  A,P  AYAILVII  )tIUrprillt  Dept 
George Nee nee, Ltd.. Tower Hone, nouthaitiptun ntrect. 

item& W.C.2. 

Economy AA'. Two (D, Trans) A.C. 
U uleorn A.C.-D.C. Two (U. Pen) .. 
Three-valve : Blusprinb, Is. suer. 
Boone-Lover's  New All-electric 
Three (SG. D, Trans) A.C. 

S.O. Three (SG. ll, Pen) A.C. 
AA'. Triodyne (SG, D. Pen) AA'. 
AA'. Pentaquester (Hi' Pen, D, 
Pen)  _  23.11.34  AW439 

Mahtovani A.C. Three (111V Pen, 
D, Pen) *.  -  W31374 

£15 15s. 1936 .11.C. Radiogram 
(HI', U. Pen)  Jae. '36  WM :01 

Feer-vatee: Blueprints, Is. Sd. each. 
All-Metal Four (2 Sli. I), Peal  .. July 33  WM326 
Harris Jubilee Radiogram (HI 
Pen, ll, Lk', 1')  May '33  WM390 

SUPERNETS. 
Battery Sets: Blueprints, I.. Sd. each. 
Modern Super Senior  ..  - - 
Varsity Four  ..  Oa. '35 
The Request All-Waver  June '30 
1935 Super live Battery (Super-
het)  ..  —  W31379 

Males Sets  Blemiads, is. Sd. each. 
1934 AA'. Century Super AX.  —  AW423 
Heptode Super Three A.C.  WM359 
W.M." Radiogram Super A.C...  WM3(16 

1935 A.C. Stenode  W1113:15 
- PORTABLES. 

Few-valve : Binepriab, Is. N. each. 
Midttet (lass B Portable (SG, 1), 
Lie, Class  . 20.5.33 

Holiday Portable (SO, D, 
('lass B)  .  1.7.33 

Family Portable (HF, ll, 
Tram)  22.9.34 

Two 11.F. Portable (2 841, 
QP21) •  • •  Jere, '34 

Tyers Port al•le (SG. ll, 2 Tra m).. 

SHORT-WAVE SETS  Battery Operated. 
One-valve : Bleeprinta, I e. each. 
S.W. One-valve 4.011V ett er (PrIet. (1,1.) —  A W329 
S.W. One-valve for America  .. 23.1.37  A W4211 
Rome Short-Waver  —  A11452 
Twn-valre: Blueprints, is. each. 
Ultra-shor t Battery Two (SG det., 
Pen)  .  .  Feb. '36  W M 402 

Horne-made toilTeo( I). Pen) . •  — 
Three-waive: Blueprints, is. each 
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D, 
R).'. Trans)  —  A W3.1.7, 

Experitnenter's 5-metre Set (I), 
Traits, super-regen)  30.6.31  A W43S 

Experimenter's Short-waver (SG, 
D, Pen) • •  • •  *  . Jail. 19. '35 A W4e3 

The Carrier Short-waver (SO, D. P)JO/9 '35  WM:190 
Four-valve: Bleeprists, is, N. each. 
A. W. Short-wave World-Beater 
(Hie Pen. 1), RC, Tram)  —  AW436 

Empire Short-Waver (SO, D. 
WM313 

WM3S3 

19.8.33 

W '...))11 
W M394 

AW3(43 
AW:tuo 
A M' 399 

1551373 
W M395 
WM407 

A W 382 

A W393 

A W447 

IV 51363 
WM367 

Standard Four-valver Short-waver 
(SO, 1), LF. I')  Mar. '35 

Sepoitet: Blueprint, Is. 6d. 
Simplified Short-waver Super  .. Nue. '35  WM397 

Mains Operated. 
Tin-valve •• Blueprints, is. each. 
Two-valve Melo, short-waver ( D, 
Pen). A.C.  • •  —  AW433W 

" W.M." Band-spread Short -waver 
(D. Pen) AA'.-1).C.  -  W31:16(1 
W.M." Long-wave Converter ..  -  51360 

Three-waive: Birepriat, Is. 
Einigrator (SG, 1), Pen) A.C.  -  W3135.1 
Fear-wain : Blueprint, Is. ed. 
Standard Four-valve A.C. Short-
waver (SG, 13, RC, Trans)  .. Aug. '35  W31391 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier ( I /6)..lone'35  W31337 
Listeners' 5-watt A.C. Amplifier 
(1/6)  • •  •*  WM392 

Radio Unit (2v) for W3131):2  Nor.  15313418 
Harris Electrogram (battery am-
Ifilfier) (I (-)  .*  Dee. '35  W31399 

lle-Luxe Concert AX. Eleetro-
grant  . Mar. '36  11'31493 

New Style Short-Wave Adapter 
(1/-)  • •  •  June '33  W M344.11 

Trickle Charger (6 4 .  Jai. 5, '35 A W 462 
Short-Wave Adapter (1/4  .. Dee.] , '34 A W 436 
Superhet Converter (1/-)  Der.1, '94 A M'457 

Short-wave Converter 
w il/-)  •  51 , '5*  W31495 

A W 449 

lion Tone *Master (IF)  Jaw '36  WM496 
The W.M. A.C. Short-Wave Con-

AW403  %eller (1(-)  —  W.31493 
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Obtaining Transmitting Licence 
" I should be glad if you could give me 

any information as to how to set about 
getting an amateur transmitting licence. -

- -T. H. P. (Litherland). THE first step is to obtain an artificial 
aerial licence, and a form must be 

obtained from the postal authorities upon 
which you enter the lines of experiment 
you wish to take up. Write to the Engineer 
in Chief, Radio Section, G.P.O., Armour 
House, London, E.C., for the necessary 
form and further particulars. Details were 
given in our issue dated November 28th last. 

Biasing Output Valves 
" I am going to build the 12-watt ampli-

fier, but the mains transformer which I 
have got only has one L.T. winding-4 
volts at 5 amps. What is the best way of 
providing bias for the P.X.25A's in this 
case  K. (Tonbridge). AS the remaining valves in the amplifier 

are indirectlY heated, the cathodes 
may be returned to H.T.— through biasing 
resistors, and it is therefore in order to 
include the bias resistor for the output 
valves in the centre tap of the heater winding. 
The total anode current will, of course, pass 
through the resistance, and thus careful 
calculation will be required to arrive at 
the correct value, and the arrangement is 
not very desirable. A better plan would be 
to obtain a small mains transformer having 
two 4 volt 2 amp. windings and to use this 
for the output valves. Such a component 
would not be very expensive and would 
provide much better results. 

Volume Controls 
" I enclose a diagram of my set in which 

I find that the volume control does not have 
any effect at all. I can turn It from one end 
to the other and it does not make the slightest 
difference. I changed it twice and I am told 
that the previous samples were in perfect 
working order. Can you help me by telling 
me the most likely cause of the trouble ? " 
—F. D. P. (Barnsley). 

THE theoretical diagram is correct and 
so is the actual wiring on the diagram 

which you sent. We assume, however, that 
you are using a metal or metallised chassis 
and that the volume control is mounted on 
a metal bracket. In this case the spindle 
of the control will be in contact with the 
chassis if certain makes of component are 
employed and this will result in the control 
being short-circuited.  Some makes of 
volume control have the spindle in direct 
metallic contact with the moving arm of the 
control and in such a case the bush must be 
fitted with insulating washers, or the metal 
surface of the chassis must be scraped 
away  to  accommodate the  mounting 

bracket.  Alternatively, if a metal 
chassis is employed a wooden  or 

other insulated bracket could be used. 

D.C. Mains Polarity 
" I am going to charge my own accumu-

lators from the D.C. mains, and in order to 
make the board I want to find the polarity 
of the mains sockets. I have been told by 

friend that this may be done by putting 
1 

one 

RULES 
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the 
fact that the Queries Service is intended only 
for the solution of problems or difficulties 
arising from the construction of receivers 
described in our pages, from articles appearing 
in our pages, or on general wireless matt era. 
We regret that we caonot • tor obvious reasons--
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete 

multi-valve receive's. 
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of 
receivers described In our contem-
poraries. 

CS) Suggest alterations or mOdifications to 
commercial receivers. 

(4) Answer queries over the telephone. 
(5) Grant interviews to querists. 

A stamped addressed  envelope  must be 
enclosed for the reply.  All sketches and 
drawings which are sent to us should bear 
the name and address of the sender. 
Requestsfor Blueprints must not be enclosed 

with queries as they are dealt with by a 
separate department. 

Send your qualm to B. Edam PRACTICAL AID 
AMATEUR WIRILUJ. °sort. Newnan, Ltd.. Tower 
Roane, Southampton Street. Strand, London, W.C.2. 
The Coupon mutt b, enelowd wistb  every  ilserY. 

4=00.1. • 14141 0111.11. M. 

the leads in salt water, but someone else 
has told me that this is dangerous. I should 
like to know what is the correct way of 
finding the positive and negative leads." — 
M. A. (Aldershot). THE use of pole-finding paper is the most 

practical way of finding the polarity 
of the mains leads, but you can adopt the 
• water scheme with safety if you include a 
lamp in series with one lead.  The lamp 

The safe way of testing D.C. Mains polarity 
when using a saline solution. 

should be mounted in a holder and the two 
ends of the wires inserted into the glass of 
salt water. Make quite certain before 
switching on that the wires are well 
separated and will not move.  When 
switched on a profuse stream of bubbles 
will rise from the negative lead and your 
mains socket may be marked accordingly. 
The accompanying diagram should make 
the idea quite clear. 

Aerial Coil Modification 
"1 have a home-made set in which a 

home-made coil Is employed. I find that I 

361 

cannot tune down to Radio-Lyons and as 
I particularly want to hear this station I 
should like to know the best way of modify-
ing the circuit to bring in this station. The 
London National comes in at 3 on the dial, 
which is standard and tunes a Polar con-
denser."—G. E. (Bow). 

AS the coil is home-made we presume 
that there are rather too many turns 

on the grid winding. Strip off two or three, 
and then try the set. A few experiments 
should enable you to find the number of 
turns to remove in order to permit the set 
to tune in the station you require. 

Energising a Speaker 
"I have a mains-energised type  of 

speaker, but am uncertain regarding the 
best way of energising the field winding. I 
am told that it may be used for bias and also 
for smoothing the H.T. but I do not want 
to make any drastic alterations to my set 
to include this if I can avoid doing so."— 
G. L. (York). 

THE most important factor is the 
resistance of the field winding. Upon 

this will depend the position at which it is 
included. You can use it as a bias resistance 
or in the H.T. positive lead, but if you do 
not want to interfere with the circuit you 
can build a separate mains unit to energise 
it. This will make it entirely self-contained 
and for further details we suggest you refer 
to the article in our September 25th issue 
in which the problem was fully covered. 

Coil Connections 
" I built one of your midget portables 

some time ago, and dismantled this to use 
the parts in a different set.  Unfortunately, 
some time has now elapsed and I am unable 
to locate the connections for the coil. This 
is non-screened and has a small angle bracket 
for mounting purposes.  The leads are 
soldered to tags and are coloured. Is there 
any code for these or is it a special com-
ponent?  If so, could you give me the 
connections for It, please ? —II. P. S. 
(Brockley). 

W E presume that it is a B.T.S. coil 
such as we have employed on several 

sets and in that case the leads are coded as 
follows: White is the top of the grid coil 
(grid connection) • yellow is the tapping to 
which the wave-cha nge switch is connected; 
green is the earth end of the reaction wind-
ing ; blue is the anode end of this winding, 
and red is the H.T. end of the primary 
winding (or earth if this winding is used as 
an aerial coupling coil). The top of the coil 
has a single lead which is joined to anode 
or acrid% whilst the earth end of the grid 
winding is connected to the mounting 
bracket which must, therefore, be mounted 
direct on the metal surface of a chassis or 
connected to the earth terminal if a wooden 
chassis is employed.  An ordinary two. 
point (on-off) switch is used for wave. 
changing. 

FREE A DVICE BUREAU 

COUPON 
Tit's coupon is available until December 
1037, and must be attached to all letters  ; 

containing queries. 
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. 

4/12/37 
  ••••••••••• 

THE ONE AERIAL FORTHE MODERN SET 

pix  INVISIBLE AERIAL 
DI X  LO N D O N  SE I 

Highly efficient, self adhesive 
alu miniu m strip -gives 
wonderful pick-up clear of 
interference-fixed in a jiffy 
without tools just press it 

and it sticks. 
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Miscellaneous Advertisements 
Advertisements aro accepted for  these 
columns at the rat• of 3d. per word. Words 
in black face and/or capitals are charged 
double this rate (minimum charge 3/. per 
paragraph).  Display lines •re charged at 
6/- per line.  All advertisements must be 
prepaid All communications should be 
add  cl to the Advertisement Manager, 
" Practical  and  Amateur  Wireless," 
Tower House, Southampton S  , Strand. 

London. W.C.2. 

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND 
ACCESSORIES 

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc. 

RADIO  CLEARANCE 
63, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.t.  Holborn 4631. 
SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUC-
TOR. I I ltcrs that ,at m.it be repeated 
5 6 per dress, NON-INDUCTANCE MIXED RESIST-
ANCES, all well-known makes, Philips, Eerie, .:-ittor, 
all 1 watt and standard sizes, no duds. 
1,'- for 4, 0003 BAKELITE REACTION CONDENSERS, 
good make, brand new. 
9d. each, Sin. TURN-TABLES for Portable Receivers. 
30.440,3ALUMINIUM COIL CANS, Vas. high, 2jins. 
In diameter. 
44. each, ALUMINIUM COIL CANS, Sin. high, 21ins, 
iti diameter. 
1/3, ALUMINIUM FACED PLY, size approximately 
16iits. by 10ins. 
3 6, PLE UEY 2-GANG STRAIGHT CONDENSERS, 
.0005 sections, Top Trimmers Fully Screened. 
3'-, PLESSEY 3-GANG MIDGET CONDENSER, size 
approximately 2' his. by :tins., precision built, each 
sect ion .0005, Semi Screened. 
4,6 dozen, T.C.C., .26 add., 250 volt working, Metal-
cased condenser. Upright type. 
 , STANDARD 1 mtd., 250 volt working, 

Metal-cased Condensers. Upright type. 
SC per package, BRASS RIVETS, approximately 
5,000. 
3 -, LUMEN  GENERAL  PURPOSE  IRON-CORED 
COIL for Aerial and 11.F., complete with Reaction, 
list price 8/6, without Switch. 
8/11, LUMEN SET OF 3 IRON-CORED BAND-PASS 
COILS, complete with switching,  list price 
:37/6. 
-, SPECIAL CLEARANCE OF  BRYCE TRANS-

FORMERS, ex. large manufacturer', order, 300-0-30o, 
80 ma., 4 volt, 4 anip., C/T, 4 volt 2 amp. Mains 
Input 200-250 volts adjustable. 
1/- for 1, LIMIER R.C.C. UNITS, complete with 

resistance, etc. Boxed. 
Sd. LIMIER H.F. BY PASS UNITS, comprising 2 Mains-
bridge type Condensers, Moulded Bakelite case. 

All orders 5/. or over Post Free; orders under 5/. 
must be accompanied by a reasonable amount for 
postage; C.O.D. orders under 5'• cannot be Accepted. 
RADIO CLEARANCE, 63, High Holborn, \\'.C.1. 
91011tern 4631.   

VAUXHALL.  Polar Midget condensers, 2-ging. 
, Os. 8d.; 3-gang, 8s. 94. ; 4-gang, 13s. 6d. Polar 

full vision horizontal 'Irises ,5ti. VAUXHALL. Hivac valves, entire range, full dis-
counts.  Polar station-named scales for hori-

zontal drives, Is. VAUXHALL. T.C.C. elect rolyt lc condensers, 8 mid. 
and 4 mid. 500 Volt, 28. 6d.; 50 mid. 50 volt, 

ls. 6d. VAUXHALL.  Iron-cored coils, 3-gang, on base, 
with circuit, 17s.  2.B. drives with station-

named scale, 5s. 64. VAUXHALL. Magnavox and Bola P.M. speakers, 
7In. cone, 16e. tkl.; 10in. cone, 22s. Energised 

models, 2,500 field coils. 711i., 12s. 64. : 10In., 17s. 64. VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2. 
Temple Bar 9338. Send postcard for free list. 

Post paid, 2s, tkl. and over, or C.O.D.   

CONVERSION UNITS for operating D.C. Receivers from A.C. Mains,  Improved  type,  120 watt 
output at f.2/10/0.  Send for our comprehensive list 
of sneakers, resistances and other components. 
W ARD,  46,  Farringdon  Street,  London, E.C.4. 
Fr  Telephone : Holborn 9703.   

M IIE largest stock of components in Englant, over 
500 lines, new catalogue now ready lid. -J. 

Deerfield, 105, Upper Street, London, Ni,   

HukormoNes.-Brown, Ericsson; (LE.('., B.T.H., Standard Telephones, Nesper, Western Electric, 
Sterling, etc., 2,000 ohms, 2s. 6d. ; 4,000, 5s. Postage ftd. 
SPECIAL.  Ericsson, 4,000 ohms, as new, 7s. 6d. 
Telefunken, lightweight, adjustable, 7s. 64. 
CRYSTAL SETS. Burne-Jones, Complete, Guaranteed, 
Gs. 6d. Ditto, double circuit, 8s. Sensitive permanent 
detectors, Is. ltd.  Crystal Detectors, complete, Is. 
Crystals with silver cars-whisker, ltd. Postage led, -
Post R14110, 2. Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.   

SHORT WAVE on a crystal set.  Full building 
instruction and crystal 1!2 past paid.-Radio-

mail, Tanworth-in-Arden, Warwickshire, 

VALVES 

AMERICAN Valves in sealed cartons, all types 
5s. Cal. post (oak:I. -Valves, 661-3,  Harrow 

Road, N.W.10. 

Said Holmes, " Though 
I'm  long  past  my 

I've learnt  about 
FLUXITE in time. 

Now I know all along 
This wiring's been 
wrong -

So I'm now reconstruct-
ing my crime." 

Si. that FLUXITE is always by yo0-7411  the 
bouse-g   workshop  wit   speedy 
soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in 
government works and by leading sag'   
and manufacturers. Of Ironm  -in tins, 
4d.. Sd., 1/4 and 2/L  • 
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE 
SOLDERING SET--compact but substantial 
-complete with full instructions, 7/6. 
Write for Free Book on the art of "soft" 
soldering  and ask for Leaflet on  CASE. 
HARDENING  STEEL  and  TEMPERING 
TOOLS with FLUXITE. 

TO CYCLISTS!  Your wheels will NOT 
keep round and true, unless the spokes are tied 
with the fine wire at the crossings AND SOL-
DERED.  This makes a much stronger 
wheel,  it, simple-with  FLUXITE-but 
IMPORTANT. 

THE FLUXITE GUN 
is always ready to put 
Fluxite on the solder-
ing job instantly.  A 
little   places 
the right quantity on 
the right spot and one 
charging lasts for ages. 

Price 1/6. 

ALL MECHANICS WILL 

FLUXITE 
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL _ SOLDERING 
FLUX; E LTD.(Dept. W.P.) DRAGON WORKS, 

ISHILMONDSEY STREET. &R.I. 

Get 
the new 
Kit in the Golden Box 
The remarkably efficient " Eliininoise " 
(Trade Mark) Anti-interference aerial, 
wired with 6o ft. aerial and 50 ft. 
" Eli minoi se " screened cable.  An 
ideal gift.  The better the Set, the 
greater the need. 

P OST T HE 
C O U P O N 

BILLING - LOB 
susentassioes sawsnce I 

Cambridge Arterial Read, Enfield, Midds 

Please  send  free booklet 
"Wireless Without Crackling 
(P26I H) 

Name   

Address   

Pr, W. 4.12.37   

PREMIER 
SUPPLY STORES 
POST ORDERS 
Jubilee Works, 
167, Lower 
Clapton Rd., 
London, E.5. 
Amherst 4723 

CALLERS 
165 & 165a, 

Fleet Street, E.C.4 
Central 2333 

50, High Street, 
Clapham, S.W.4. 
Macaulay 2361 

3-VALVE SHORT-WAVE KI . S.G., II.F.; Det, and 
Pentode, Covers 14-170 met es, with 4 pairs inter-
changeable 4-pin coils.  Complete kit of parts, with 
metal chassis and set of 3 ma cited 2-volt valves, 42!-; 
suitable metal cabinet 76 ex ra. 

NEW  1-VALVE  SHORT-WAVE  RECEIVER  OR 
ADAPTOR KIT. 13 to 86 metres without coil 'banging. 

Complete Kit and Circuit, 12 6.  VALVE GIVEN 
FREE! 
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 170 metres, complete Kit will, 
Chassis, 4 Coils and all parts, 17 O. 
SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, 15,'-. De Luxe Medal, 

S.W. SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, for A.C. Miring 
Receivers, 22 6..5  \ alie given FREE ! 
NEW 2-VALVE S.W. KIT, 13 to Si; nietres without 
1.0{1  changing.  ii,. ilete Kit and Circuit, 19/6. 
VALVES GIVEN FREE I 
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 150 metres, complete Kit 
and Circuit. 4 Coils and all parts, 25/-.  VALVES 
GIVEN FREE. 

ALL-WAVE AERIAL KITS, 15-2,000 metres, complete 
with matching transform. r . 15'-. 
PREMIER "TROLITUL " Short Wave CONDENSERS, 
Certified superior to Cecamic.  All-brass Construction, 
15 mmtd., 1 6 ; 40 mmtd., 1 7 ; 100 mmtd., 1 10 ; 
160 mmtd., 250 mmtd., 2 6 ; Double Spaced 15 mmtd., 
2.5 ; 40 mmtd., 3 6. S.W.H.F. Chokes, 9d. ; sergeant 
16.  All-Brass S.W. Condensers with integral slew-
motion, .00015 Tuning, 4 3 ; .00015 Reaction, 3:11. 
UTILITY 4" MICRO-CURSOR DIALS.  and 
100 : 1 ratio. 3 9  h 

LI NEN HYPERNIK Q.P.P. TRANSFORMERS, 3:11. 
LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES, 39 pair. 

IRONS,  A.C.  or D.C.. SOLDERING 
1/6 each. 

JUBILEE SUPER SOLDERING IRONS, 4 6 cad.. 

No w Rea dy.  Our Ne w 1938 

Enlarged  Illustrated  Cata-

logue, H andbook an d Valve 

M anual.  Price 6d. 

Sen d  6d.  in  Sta mps  for 

90 Pages of R adio Interest! 

SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-24. 
22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/11 each, with cirrus& 
Special set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres 4/- see with 
circuit.  Premier 3-band S.W. Coll, 11-2.5, HI-43, 
38-46 iisetres.  Simplifies S.W. receiver constructijn. 
suitable any type circuit, 2,6. 
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6-pin low-loss, 1/. each. 
Famous EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4v- A.C. and 20T. 
.18 Universal. All standard types, 4/6. LH. Pentodes 
and P. W. Rectifiers 5/6. 
BATTERY VALVES, 2 volts, H.F., L.F., 2/3. Power, 
super-Power, 2/C Var-Mu-S.G., 4- or 5-pin Pentodes, 
Hie, Pens., V-mu-H.F. Pens., 5,-. Class B, 6/.. 
AMERICAN VALVES.  Genuine American H MO. 
and TRIAD, first-grade Valves, 3 months guarantee. 
All types in stock. 5/11 each. 210 and 250, Si each. 
New Metal-Glass Valves, all types, 6/11 each. Otestalse 
American DOUTRON Valves, all types, 3/6 each. 
Valve holders for all above types, 64. each. OCTAL 
bases, N. each. 
COSMOCORD PICK-UPS, with fonearrn and volume 
control, 16/6 each. PICK-UP HEADS only, 4/$ earh. 
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all types still 
available. 
TELSEN  IRON-CORED  BAND-PASS COILS, 100-
2,000 metres. Integral switching, 12/6 set. 
PREMIER H.T. POWER PACKS.  Ready for nee. 
120 v. 20 ma., 25/-, with  a. charter. 33/- I /60 v. 
30 ma., 27/6 ; with g amp. charger, 315.- ; 250 T. 60 ma. 
4 v. 3-5 a.. 33'. ; 150 V. 30 ma, valve rectifier (rePieer-
ments only 2/-), 17/6. 
MAGNAVOX MOVING COILS.  Mains energised. 
" 154 " 71n. cone, 2,500 ohms, 15/- ; " 152 " In. cone. 
2,500 ohms, DIAL  " 152 Magna." 9in. eosin, 2,500 
ohms, 37/6.  Itagetresa P.M.'.- " 234." 71n, cone. 
lye; " 262 " 9In. cone, 22/6. Latest type IMM S. 
P.M.'s. 111/-. Celestion Soundex, 
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ELECTRADIX 
Exceptional Bargains in Transformers 

L.P. TRANSFORMERS.  Floe lot of Ferranti 
shrouded and lt.T.H. Bakelite for coupling and 
ordpitta.  Ferranti A.38. A.P.3 and 4, R.D.354, 
/I-1, etc.. 6  B.T.H. 44 at 1,- each.  Perraotl 
0.P.S., B. 4 D.. foe output to speaker. 6,-. 
44A. Push Pull. 6,11.  O.P.M. 3 ratio output. II 6. 
lArge B.A.P. 100-watt amplifier output Trans-
former. for 6 speakers, 

NADI/ '17.A.1111101U11111. 11.M.V.. all mains to 
251,-0-2;0, 80 m a, 4 v. 1 amp. and 4 v. g!amp.., 
96.  Extra large H.T. to 4,000 volts for television or transmit. 
4.000]volts, 2001 ma.,110/... 

CHOKES.  L.P. Smoothing, 9 sap.. Browns. IV--
PARTS.  Experimenters often wont to wind their own trans-
portlier,. We have a quantity of mid Inte mlve, mains chokes, etc.. 
unmarked. at bargain priors.  3 wet', 1,6; 10 watt. 2 - 
15  wet,. 6; 20 watt.  Postage,'4. You get • set of stamping,. 
bobbin and wire cheap this way. 

CONSTRUCTORS.  Our hand-geared Iln. drill at 1 6 In a %ice 
makes a comi coil winder.  Rectifier., metal, for H.T. direct on 
A.C. mains, give 180 v. 30 m's D.C..  Short-wave ritand.on 
insulator*. N.  Lightning arrestors, vacuum type. 11.. 

CONDENSERS.  Fixed 8,000 volts, test. 1 mid., 16  1 mid.. 
2;e0 volts, 4 for 11- : 2 mid. 3 for 1,'..  Post extra. 

MIKES AND SPEAKERS FOR XMAS 

Ammetem and Relays. 

SPEAKER BARGAINS. Moving-coil. crier. 
g is  ..one. soiled but good, famous 
stokery, 46 only. New Speakers, It. & A•. 
his, cone. 2.300 ohm. and tranaf...7.6. 
Magnavox Type 144. 6In. cone, 2.300 
ohne*. 12 6. A.C. main. energised Speakers, 
with rectifier., 100,230 v., Him  cone. 
with transformer.  Jensen 220 v., 
At!. ein. cone and transformer. 26,-. 
Battery Energised Speaker..  K.B. 6 v.. 
Sin. cone. 81.  P.M. Epoch In polished 
cabinet, 13in. x 71n. i 10im high, 171. 

DE WAR Type 81 SWITCH u specified for 
the Home Intemeonume micatIon unit, 3 41. 

TH3 DIX- MTIANTA.  Prompt delivery can 
now be given.  Thla is a wonderfully terse. 
t ile,  big I: -g rade  moving-Iron  multi-range 
meter for lervice on A.C. or D.C. Jobs. 
No projecting terminal..  THREE ranges 
of volt.. 0-7.5. 0-130, 0.300.  Cried for 
MILLIAMPS. reads 121 m a. and 75 ms. 

ilack bakehte case.  Only .21in. by 2101., 
19, 6. 

U
MORSE MID SIGNAL KEYS. s i  Loyal Air Force model. belanced 
action, all solid brass bsr, tungeil 
contacts, Indicator iAllip. Type 
KBelL, a guinea key for 7 6. 
Other keys from 3,- to 30 -. 

BUZZERS. I a. 2,6 s" 6,  
SOUNDER8,7,6 and 10:-. MORSI 
PRACTICE SETS COMPLETR, 
4 9.  BELLS.  circular  Leek, 

vibratile in rem 2'.. wsii Nu Pushes.  porcelain, 21ln., Ild. 
or 1/. d m  Bi... P.theii, 901 .. 1 6 and 2,6.  Pendant Pushes, 64. 
A.C. ELICTIO-KA MIRTS for '220 volts :10 m,A, holds 14 OM., 
2/6. SOLENOIDS fur remote work or relay, 4 and 6 volts, 9 In. 
stroke and 1 os. pull. silk coveted coil. metal frame. 31.  Trans-
mitters. magnetic key. 10 amp. contacts 'I.e. coll. lain  Magnet 
operated Selector. 6 gang. Of '25 contacts, each W s.  Magnetic 
trip or overload milder.. I to 10 amp.., any voltage, 7/6.  Auto. 
Out-out and Cut-In lottery switches. 1,6,'..„  Max. and min, circuit 
breaker.. battery autos., pump float nritehee, titre high voltage 
modelle., all In Mock.  specify your want.. 

MODEL BOAT CONTROL.  Short-wave Tranendttera, 0 volt, 21/-. 
Coherent Ilk,  Relays, 10:-.  Light Ray Cells, selenium, 5/.., 7/6 
and 10,-. 

MAKE YOUR OWN RECORDS ON DISC 
The FEIGN RECORDER fits an,' 
Radiogram and la positive driven 
by worm gear and rack. Complete 
and ready for use. only 37,6.. 
Lela Piek•up and Tone firm. 214.. 
Fgther 4 - doz. rocial blanks can be 
used or the ginfdl coated ainipleta. 
101n.. 3'.. each.  Pre.amplitiera for 
Recording Mikes, 1-valve Battery 
Mislel in cabinet. ibb-. A.C. Mains 
pre.amplifters. with valve rectifier, 
steel-cased model, 60/.. 

CRAMO-HOTORS for recording, Universal Model, 81,16/-. 
ORA110-MOTORS.  Oarrard Universal AC/D.C. with turntable 
and aut, switch. 08,10/.. B.T.H. Universal model YM, turntable 
and autoetop, 46'-.  5.0. Gratuo Motors and turntable. H.M.V. 
I la volts, Zs... 230 volts, 27/6. Motor only, 30/-. N.T.H. Golden 
II,.,', 37 6. 

PROTECTION LANTERNS, in (Hand. 2:1-watt, MP,  Aro lamps, 
tilide lanterns. Idiu projectors, and Sound beads, cheap. 

1,000 other Beranine in New Sale List "N" Pool Free. 

MICROPHONES. Table Model " W. W.II." 
For home broadcasting.  Bakelite square 
body on bronze haste, containing trans-
former, switch and pita... In • marvellous 
production at • low price.  Worth 2 
trainees.  Only IP!,  Lesdix No. I013 
Pedestal,  loin.  high,  12,6.  Lesdli 
Superior No. 12BB Ring, Itin. pedestal. 
18 6.  Hand mike. in Sin. case, No. 11 
at 6 S. Superior type, No. Ile, 7,6. Monte 
microphone No. It Is a solo general-
purpose robust mike. eith solid bakelite 
body, back terminals. front metal grille. 
hand or sling design, 6 6. 
METERS. -All ranges hod -sizes In Moak. 
New etock of Laboratory precision ap-
paratus, Bridge., Sloggers, Galva, Micro' 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C:4 

Telephone: Central 4611   

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND 
ACCESSORIES 

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc. 

RADIONIART 
SHORT-WAVE MANUAL 
Packed with short-wave information and circuits of 
mains and battery receivers,  including straight, 
superhet and 5-metre transmitters, modulators, etc. 
Information on transmitting licences, aerials, Class B 
amplifications, neutralizations, superhet alignment, etc. 
The most comprehensive manual published, written 
by practical engineers, price 60., post tree, 701. in-
cluding catalogue. 
1937 Short-wave Catalogue only (3 times enlarged) 
price lid., post free. 

44.  HOLLO WAY  HEAD, 
BIRMINGHA M 1 

CnOMMUNICATION Receivers, transmitting gear, 
amplifiers, valves, transformers.  Distributors 

for Hallierafter, Taylor, liamtnariund, Raytheon, 
Elmac. 
Radiographic, Ltd., 66, Osborne Street , Glasgow, Cl. 

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Guaranteed Wireless Bar-gains; post paid. PLESSEY 3-valve Battery Sete, complete in sealed 
cartons with three Mazda valves, moving toil 

speaker, Pertrix batteries and ace iiiii ulator, in ex-
quisite walnut cabinet; 57/6 (limited quant it y only). GARRARD Record Changers, AA'. 2(0-254) volts, 

changes eight 10- or 12-inch records ; 
(complete sealed cartons); universal A.C./D.C. model, 
£7/10. GARRARD A.C. Radiogram Units, with pick-up 

and all accessories, In sealed cartons; 42/-. 
r•OLLARO Single Spring Motors for Gramophones 

or battery radio; 10/-, complete with turntable 
and all accessories. TELSEN (1937-38) Components:  Iron-core coils 
I  W.349 (Midget size), 3/6; W.477 (triple ganged, 
for band-pass or straight circuits), 14/6;  W.476 
(triple ganged superhet), 14/6; W.478 (twin ganged), 
9,'- ; all ganged coils complete on bases, with switch; 
I.F. transformer coils, 4/6; dual range coils, 2/9 ; 
with aerial series condenser, W.76, 3/9. TELSEN A.C./D.C. Multimeters, 5-range (test s any-

thing radio or electrical), 8/6;  loud speaker 
units, 2/6; Ace (P.O.) microphones, complete with 
transformer, ready for use with any receiver, 4/6; 
headphones, 4,000 ohms, 3/- pair. 

V 
/ALVES.--Full range for American receivers, 6/- 

each. MORSE Tappers, complete radio-telegraph set 
(flasher, buzzer and tapper), with butteries, 

bulb, code, 3/, 
DARGAIN Parcels of Assorted Components, in-

eluding coils, resistances, condensers, chokes, 
wird, circuits, etc., value 21 /- • 5/- per parcel. SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Ruston IW., London, 

N.W.1; and 46, Llsre St., Loudon, W.C.1.  All 
mail ordal to 
OUTHERN ItAhm, 323, Elision Rd., London, 
N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube). 'Phone: Euston 

3775. 

FOR all components at right price, write Radio-graphic, state your requirements:  quotations 
per return. 
Radiographic, Ltd., 66, Osborne Street, Glasgow, C.1. 

'BANKRUPT Bargains.  List free.  All new goods. 
Decca ay. 1937 AA'. superhets, 5 gnu.  Decca 

18 go. 1937 6v. A.C. radiograma, 10 gns.  Tniphonic 
Coronation  models,  5v. all-wave superhets, list 
12 gum., for 6/10/0.  Lotus 4v. A.C./D.C. consolettes. 
67/8.  Decca 3-pentode battery sets, £6/1510, list 
1937, 77/6.  Decca 5v. 9 go. battery 1937 superhets, 
9S/6. Plessey by. A.C./D.O. superhet chassis with 
Mullards and speaker, 90/-. Ditto 4v. battery type, 
complete, 67/6. Celestion 65/- type cabinet M.C. 
speakers, 30/-. Ditto 45/- type, 17/6. M.C. chassis 
only. Celestion Soundex 9/6 PPM1 W, 13/6.  Battery 
3v. consolettes with valves and M.C., 27/6.  Vidor 
A.C./D.C. 4v: 8gn. models, £3/17/6.  Burgoyne 5v. 
A.C. superhet table radiogram, £8.  Altham 3v. 
H.F. pen., detector and pentode sets all-wave, 67/6. 
All sets with valves and M.C. speakers.  Large stock 
replacement valves.  Most makes of gets supplied. 
Get my part-exchange offer first. Second-hand as 
new Vidor 1937 midget battery portable. Cost 
£5/19/0, 50/-. Advertiser since  1929. -Butlin, 6, 
Stanford Avenue, Brighton, Su ssex.  Preston 4030. 

" ST900 " " Camm's Corona" battery and all-mains versions, specified and competitive kits.  Best 
value receivers, valves, etc.  Pick-ups, 4/-.  /1.31.V. 
Auto-Record Changers.  Bankrupt surplus stocks, 
etc.  Lists free. -" Ford Radio" Service, Queens 
Place, Hove. 

McCAUTII-IY 
High Efficiency plus Economy! 

5-VALVE ALL-WAVE 
SUPERHET 

Price 

£ 6.17. 6 

(Complete 
with B.V.A. 

Valves) 
mnderately.priced 7..tage 2-valve all•wave etc-elver utilisc• a 

remarkably  efficient  superheterodyne  circuit  which  provides 
exceptional momitivity on all three wavebands-18-50, 200-330, 
1,000-'2,000 metres. 

Circuit includes:  latest type triode-hevoole frequency changer, 
crui-mu pentode I.F. anephfler. double diode-triode operating 
as diode detector and TI-'. amplifier, arid providing full A.V.C. 
High-slope 3 wattn output pentode.  Wa,e-ehange and gram. 
switch.  As illustrated, but with new type dial with principal 
/dation names. 

6-valve all-wave Superhet 
with Radio Frequency Stage 
8 Stages 
8 tuned circuits 
3 wavebands 

Price 

(Complete with DO 
B.V.A. Valves)aig .1 1.to 

Performance (made possible by um of multi-electrode valves) 
equal to that of mono receiver. employing 8 valves or room. 
Brief specifleat.on Includes  Large " Airplane" dial, with different 
mgoured light.s automatically switched on for each wave.range. 
Micro-vernier 2-speed drive.  4-point wave-change and gramo-
phone switch.  Volume coatrol and variable tone control also 
operative O. gramophone.  Reinforced heavy-gauge steel chassis. 
Covers 19-2.000 metres. 

Circuit comprises: Preselector circuit. radio frequency amplifier 
ropersUve on RR 3 waveband.), triode-hexodo frequency changer. 
double band-pus I.F.T. coupled I.F. amplifier. double diocle• 
triode detector and IF. amplifier.  D.A.V.O. applied to 3 preixding 
valves.  3-watt pentode output. 

.411 McCarthy receivers supplied complete with valves, 
knobs, pilot lamps, leads, mains cable and plug.  12 
mouths' grsarantee. 

Deferred terms on appligation, or through our city 
agents, London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, 
E.C.2.  Demonstrations Daily. 

Cash wilh order ors 7 days' approval.  Also *rite 
for illustrated catalogue of complete range of all 
McCarthy receivers. 

AcCART11111 'LTV. 
44a, Westbourne Grove, London, W.2. 

TelePhonc:  Ban:soarer 3201/2. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

D ADIO;TURNED RADIOGRA3L. Electric motors, 
25/-.  Pick-ups, 9/6.  Heads, 4/3.  Pedestal 

Anexagrams, £.5/5/-.  Tablegrarns, L4/41-.  Poitables 
A.C./mains, E3/10"-.  Battery, £2110/-.  Automatic 
record-changers, in.  Acoustic gramophones.  Port-
ables. pedestals, spring motors, turntables, tonearms, 
sound-boxes, horns, cabinets, fittinsrs, spring, wheels, 
musical instruments. Cheapest.  Unique assortment. 
List Free.  Gilt alarm clocks, $ 0.  Approval. -
Regentam," 120, Old Street, London, E.C.I. Tele-

phone: CLE. 5770. Est. 34 years. 

W ANTED immediately 3 dozen detachable sponge 
rubber headphone ear-piece caps similar to 

those used In:Crystal Receiver days. Mint belunused. 
Apply to Handeoek House, 17, Fleet St.. Dublin.  

REPAIlts to any kind of Loudspeakers, 4/-. 
and Speech Transformers, 4/-;  Phones, 3'-. 

Moving Coils and Mains Trans., Chokes and Resis-
tances, Quoted For. Trade discount. Quick Service. -
E. Mason, 44, East ltd., City Bd., N.1. Clerk 3339. 

MOVIES at Home.  How to make your own 
Cinema Projector.  Particulars free. -Movie-

scope (L), Pear Tree Green, DoddInghurst, Essex. 

OUR 1937-8 Catalogue contains much information 
on Transformer Design,  Post Free. -Litmen 

Electric Coy., 1s, Searisbrick Avenue, Liverpool, 21, 

BATTERY CHARGING PLANT   

1-VOLT Car Battery Model CO3/122, 30/, 6-volt, 
IL 25,'- ; '2-volt, 18/6.  All i2. :amps. 6v., Ia., 15:-. 
q  u -vo r  amp., 8,/6 ; I amp., 12/6.  All chargers 
L complete with metal rectifiers, steel cases; just 
plug-In, fit spades, switch-on. 
ntiLIVERY CERTAIN If ordered at ones; send 
L., now, stating Mains volt age. -Brightan Radii 
tervleo, 34, Middle Street, Brighton. 

TUITION 

MAKE YOUR HOBBY your career or Increase its 
interest tenfold.  Britain's Best college, 

approved by the Inst. Rad. Eng. and leading Radio 
firms, provides complete training in Radio Engineering 
by post or day classes. Full details from; "  
LONDON RADIO COLLEGE, Grove Park Rd., 
London, W.4 (Chisti Irk 3244), 

FOYLE S 
Booksellers to the World. 
Special department tor Wireless Books, 

115-125, CHASING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2 
Telephone: Gerrard aitiu (12 Hues). 

MICROFU  COLD FILM  FUSES 
20 Stock Ratings 

Type FA, suitable tor Battery 
sets. 150 m/A bions at :too 
ni' k. Resistance 71 ohms. 

D.C. Specified  for the Voltage 260 Volta Type F.2, suitable for Mains 
"D-XMASTER  sets. 5001n/A blows at 1 amp. 

and the  Resktanee 11 ohms 260 Volt% 
D.C. Row available 2 in 'A, 

"RAPIDE THREE" 4/- 1 in A. 40. 
You need one Type 12. FUSES 64. 'HOLDERS 6d. 
1151 Ii, A Fuse and Holder. 

MICROFUSES Ltd. 4, Charterhituse Ildgs., 
Goewell Rd., Londe.. E.C.1. 'Phone: CLK 404, 

re'e 

=NIP 

This  unique  handbook 
shows  tha  easy  way  to 
secure  A. N.I.C. E., 

A.N.I.Xech.E., A.N.I.E.E., 
A.N.I.A.E.,  A.X.I. W.T.. 

A.N.I.R.E., and similar qualifiea-
t ions  W E GUARANTEE-. NO PASS-NO 
FEE."  Details are given or over 150 Diploma 
Courses in all branches of Civil, leech., Elec., 
Motor, Aero, Radio and Television En-
gineering, Building, Governmeir. Employ-
ment, etc. Write for this enlightening Handbook 

to-day FREE and post tree. 
British lestitote of Engineering Technology, 
409, Shakespeare Haase, 17. 18. 19. Stratford Pl. W.1 

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS 

OLIDSPEAKER repairs, British, American. any 
make, 24-hour service;  moderate prices. -

Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen Street, 
London, R.I. 

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, Cones and Cols, fitted or rewound.  Fields altered.  Pelee* 
Quoted including Eliminators, Loudspeakers, Re-
paired, 4/, L.F. and Speech Transformers, 4/- poet 
free.  Trade Invited.  Guaranteed.  Satisfaction. 
Prompt Service, Estimates Free. -L.8. Repair Sere**, 
5, ltalham Grove, London, S. W.12.  Battersea 1921. 
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CHRISTMAS BARGAINS BY POST 
W ONDERFUL NE W 

icau 
BARGAIN 

0 '.. 

24 ONLY 
SHOP-SOILED 
4- GUI NEA 
M O DELS 

To Clear 35 f Part 
at  Carr. 1 • 

Only 24 to offer at this price-only slightly shop-
soiled. We guarantee these accordions to ho 
our  regular  £4.4.0  models.  Please  note 
spociftcattont-No. 2025/12/2. 26 piano keys. 12 
base. 2 voice, Recds on separate plates give rich tone. 
Easy to play. Strong carrying ease FREE.  24 
only at 36'. (Coals only), so order at once-
11.,nry refunded in full if too late to secure. 

The L. R. Supply Co., Ltd., 51, Oat Lane, London, E.G.! 

Liquidation  400 
gotli 

10 
CLEAR 

ItTiving purchased an entire factory stock 
oisical Malcontents. we are able to 

make this truly amazing ogler 
:4 complete drum sets, 00111-

prising large bass drum, brass 
tailed  with  real  skin  and 
seven adjuster'', strong auto-
!untie fly-back tootbeater. real 
akin aide drum, hardwood tap 
1.ox  brass cymbal.  triangle 
and rowbell, also pair well-
balanced  drum  sticks.  The 
whole outfit comes to you 
complete In strong box at 
the  incredible  clearance 
price of 8/8 only, postage 

11, No pally or ,,ionicur band is complete without 
thls wonderful 0111 fit,  to  send P.O. 9/6 at once to:-

AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS LTD., 
(Dept. P. W.J.S.1). 91. New oxford Street, 

London, W.C.1, Thone: TEM 6559, 

YOUR CAR WILL 
AL WAYS START! 

with a PREMIER Battery Charger 
for Home or Garage. 

Westinghouse Rectification. Complete 
Ready for use. 

To charge 2 volts at  amp. 10/, 
„  6 
„  6 
„  12 

P9 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Cosmocord Playing Desk for 100-250 v. 
A.C. mains.  Converts your Radio into a 
Radio-gram.  Stand your Radio on top of 
this unit and connect pick-up lead to your 
set.  Beautifully  finished  Satin  Walnut 
Cabinet  fitted  with  Motor  and  ,Pick-up. 
Our price, £3/10/0. 

Desk Microphones.  P.O. Carbon Types, 
An efficient carbon instrument for general 

use.  In all colours. 4/-. Post Paid. 

PREMIER  SUPPLY STORES, 
167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., LONDON, E.5. 

AMHerst 4723, 
165, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4. CENtral 2833. 
50, HIGH ST., CLAPHAM, S.W.4. MACau lay 2381. 

PP 1 „  16/6. 
1 „  19/6. 
1  „  21/, 
2  „  32/6. 

T WO NE W M ODELS, completely enclosed. 
To charge 6 volts at 4 amps. £3/19/6. 

6 or 12 volts at 2 amps. £3119/6 

EXCEPTIONAL RADIO BARGAINS 
" REES-MACE" 3 Valve Portable. .. 
"PHILLIPS " 3 Valve D.C. 
" AMPLION " 4 Val. A.C. 
" MAJESTIC " 5 Valve Superbet A.C. 
" PHILIPS'S Valve A.C. 
" Elle° " 3 Valve D.C. 
H.M.V." 3 Valve D.C. .. 
" ULTRA " Tiger, $ Valve. D.C.  .. 
" ULTRA "  6 Valve D.C. AM. 
" COLUMBIA " Valve AM. 
" TELEX " 3 Val. A.C. 
" ULTRA " 2 Valve D.C. .. 
"ILII." 3 Valve A.C... 
" ANPLION -- Valve A.C. 
"  "2 Valve A.C. 
"SECO " 3 Valve D.C. 
" CCiSSOR " Ratter, Receiver. Complete 
Ito  0, complete with 3 Valmn 
Mama Unit D.C. 4 Tappings  . 

26/. 

UNIVERSAL RADIO, 
221, City Rd., London, E.C.1. 

1/41 

TORTOISE LAMP-LITA 
For lighting 21v. or 31v. lamps, i.e. no amps 
or 0.16 amperes, 23 lamps at 0.26 sm u t 
Useful for lighting model stages, 
houses, Xmas trees, shop windows, 
signs, displays, etc.  For use on 201:7/ 111 
A.C. mains. 
Bakelite Case,  Pace 15/6 post five. 

TORTOISE HOME CHARGER 
For charging 2v, accumulators at 1 amp. or 
4v, accumulators at i amp.  200/230u. A.C. 
mains. Westinghouse Rect. in  le 
Bakelite Case.  Price  !Lig) post free. 

• 
MAKERS AGENTS LIMITED, 
HIGH HOLBORN HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.1. 
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THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS 
By RALPH STRANGER 

A book which covers the theory and practice of Reception from A to Z. 

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOP;EDIA 
By F. J. CAMM  5 - net (513) 

The whole field of wireless construction is covered, in description and d'acfram, in this book. 

THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS 
By RALPH STRANGER 
A simple introduction to arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry and calculus as they affect 
wireless calculations. 256 pages.  Fully Illustrated. 

8 6 net (91-) 

5 - net (5 5) 

NE WNES TELEVISION AND SHORT- WAVE 
HANDBOOK 

By F. J. CAMM 
The first really complete and authoritative work on this subicct. 

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 
By F. J. CAMM 

JUST OUT: 

3/6 net (41-) 

3 6 net (4'-) 

WIRELESS COILS. CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS: 
AND HOW TO MAKE THEM. 

By F. J. CAMM 2 6 net (2 to) 

An important new Handbook for every home constructor and anyone interested in radio.  With 
Special Chapters on Selectivity, Break-through, Coil Winders, Coil Troubles and their Remedies. 

18D pages, cloth bound, w:th 126 easy-to-follow illustrations. 

71111111111111111 

FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 
By F. J. CAMM 

DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TERMS 
By RALPH STRANGER 
A valuable synopsi.; of technical terms 

Obtainable from all booksellers or send 
and the book will be delivered to you 

Newnesz, Ltd.. TI)wer House. 

2 6 net (2110; 

2 6 net (2/to) 

that everybody can understand. 

a P.O. for the amount indivatei in brackets after each price 
post free ... .. write to tVireless Book Departme:it, George 
Southampton Street. Strand. London, W.C.2. 
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THE NEW OSRAM "INTERNATIONAL" RANGE OF VALVES 

anDnn41.4 
t[T= 5I-inclt\IL L POINT 2. 
aNi_pgivisAmn 

( II 1R NCI ER IS I I( S 

OF  ()SR  NI  N  N I. "1/465 

Ileater  nit.. 

!tester Current 

%node N oltage 

Screen N ()Rage .. 

Control Grid N olla v  —3 

Owillator  ollage  10s. peak. 

( orner.:oi tonduclince 
at Fg- —3.  225 micro amps. N oil. 

6.3 

11.3 amp. 

250 rild X. 

1110 iiu. 

The  self-locating 

" International " Octal base 

s fitted. 

* LO O K  FOR  FU RT HER 

"POINTS OF TECHNICAL IMPORTANCE " 

IN  FUTURE  ANN OUNCE MENTS. 

Write for Osram Valve Cindy 

The international Range incluees valves of 
most modern design 

NEW RELEASE 
* OSRAM X65 TRIODE HEXODE 

The OSRAM X65 is designed as an electron coupled Frequency 
Changer in superheterodyne circuits which include short 
wave reception.  It has the great advantage of a higher 
input impedance at ultra-high frequencies than ever previously 
achieved in valves of this class and, due to the electrode 
design, the drawbacks of other frequency changers operating 
at the short wavelengths are almost non-existent.  High 
itage gain is obtainable even down to the shortest wavelengths. 

Due to the use of a 6.3 volt 0.3 amp. Indirectly Heated 
Cathode, the OSRAM X65 is equally suitab!e for both A.C. 
Mains and D.C.-A.C. Mains sets. 

it is recommended that the X65 is used in con unction with a 
stage of H.F. Amplification, such as the 
OSRAM N63 or (KTW63) to ensure 
maximum efficiency and highest signal 
to noise ratio 

MADE IN 
ENGLAND 

PRICE 

CACH 

awes  
Sold by all Radio Dealers 

OSRAM VALVES • DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE DESIGNER 
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kinv:vav, London, 14-.C.2 

iiiit,te,heit every NVednesday try I IF.ott6E NEnNEs, LIMITED, rower House, Soinhantptnn Street. strand. London,  and Printed in England by 
The NEwNEs  PFIRSoN PRINTINLI LTD.. rsiti.or Street, London, W.10. eole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON it GOTC11, LTD. soutb 
Africa: ersrnst. NEW  AGENCY, 1.yD,  Practical and Amatent Wireless can be sent to any part of the World, pat free, for 174. I. per annum  siz 
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